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living Made for the Fourth of
.Inly in Ellsworth.
! Ellsworth will celebrate the glorious
Fourth. At the meeting of the board of
aldermen on Monday evening the ball was
started rolling by Mayor Hagerthy, who
j brought up the matter of a celebration.
; The aldermen favored the plan, and an

Distribution of Tickets for High
School Graduation Settled,
The regular monthly meeting of the
school board

on, and

was

evening

held last

Plans

at the

office of the superintendent of schools.
The full board

has been

After

with her

was

present.

business had

routine

dis-

been

w

ind up business affairs

has

the class.
The board’s plan is to allot five tickets J

here.

lla/el Knowlton, daughter of Clerk
of Courts John F. Knowlton and wife, is

p to.

board

the

Miss

m.

MAIL CLOSES AT l*OST-OFK1CB.

graduate,

to each

and

The

to

class

furnish

more

to

think

seems

j

|

ill with appendicitis. If no complications upon request.
arise, an operation will not Ik* necessary. that it, and not the l^oard, should make
the allotment.
Oeorge L. Morrison, of Dexter, formerly
♦Including Sundays.
f
At its last meeting the board declined to
TRUSTEES :
of
♦ Dally, except Monday.
the
Ellsworth v^oolen mill,
proprietor
ming
was
in
the
a
few
on
§ Dally, except Snturdsy.
city
days this week
pro••For points on Washington County R Ronly. his annual fishing trip.
President,
JOHN F.
He returned to
for
200
tickets
after
reserving
posed that,
tMi Desert Branch anti liar Harbor only.
of Whitcomb, Ilaynes
Dexter with a good string of fish.
Co., Lumber,
and
the
officials
use
of
the
the
class,
city
About thirty-five couples enjoyed the invited
F. CARROLL BURRILL,
guests, the remainder either be
THE AMERICAN is on sale in dancing and card party given by eighteen
of t" the public as called for, or
disposed
Attorney-at-I,aw,
Ellsworth at the news stands of young ladies at Odd Fellows hall last Fri- put on sale at a small admission fee, the
N. B. COOLIDGE- C. H. Lelaud and J. A. Thomp- day evening. A very pleasant evening proceeds to go to help defray expenses.
A. F.
was passed.
Music by Monaghan.
The board declined to act upon this
son.
Single copies, 5 cents ; suitAttorney-at-Law,
The yacht “Siesta”, formerly owned in proposition, and advised the class that it
script ion price #1.50 per year in
»
Ellsworth by Samuel Alley and sold by should adhere to its previous decision.
CHAS. C- BURRILL, Treasurer.
advance.
him to C’apt. Robinson, of Outer Long
The hall will seat about 600. The board
CHAS- R. BURRILL, Assistant Treasurer.
Islan :, has come back to Ellsworth again, agreed upon a plan of distribution, and
lx»riston Webber, of the Burry road, is
directed Superintendent R. E. Mason to
having been purchased by Pearl Lord.
Xotk—Those desiring Home Savings Banks will be supplied with them very ill.
The I^ewiston Journal of Saturday, in carry it out.
Correspondence solicited.
on application.
Philip C. Stingel, of the Boston Post connection with an extended report of
The plan provides for seating the famistaff, is in the city.
the Ivy Day exercises at Bowdoln college, lies and friends of the graduates, the
Mrs.
Melissa Anderson, of the Surry printed a likeness of Frank D. Rowe, of teachers, the junior class, the city officials,
road, is seriously ill.
Ellsworth, secretary and treasurer, class and invited guests. The remaining seats
will be disposed of according to the best
Judge J. A. Peters has opened his sum- of 06.
of the superintendent and the
mer home at Lamoine.
A dispatch from Stonington, Conn., yes- judgment
board.
Mrs. H. C. Hatheway, of Bangor, is in terday says the schooner David Faust,
In order to give ample time to dispose of
bound from New York for Swan’s Island
I Ellsworth for a short stay.
the distribution will begin next
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING. MAIN STREET, ELLSWORTH. ME.
with coal, broke the shaft of her steering tickets,
Mrs. Q. R. Cunningham is the guest of
Saturday morning, June 10, at the office of
.y-.
gear off Watch Hill, and put into StoningMrs. A. I. Saunders at Lamoine.
the superintendent.
ton to repair.
Mrs. L. A. Emery is in Boston. Her sis*

tiOIN'i West— It. to a ui, §1 *5 and *9 pm.
Hoi no East—**7 a m, **3 4\ J» 30 and §J p

ELEHRATE.

WE WILL <

heard Milton Beckposed of,
city,
with, representing the graduating class of j appropriation of fl80 was made.
A meeting has been called for Friday
the high school, upon the matter of disAndrew l^arkin, wife and child, of Port- tribution of the tickets to the
graduating evening, June 9, at 8 o’clock, in the office
land, were in Ellsworth a few days last exercises to be held in Hancock hall on of Dr. A. C. Hagerthy, when plans will be
week, coming to attend the wedding of June 21.
discussed, committees appointed and
Mr. I^arkin’s sister, Miss Frances.
There have been some differences be- actual work for a celebration begun.
A. P. McFarland, whb recently bought tween the school committee and the class
j It is too early yet; to say what novelties
a farm at Pittsfield and moved there with
as to the allotment of tickets, the commit- | will be introduced, but it is safe to say
his family, is in Ellsworth for a short
tee’s plan not being wholly satisfactory to that the celebration will be u good one.

MAILS

UK

AT KLLMWOKTH

MAII.S

Deposits in this bank are exempt
municipal taxation to depositors.

deeper shoe is being put
other repairs made.
Mrs. Charles E. Stevens, who
spending the past few weeks
sister. Mrs. C. W. Mason, in this
returned to her home in ftclfast.

and

—

MAINE.

SCHOOL HOARD MKKTING.

The schooner Lulu W Eppes is on the
marine railway at Curtis’ yard.
A new

Hancock ro Paving* Bank—List of officer*
r.n-poraie members.
New Eiiw land TV I and 'lei Co
Anting A Dow —Haying tools.
A s-essors’ notice.
E t» Mnote— A pothecary.
Maine Central R R—Change In time table.
Hancock nail Paulino Hammond, the Mis
aouri tilrl.
Hancock Co Saving* Bank.
S I. Lord— Carriage repository.
Klo>d A »1 .ynen- Meat*. Usti and groceries.
I'atrlcx Kearns— tirocerlcs, cmtiod goods, etc.
K F Robinson—Jeweler.
hil*worih, Jlluehlli A Swan’s Island steam
boat line.

Bank

Commenced Business
The

*

No. 23

)I

elected

ai d

Savings

ELLSWORTH,

J. C. Chilcotfc, of this city, has been
president of the New England association of dental examiners.
Mrs.

LOCAL AFFAIIIS.
N f>; W

OF

merit an.

Express Freight from lioston.
An express freight is now run from Boston to Bar Harbor and Calais in remark-

! ably quick time.

in.

ton

j

Monday

on

Boston at night, arriving in

leave

now

loaded in Bosthe express freight will

Freight

for

Bangor at 11.55 o’clock the following day
j and
afterward for Wash-

|

WHITCOMB,

leaving shortly
ington county and Frenchman’s bay
points. The train reaches Ellsworth early
in

the afternoon.

asbcrtisruifiua.

BURNHAM,

w.

C.

&

F.

How
Can

I_MASON,

GENERAL INSURANCE.
...

holyoke mutual hre

.....

Insurance co.

MAI,EM, MASS.- Incorporated 184a.
*
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AGENT, ELLSWORTH, ME.

OUR MEATS!
You

rely

can

Hunch

on

them

on

implicitly

;

them all the year ’round.

on

Mrs. Edmon

enviable

reputation

dealers in

as

strictly

propose to maintain it at till hazards.
That is why we say to you unreservedly: ‘‘Complete satisfaction guaranteed with every pound of meat we sell !”

first-class meats, and

we

HAYNES,

FLOYD &
MAIN

Save Your Eyesight
by having
by

one

entific

your eyes

properly

fitted

day.
Mrs. Eugene Hale has closed her Washington, house and is at 44The Pines” for the

rian

George N. Black and Mr. Pitman, of
Boston, are at the Black homestead for a
few days.
Wivurna encampment, I. O. O. F., will
work the royal purple degree next Monay evening.
Xavier C. Clement, the new superintendent at the hardwood factory, took
charge Monday.
James A. McGown left Monday on a
business trip to Boston. He is expected

am
thoroughly equipped with the
instruments and have in my employ H.

most

is fresh from

an

Optical

Clerk Hale

has

So

far

dog taxes.
have been licensed.

about

for

collected
190 dogs

Scientific

F. Robinson,

jr.,

who

College.

George

has rented the

Brooks house

upper Main street.

on

H.
•

and

over

brought in a handsome bearskin.
Rev. J. P. Simonton will deliver a memorial address to the Knights of Pythias
at Sullivan next Sunday at 2 o’clock.

Friday for
will spend the

F. W. Rollins leaves

Mrs.

Massachusetts where she
rest of June among relatives and

Come in, and let him test yonr eyes free.

friends.

Wiswell and Justice
Emery are sitting in the June term of
law court which convened at Bangor yesJustice

terday.
Miss

g3

main

ROBINSON,
...

street,

ellsworth.

Lora

V.

Parsons, who

has been

The earliest and best Pea in the

market, 23 tents per quart.

Black-eyed

Rev. 8. W.

Sutton, pastor of the Unitahas taken a cottage at Lamoine Point for the summer, and moved
there with his family last week. Mr. Sutton will conduct services at Lamoine during the summer.

day evening

at 7.30.

church,

Lots of people wonder how I

UNITARIAN.
W. Sutton,

Rev. S.

June 11—Service at 10.30

Sunday,

a^m.

4

!

last week for

Washington,

where he

is

j

work at Porto

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

to

I have an audience to-morrow with Presi| dent Roosevelt in regard to educational

a

t*.

June

Mmonton.

0—

by

put in commission and will be taken to
Bluehill this week. 8he has been renamed the Eleanor.

and Marrowfat, 50c per Pk.

Mimes

Gertrude

and

Edith

Foss,

daughters of County Commissioner O. W.
Foss, of Hancock, were in Ellsworth Friday evening to attend the party at Odd
Fellows hall. They were the guests while
here of Miss Bernice Eldridge.

Eighteen

members

of

Bluehill

Collector Bresnahan has begun the
the 1905 tax. Taxes not paid
before Aug. 1 will be subject to interest of
y2 of 1 per cent a month.
Tax

Dr.

F.

F.

Simontpn

tions for the
Hale

property
L. S.

of

purchase

on

papers have not
Dr.

has closed

Main

the

negotia-

John

M.

street, though the

yet passed.

Chilcott,

of

Bangor,

POULTRY WIRE

son

tie., at

prices

meeting at1

Prayer

BAPTIST.

j
j

1

secret about it.

no

I

Re r. P. A. A. Kill am, pastor.
Sunday, June 11 Morning service at
10.30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
service at 7.30.
Bible study and praver service at 7.30
Friday evening.

best

advantage,

by heavy

the

expense

delivery
What

or

ordinarily

ELLSWORTH.

of

book-keeper,

team,

r»

etc.

would go for expen-

sive store management 1 make go
into my customers’ pockets !

That’s

all there is to it—but that’s enough !

Investigate

!

Patrick
MAIN

Kearns,

ST., KF.LSWOKTH,

BEST.

lodge.

ing, followed by lodge work. Refreshments were served before the visitors left
for home.

CHOCOLATES.

The graduation concert and ball of the
Ellsworth high school will take place on
the evening of June 21. The concert will
lx* by the Lotus quartette, of Lewiston,
assisted by M. M. Dennett, humorist.
The music for the ball will be by Mona-

have many friends in their home towns
who extend congratulations.

Judge Peters in the Ellsworth
municipal court yesterday, Charles GarBefore

diner, mate of a schooner which was loading stone at Sullivan, was tried on complaint of Fitz Waith, a sailor employed on
the same vessel. Waith is a native of Barbados. The mate ordered him to assist in

of

'Continued,
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**The
TAKE

Taste Tells.”

tSiO

SUBSTITUTE!!

Don’t You Need

a

New

Carriage

OR SOME WHEELS, AXLES OR OTHER PARTS ?
If

"you

Several

Wagons.

do

you

new

can

Jiggers.

find

a

Also

Instalment plan

or

large
a

stock at my

great

variety

place,

at the lowest

DRUG

of desirable second-hand

r

S.

I_

LORD,

SOUTH STREET,.ELLSWORTH.

rape 5.

STORE!,

CORNER OPPOSITE THE POSTOFFICE

prices.

easy terms,

All kinds of PLUMBING done by experimen. STOVES of all kinds for sale by

STATE STREET,

burdened

not

THE

DEMAND

moderate

am

rent

to

a

margin of profit,

enced

QO R E’S

There is

simply buy

sell at

'StifjtTtiBtmnU*.

M

persistently

below ”1110 other fellows”.

of all kinds for sale cheap.

F. B. AIKEN,

so

Daughters of Liberty, were entertained by
the Ellsworth lodge last Thursday evening. Sapper was served in the early even-

spending the j>ast six months with her ghan’s
Warren G. Haynes, of
sister, Mrs. F. A. Coombs, in East Orange,
Trenton, and
N. J., is home.
Miss Maria Foss, of Hancock, were marEarl V. Thurber, a former clerk at M. ried by Rev J. P. Simonton, of the MethUallert’s, now employed in Whitney’s odist church, at the parsonage in EllsThey
linen store in Boston, is home for a worth last Wednesday evening.

collection of

Fruits,

high-grade Groceries,

pastor

Sunday, June 11—Morning service at
Sermon by the pastor.
10.30.
Sunday
school at 11.45.
Epworth league at 7.
Pastor’s service at 7.30.
There will be no service at Trenton Sunday morning.

sloop yacht “Empress ’, recently
A. D. Stuart to Dr. Montgomery,
summer resident of Bluehill, is being

hold

Friday,

./.

ford to sell

7.30.

Rico.

The

j

Rev.

\

af-

can

pastor.

Sunday school at 11.45. Mr. Sutton will
conduct services at East Ijamoine, Thursday. June8, at the school house, Christian
E. W. Lord, assistant commissioner of Endeavor meeting at 7.30 p. m. Sunday,
June 11, at the church, service at 3 p. in.
edn'^dion aft Porto Rico, left Ellsworth

orchestra.

month’s vacation.

Claudit Pea.

Do It?

pastor.
Sunday, June 11— Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Prayer and conference meeting on Fri-

■

carriage factory,

Chief

E. F.

CONGREGATIONAL.
Rev. J. AS. Adams,

*•

Sunday.
Saturday
Chelsea Piper and wife, of East brook,
Mr. Piper
were in* Ellsworth to-day.

Modern

CHURCH NOTES.

A movement is on foot to establish a
| farmers" telephone line down the BayMiss Anna F. flight and her sister, Mrs.
side road to Shady Nook. If twelve subElla F. Hale, entertained friends at whist
scribers to the telephone service can be
last Monday evening.
obtained, the line will be built. It is
Street Commissioner Newman is now- believed this can be done.
COMING EVENTS.
laying crushed rock on Franklin street
The fish have been biting at Patten’s
9 and 10, at Hancock hall—PaulJuneS,
from Pine to Water streets.
Matinee
pond. One day recently E. G. Barron, of ine Hammond and company.
10.
I. L. Hal man, wife and daughter Doris,
Boston, and E. E. Rowe caught fourteen, June
and Mrs. Lewis Friend, arrived yesterday
Wednesday, June 14, at Hancock hall
while Herman E. Hill and A. L. Witham
Fred Raymond’s comedy, “The Missouri
at their summer home here.
caught twelve. Other good catches from Girl.”
Ellsworth Odd Fellows have been in- the same pond are reported.
Bluehill, June 14 and 15— Meeting of
vited to participate in the memorial exerS< i/.ures of liquor recently made
by Hancock, county conference of Congregachurches.
cises of the order at Bangor.
Sheriff Mayo or his deputies are as fol- tional
Wednesday evening, June 21, at HanThe steamer Percy V. brought an excur- lows: A. Martin, box, Franklin Road;
Graduation concert and hall of
1 cock hall
sion of about seventy people from McKin- hearing June 17.
Harvey Moore, box, high school. Tickets at Moore’s drug1
June 12.
D.
P.
!
June
17.
and
West
Tremont
Monday,
Braley, store,
to-day.
Ellsworth; hearing
ley
12.
i
Monday, July 3, at Hancock hall —EnterL. W. Paige, bookkeeper at H. E Davis' Nicolin, box; hearing June
dance by Dirigo club.
j tainment and

worth

of refraction.

1

City

to date

$213

w.

Charles W. Campbell, class of ’OH, University of Maine, was at liis home in Ells-

who understands the sci*

principles

Moore has the contract to
Hume and sluice from Rocky

—

ELLSWORTH.

STREET,

R.

a new

sister, Mrs. John E.poyle, who is ill.
W. J. Clark and wife made a trip to
Swan’s Island this week, returning Tues-

Up
won an

build

is w'ith

pond to the fish hatchery at Grech Lake,
to provide additional water supply for the
hatchery. A crew of ten men will begin
work Monday.

back to-morn

We have

Eno,

Lamoine,

of

summer.

them to your entire satisfaction ;

Keep-healthy

Frank

ter, Miss Crosby, is at Hancock Point.
her

“He t,iat is of
°Pin'011 money will do
everything, may well be suspected of doing
for
money.”
everything

* J
OlAJ TTA.PLEY

Kearns

..

ELLSWORTH, MET

CHRISTIAN

V*»yer
I

MeollnR Topic For the Wecli
Beginning June 11.
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Not ashamed of the gospel.—
1. 13-17.
There were some things In the life of

pom.

Paul of which he was prob
Ubly ashamed. He was ashamed that
pe hail stood by and guarded the
(clothes of those who stoned Stephen,
the first martyr, to death; ashamed
[that he had even raised his voice
kgaiust Jesus of Nazareth ami nsbamthat he had persecuted the followers
of Christ.
But after he had seen
and had been converted he was
|BOt ashamed of the Christ or His gos[pel. In Ephesus he preached it boldly
the face of those who ardently worshiped Diana of the Ephesians. In
(Athens he proclaimed it to Greek philosophers on Mars hill. In Corinth,
the rich and aristocratic city of bis
day. he preached it as against the vices
and immoralities of its people, and
■when called upon to speak for himself
before the royal tribunal of Agrippa.
Bernice and Festus he forgot to s|>eak
for himself and spoke for Christ—not
ashamed of the gospel even before
Many Christians
kings and queens.
today can stand before the poor and
afflicted and say: “1 am a Christian.
But when
Won’t you become one:"
they stand before the rich and influential, even if they got that far. their
“tongues cleave to the roof of their
mouths,’* and with apology and almost
aha me they speak of Christ, even if
they speak at all. There may be many
things in ourselves of which we may
he ashamed, but no Christian need
ashamed of the gospel or
■ver be
apologize to any one for the fact that
be is a Christian.
'aul was not ashamed of the gospel
11i I ^ is tilt*
four good reasons.
power of God unto salvation, and
berefore it actually saves men. (Hi It
• offered to men who need to be saved,
(•cause they have sinned.
(3) It is
pdTertxl upon the condition of falih
"to every one that believeth." (4) It is
BTered to all men. What reasons could
All men have
to more convincing?
toned and need to be saved. In the
(Bapel God freely offers salvation to all
nen upon the simple condition of aeNPtauce of It, and, moreover, this gospel actually saves. Why should any
Be be ashamed of such a gospel?
If
ms one had an effectual cure for all
be physical Ills of mankind and could
tfCer It to men for nothing, would they
pe ashamed to proclaim such a fact
B the world? They would be glad to
le it, and the world would gladly re
lelve their message, aud men will glad
J receive the gospel, the message of
pirltual and eternal salvation, if as
Siristians we show by our lives that
ire have been saved, and with manly
boldness instead of stammering tongue,
ppologetic and cringing mien, we pre
pent the gospel to them,
l’aul was
prilling to preach the gospel in Rome.
Ibe great imperial city, becatico he
lie
|ras not ashamed of the go.-pel.
Bd preach It In Rome, and Rome lis
Stent'd and became the chief center of
Christian activity, from which the gospel spread throughout the world.
Yet some people are ashamed of the
Some are ashamed to openly
knowledge Christ as their Saviour
uniting with His church. Some aft
publicly confessing Him are weak
•nd timid in presenting Him to other,
pnd in letting others know that they
•re Christiiins
In proclaiming our
Mitriotism and even in standing for
lenominationalism we are not hesitat
tn g but bold and without thought of
We are proud to say, “I am
■hame.
in American,” or ”1 am a Methodist,"
“I am a Baptist," "I am a Preshy
berlau." bt t for some reason there is

p apostle

Jed

[Christ

|ln

§spel.

hesitancy in boldly proclaiming our
■llegianee to Christ and our faith in
l

Ihe gospel of Christ.
But this should
■ot be.
In no spirit of personal boast
fcg, but in the truest spirit of per
tonal humility, we should loyally stand
by Christ and the gospel.
BIBLE BEADIXGS.

Ps. xl, 9, 10; cvii, 1-8: exvl. 17 19:
fcrxxvli, 1-6; Isa. Ui, 7: Matt. xxvl. <59B; Mark vlii, 3S; John ix. 19-27: Rom.
k 1-5; ix. 33; I Tim. iv. 1-8; I Pet. iv.

^

An

Endeavor

Musician.

It may not be generaJiy known outpjfle of Washington that the recent inceremonies closed with a
at concert in the pension building,
attended by 12.000 people. The chorus
Consisted of 500 voices trained and led
by Percy S. Foster. The success of
this concert and Mr. Foster’s able handling of much larger choruses have
■wakened a desire in Washington for a
permanent festival chorus under Mr.
Foster’s management.
The Times,
Post and other papers strongly advocate such an enterprise. All Eudeavorers will rejoice in this recognition of
the splendid musical director of so
many Endeavor conventions.

Ciuratlon

At Home aud Flnewhere.

In Bohemia and Moravia are five
Christian Endeavor societies, called
Krestansa Snaha.
The Richmond Hill (N. Y.) Baptist
Er.deavorers have made, the splendid
Increase of more than 70 per cent since
last June. They have also formed a
Junior society, which is carried on by
■ Junior committee from the older so-

ciety.
The inspiring motto of the European
Christian Endeavor convention to be
held at Berlin July 8-18 Is. “Full Obedience to the Kli* of Kings."
Joyful News is a Tamil monthly published at Pasnmalaf. India. It devotes
half its space to Christian Endeavor
and thus abundantly justifies its name.
A vigorous sermon to Christian Endeavorers was re<-ently preached by
Rev. John Herron of the Central Presbyterian church, Akron, O. He used
(be suggestive text. “A man was famous ac -ordlr » as h> l ad Ilf, I up
axes upon the thick trees" (Pa. lxxiv, S).

airfjrrttBnncnt*.

Mutual Benefit lEolnmu.

ENDEAVOR.

MADGE".

EDITED BY "AUNT

TWO

Mrs. Mary Dimmlck of Washington tells
How Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound Made Her Well.

pose of

tiiy

case was so serious it seems a
well. As
miracle that I am cured. I know that I owe
not only my health but my life to Lydia E.
Pinkham*s vegetable (’ompound and to your
advice. 1 can walk miles without an ache or
a pain, and I wish every suffering woman
would read this letter and realize what you
can do for them.”—Mrs. Mary Dinunick,5inh
and East Capitol Streets, Washington. D. C.

How easy it was for Mrs. Dimmick to
write to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn, Mass.,
and how little it cost her—a two-cent
stamp. Yet how valuable was the reply!
As Mrs. Dimmick says—it saved her life.
Mrs. Pinkham has on file thousands
of just such letters as the above, and
offers ailing women helpful advice.

garnish.

a

ber reunion would

Every7
come

Those

re-

am sure

will be

others besides Joan and Sadie

glad to
kindly

Wol has

Dear Aunt

make

of

use

the

r*news

the cordial

she

gave us last year to meet
Dell would also make us wel-

with her.
at East Surry.

recipes

Joan my
as

we

recipe for

G. sends a nice personal letter from
which she says I may take such parts as I
see fit.
She says:

snow

like It and U is

1 have enjoyed the column very much. I
enjoy the literature column, we can learn so
Thl* quotation
much. I like Shakespeare.
came to me when 1 read the Shakespeare col

S>ow Pudoing—Three latdetpoonfu's corn
starch dissolved In a llule cold water
Pour
this into a pint of o* lllng water, add the whiles
of 3 eggs beaten to a stiff froth, a small spoonful
of sugar and a very llule a-it.
Sauce-Yolks of three eggs, large dhp milk,
X cun of sugar, have the milk boiling hot and
etlr the egg and sugar into It (same as for suit
custard), cook until U thickens. When cool
flavor.

“He who steals my pur***, steals trash,
but be who robs me of my good name, takes
that which enriches him not and mates me
poor Indeed." How true that Is!
1 want to extend an invitation to the M. B
member* to meet at Franklip Road at my borne.
1 live about one mile from the station, so those
who can walk a mile can come and go by train.
T“ere are no public teams here, possibly some
of the private teams would be available. I
have no team, or I would meet them all. 1 want
every ui mber to come and help entertain, and
umn

Sadie asked for

Date PIE—One cup dates
and
(stoned
chopped), 1 eup water, 1 cup suvar. Is table
spoonfuls corn starch, boll the water ana dates
live minutes, add the corn starch dissolved In a
little water, add the sugar and boil five minutes
Bake with two crust*.
Pkuse FIS—Stew the prunes as for sauce, fill
the pte, put sugar and butler on before covering
Love to a l the sisters.
Wol.
Dear Friende of the M. B. Column
Have been away so lung I feel almost like a
stranger, bat think of you ail every week, amt
thank you so much for the good things you
have given us this winter and spring. Hope
all of the slaters are “spick and hub" from
cellar to garret and are all ready for company.
As the time flies «o fast, the summer will be
here before we know It.
Some one suggested that the reunion be In
Ellsworth. 1 will second that motion If no one
else has, for It seems as If It might be the
desired spot, and easy to reach. Hope Susan
can be there with a good supply of those nice
clean aprons, for we shall all need one to
wait on the tah’e-.
Now 1 will ask If each one
Is supposed {•• carry her own dishes, as some
one miv t» quire about It.
1 do not know as I
will be able u> *r>, hut hepe every one else can.
Meb, I would realty have been pleased to have
a
call iiou. you or any o*.hers that may come
this way. vVhat a cool spring we are having,
but bow beautiful the trees look ? Everything
indicates a bountiful harvest, unless the frosts
injure the blossoms. The poem at the head of
the last column was beautiful, and so much iu
it—a lesson for all, even for the smallest
blessings; we often feel our lot to lie hard when
we are laid aside for weeks and perhaps montt s,
but we can always see some one that is worse
off than we are.
I was much interested In the clipping that
Susan sent. What a scattering to and fro of
the Malneites, and soon will be the home-coming
of all who can, fcr no matter where they go
there is always a longing for the home nest.
Welcome, thrice welcome, to them all I With
Am Emma.
beat wishes to all from
West Franklin, May 31.

•
pul,
G. mentions the second week in June,
but Aunt Madge couldn’t attend to

I*il do my

We should all enjoy meeting
G., and with each of the others who
have so cordially invited us, but no one
must feel hurt if we do not accept her invitation this year, because you see it is
impossible to accept them all.
It seems to resolve itself into this definite idea: We must try to meet when and
where it will be convenient lor the largest
it

so soon.

with

{

number of

our

congenial, hopeful, helpEunice, Bea, Anon

ful circle to assemble.

others must

let us know whether
June or September will beet accommodate
them as to date, and we must not forget
that besides the presence of our senior
editor and his companion we may hope
that this year the internal relative of the
column will greet us in person instead of
and

by

Express your
freely to your

letter.

union

P. 8.—I

views

on

the

re-

Aunt Madge.

fear my “John” will be too busy
June.
M.

to attend it in

their

have it, for

the

characters

are

true to

life—not overdraw n,

exaggerated. They are characters of
the rugged, sometimes rough, but always
true manhood of which Maine is proad.
not

The

Johns will have done

planting and will have

no excuse for

Buy-

ing away.
I would like to ask those who expressed a
preference for the month of J une, If a Septem-

f by

do withWhat would the busy housewife
are
out the serviceable apron? If there
morning,

for the

task*

or.

In

fart

any

day. It Is quickly slipped Into,
It !»
and it tin- apron cover* or.c entirely
standIndispensable from an economical

to feel

T hen, too,
point In protecting the dress.
rethese aprons are so Inexpensive and
a
quire so little time Ir. the making-only
few

yards

of

calico

or

gingham,

two

up and the hems to turn,
Many
and one has the finished garment
work
use unbleached muslin for
seams

to

sew

women

serviceable and
aprons, and they are both
a finishing
very effective if trimmed with
an exbraid In colors. Holland cloth
cellent material for aprons both Tor ladles
and children, not

to

mention duck, linen,

calico, madras and gingham.
Sixes. 32. 3S and 40 inches bust
DIRECTIONS

FOR

measure.

ORDERING

Send 10 cents to this office, give number
of this pattern. No S1S3. and state slse desired. It will then be sent to you by mall
Be sure to write plainly and al-

postpaid.

ways give fall addrees. Several daya must
be allowed for delivery of pattern.

NEW

YORK

Pattern For Girl's Frock In High or Open Neck
by Martha Dean—No. 4021
Children's clothes never w«-r*
pMtty
as they are now
The reason is not difficult to And. for with the exception of the
best Sunday suit or frock a pleasing slr»pllclty reigns Simplicity In this Instance
means appropriateness, and appropriatenesa means good taste in selection of deThe design shown
sign and material
herewith expresses the former, but the
latter depend* entirely upon the length of
one'* purse string* or the use of the garment
One of the prettiest and at tho
time
smartest
same
frocks for little
maidens I* the French blouse This dainty
little dress with full blouse over the belt
is a style adaptable to almost any figure
It adds a look of plumpness to the slender
child, and. |dtratio*teal, but true, it makes
look slender
an overplump child
Uks
the fashions of tTt* grownups- .» considerable length has been token from the
waist and added to the skirt
so that the
extremely long waist which almost caused
of
this
f.t»h\>r.
the downfall
charming
will
In this d* sign the
not be seen any mote
dress is in guimj** style and may tx worn
with or without the waist body, which Is
The upper
trimmed to form the yoke
part of the blouse may 1h* ahlrt-1 gathered or amocked and attached to the pointed
of
yoke, which will admit of any k :i
The aklrt Is full, finished by
decoration
For smart occasion* a sash
• deep hern
would be pretty and useful.
Sixes. 3 to • year*.

Harbor.
Social

Mrs.

parity,

H. B. Jordan, Bar

Harbor.

Temperance literature, Mrs. Ruble J.
Tracy, Winter Harbor.
Anti-narcotics, Miss Juliette Nickerson,
Bar Harbor.

Legislation and petition, Mrs. Caroline
Guptill, Winter Harbor.
Prison and jail work, Mrs. Frazier, EUswork.

Lighthouse work, Mrs. Fred Phillips,
Northeast Harbor.
Evangelistic work, Mrs. Sarah F. Rich,
Southwest Harbor.
Securing homes for homeless children,
Mrs. Bertha Robbins, Center.
Press work, Jennie M. Mason, Southwest Harbor.
Flower missions, Mrs. Cora Guptill,
Winter Harbor.

<

County secretary of young women’s
work, Mrs. Louise Freeman, Southwest
Harbor.

Loyal temperance legions, Mrs. Margaret Holmes, Southwest Harbor.
in
instruction
Scientific temperance
schools,

Miss

M.

A.

Carroll,

Southwest

FASHIONS

DIRECTIONS fOR ORDERING
office, give number of this pattern. No. 4£3, and state sIm
He sure to wr.te plainly and
sent to you t*y mall postpaid
Severn! days must be allowed for delivery of pattern.

Sehd 1C cents to this
desired. It will th* r* l/e
always give /*'. address

Harbsr.

Mercy, Miss Juliette Nickerson.
School savings bank, Mrs. Rose A rev,

connected

with

conducive

to

finance is not always containing twenty-eight half-tone reproharmony, especially when duction* of seashore view s w ill l»e mailed
forward to those by the general passenger department,
A. M. Fulton, M. D., Manaet. unexpectedly brought
who are unaware of the previous rulings Boston A Maine railroad. Boston, upon
of the executives of the society, that in receipt of six cents, and a descriptive
RESOLUTION.
future such matters be reserved for special booklet
entitled, “All Along Shore, will
Jhe following resolution was added to
so that all may come prepared.
be mailed upon receipt of two r-nt» in
the list sent to the convention by the occasions,
All present united at the close in tender
chairman of committee,
Mrs. Ann F.
stamp*.
and cordial expression of thanks from
Greely:
When a woman marries for spit* >he alMrs. Arvilla Clark in behalf of all the
W deafen with profound sorrow of the death
ways succeeds in spiting herself
guests.

Stonington.
Franchise,

of

our

beloved sister,

Mary A. Livermore, aud
Heavenly Father for

Mrs. Aldrich, the wife of the Methodist
Personally Conducted
pastor, was joyfully welcomed as a new
excursions In Pullman Tourist sleeping car*
uplifting of accession to the ranks, and although we from
Angeles
Chicago to 8an Francisco, L
are sure her life has always been one of
humanity.
and Portland, without change, via the Chicago*
Heuolt'ed, That the thanks of this convention devotion to the motto “For God and Home
LoloUnion Pacific and Nor.h western Line
be tendered to the clergymen of Sou fewest and
Every Land’’ her presence will be an nisi one way tickets will be on sale 'luring
the
the
masonic
the
citizens
of
Harbor,
town,
inspiration under the banner of the September and Octobtr at only t c froB
fraternity and their janitor, the Methodist aid Woman’s Christian
from
Temperance Union of Chicago, with correspondingly low rates
society, the owners of the livery stables, to the
other points. Double berth In tourist sleeping
Hancock county.
Evelyn W. Neal.
members of the Frances E. Willard union for
full
earsonly $7 00. Booklets, with map*
their hospitality, the memb.rs from other
Information, aent on receipt of 4 cent* In -lampsunions for their presence and loyalty; to ail
New England Nearoast.
W. B. KnUkern. P. T. A!. C- A >
New England's seacuast, the ideal recrethese, for their wry efficient aid In making this
(.hlcago.—Advt.
convention a success.
ation ground during the summer, is preW'e also extend thanks to Esther LHxcn and
paring to welcome her visitors. In a short
the teachers for the labor of lore in training the
Banking.
while the beautiful north shore of Massachildren
in
and
recitations,
temperance staging
|
including Manchester-by-the I
‘thanks also to the ; tablet, MPa Gladys Mayo, chusetts,
and to the singers who* e solos and duets gave Sea, Marblehead, Clifton, Hock port, Devereux, Gloucester, etc., will be festive
much pleasure to the convection.
I* what your money will earn if
Marv a. Carroll,
resorts, assembling together the foreign
Invested In shares of the
liKRTIIA Ro BRINK,
embassadors and Washington diplomats
Mart J. a
hitch,
who especially favor this section.
Committee on resolutions of thanks.
Hampton and Rye beaches'in New
we reiuru

thanks, to

our

her life of usefulness and devotion
of temperance, equal rights aud the

to

the

came

>*

_

Hampshire, delightful pleasure resorts,

AT ALEXANDRA COTTAGE.

a

Willard union was entertained on Friday, June 2, its
regular
meeting day, by Dr. Abby M. Fulton, at
The Frances E.

few weeks

will,

harbor thousands

Ellswortli Loan aid Boildioa ass’i.

in
of

A

NEW

SERIES

amusement

seekers; York, Kittery and !s now open, Shares, #J each: months
Kennebunk are ready for the cottagers.
payments, $1 per tnare.
Old Orchard will appear more
smiling
her charming seaside residence—“Alex- than ever this year.
(Portland, fronting WHY PAY RENT
andra,” at Manaet. Although the weather on the handsome Casco bay and the
when you can borrow on your
at
one
there
•hares, give a llrst mortga?' ana
time,
appeared threatening
delightful islands have donned their sumreduce It every month. Monthly
was a large attendance.
Dr. Fulton’s fame mer apparel.
North of Portland the shore
payments and Interest toge.ner
as a hostess is so
will amount to but little more
wel^cnown that a pleas- resorts to Bar Harbor and beyond in New
than you are now paying for
ant social function was looked for. The Brunswick
are ready for the
summer
rent, and tn about 10 years you
will
influx.
anticipation was fulfilled.
The elegant simplicity of the decoraOne can scarcely appreciate the beauties OWl» YOUR OWN HOME.
tion, accorded well with the whole of the sea coast without a visit; but there
For particulars Inquire of
Husky W. cushman, *ec7interior of the house. There were pointed are two publications which will do much
mar*
First Kat'l Ban*
firs tipped with the tender green of the to enlighten one. A beautiful
*. vv
Rrsfo P»~_
portfolio
white
with
ribbon,
spring, garlanded
lovely wild flowers on table and sideboard
JlbbirtiBenunt*.
and mantels, exquisitely
arranged in
c hambers and halls* all gathered from the
grounds about Alexandra. The cordial
tempting array of choice
viands w-ent to matte up an occasion never
to be forgotten by ail present.
welcome and the

Magazine and Hook Notes.
“Piney Home” is the name of a newbook of Maine and its people, written by
George Selwyn Kimball and published by
Herbert B. Turner & Co., Boston. The

story takes the reader into the
homes of its people and into the depths of
Your vote for Ellsworth shall be rethe
woods. He sees
the men at
corded, Aunt Emma, and we are glad to work pine
in the lumber camp and on the
hear from you again.
drive, he sees the family at home. Love
and adventure add sentiment and interest.
Dear Aunt Madge and M. B. Friends:
Let us rest awhile from house-cleaning and Through it all is the fragrance of the pine
talk of the reunion. Some have expressed a woods, which remains with the reader
desire to have it in June. That seems a good when the book is laid down.
i
time to

Pittern For Lady's Apron Desidned
5
Martha Dean—No.

_

come

Madge:

As no one has sent

was

Stine’s

sent.

pudding, will send It,
simple.

I think it

who shared Erne

caused you.
Sadie, of Penobscot,
invitation

I

us

you heartily, Erne Stine, and we fear you
have forgotten all the extra work we

K.
to lie

of

keeping your dish towel for
C., I thanfc you tor your
Eksk silSK.

generous hospitality last year know better than any others w*hat the attractions
of her home-like cottage are, and now she
places two choices before us. We thank

sisters.

glad

el

children to action 1
Aunt Marta, 1 a*n
you. S. J Y. and
pleasan* letters.

come and go.
With summer's heat and winter's snow,
And lime wl>l hide beneath her leaves
Many an autumn's golden sheaves;
Yet loving hearts cannot forget.
And countless cheeks the warm tears wet.
When the nation with measured tread
Approaches graves where rest her dead."

art*

E

.September or October and some do not
I gladly offer you our
come until September.
cottage as before, and also our house In town,
which perhaps may be more convenient for
some of you
Now, Aunt Madge, rouse your

"Circling years may

you, E., |wre
membered by you.

be impossible for them.
many of the kl. B- contributor#
for tbeir vacation and do not return

season

until

pale”.

Pond,

Sl’PT. Prk»».

\JWrs^MaryDbnrnici^

nice deHow
nice It !e that the brave old soldiers can have
such a nice home provided for them.
1 think the beautiful custom of decorating the
soldier*’ graves commenced In the South. And
we like to la> beautiful flowers upon the graves
of the dear ones who have fought the battle of
life and gone "ever the river w ith the boatman

Thark

are

pur-

that lam again a memthe W. C. T. U., and thank the
convention for electing my husband an
honorary member. Do we not now conHe thinks when he is
stitute a union?
adorned with the white ribbon among his
hens t hey may respect him more. In the
death of Mrs. Mary Livermore we havp
Pinkham, of Lynn. Mass., is fully quali- all lost a friend. Those of us who have
fied to give helpful advice tosick women.
! been privUegA to meet her and hear her
Read Mrs Dimmick's letters.
remember.
earnest
talk
will always
Her first letter:
Thirty-three years ago I first met her in
bear Mrs. Pinkham :—
I have been a sufferer for the past eight this State, where a good Baptist minister
rears with a trouble which first originated
shocked some of his deacons by asking
from painful menstruation—the pains were her to stand in his
pulpit while she spoke.
with
inflammation
and
ulcera*
excruciating,
C.
How things do change!
tion of the womb. The doctor says I must
have an operation or I cannot live. I do not
want to submit to an
if 1 can
SI
PERINTENDENTS.
DEPARTMENT
Operation
possibly avoid it. Please nelp me.”—Mrs. Mary
Following is a list of department superDimmick, Washington, D. C.
intendents for Hancock county W. C.
Her second letter;
T. I'.:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham
You will remember my condition when I
Work among soldiers and sailors, Mrs.
last wrote you, and that the doctor said I
Priscil la Torrcy, Winter Harbor.
must have an operation or l could not live.
I received your kind letter and/oliowed your
Temperance instruction in Sunday
advice very carefully and am now entirely
schools, Mrs. A. M. Lawton, Southwest

scrlptlon of the soldiers’ home In Togus.

Circat

We

for the

ber of

Dear Aunt Madqe:
I have been meaning to write you a personal
letter for some time. There are so many things
one like* to talk about now that spring has
really come- Shakespeare say*: "All the world
*8 a stage and all the men and women merely
player*." 1 think he should have said worker*
—In the springtime anyway.
Some one has said it would be presumptuous
to write In eulogy on Shakespeare, when lie ha*
so exquisitely pronounced his own

ana the

soon

EAST Bl’RltY.

nice collection of letters for you

Madge
May f7.

Carroll.

social

a

raising money.

rejoice

I

week, embracing a variety of subjects,
and you will all t»e*interested in them. I
did not realize there would not be time
after the*last week s paper was issued for
you to express your opinion on the reunion be fore it would be necessary for me
to send the material for this week’s column to the printer, so 1 hope before another week to'hear from many of you.

to Aunt

to have

planning

this

Love

a

Sawyer and Beatrice

Dear M. B. Friend*:

Inthe last American Anon gave

A.

MumRefreshments of
iter present, nineteen.
cake and cocoa were served. Friday evening, June 9, wu are invited to meet with
Marie Sawyer; June 9 being ‘flower mis26.

special programme will be arranged by Mrs. Louise Freeman, Marie

ptrong;
(
Thou shall l*e served thyself by every sense
Of service which thou renderest.
—By Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
Selected by Aunt", Emm a.

To gild refined gold, to paint the illy.
To 'brow a perfume on the violet,
To smooth the Ice, or add another hue
Unto the ra'nbow, or with taper light
To seek the beauteous eye of heaven to
Is wasteful and ridiculous excess.

George

the home of

Lurvey, Friday evening, May

sion”

Tbe world may sound uo Crumpets, ring no
bells;
The book of life the shining record tell*.
Tby love shall chant Its own beatitudes
After its own lif«* working. A child's kiss
set on thy singing lips shall make thee glad ;
A poor man serve*! by bee shall make thee rich;
A sick man helped by thee shall make thee

a

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

The Ys met at

|

THE RKWAHD OF SERVICE.

YORK FASHIONS

NEW

hour of the

It is with great pleasure we publish
the following letters, as thej' convincingly prove the claim we have so many
times made in our columns that Mrs.

The sweetest lives are those to duty wed.
Whose deeds, both great and small.
Are close-knit strands of an unbroken thread.
Where love ennobles all.

I have

W. C. T. U. In Hancock county, ami
white rlbboners generally, to contribute to thl*
column reports of meetings or items that will be
of Interest to workers In other parts of tne
coumy| We would like this to lie a llvecolumn.
but It need* some effort on the part of W. C. T.
U. women to make It so. It is a column of theti
making, not ours, and will he wh*l they make
It.
Items and communications should be short.
And are, of course, subject to approval of the
<yittor- |
the

of

IMPORTANT TO MARRIED WOMEN

The purposes of this column are succinctly
-dated lu tho title and motto—It la for the mutua>
-teneflt, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
•telng for the common good. It Is for the com
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the luerchangeof ideas. In this capacity It solicit*•ommuntcatlona, and its success depends largely
on the support given It in this rc*i>ect. Communication* muet l*e signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be sutijcct to appft»va)or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
*11 communications to
The America*.
Ellsworth, Me.

(Solumn.

(The editor Invite* secretaries of local union*

0PENJ.ETTERS

“Helpful and Hopeful

It* Motto'

W. <fl. $. II.

refreshments, those who had never
over this house
“beautiful”
chambers
w'ere escorted over the upper
and to the tower where the mountains of
Mt. Desert are spread mt beyond the
adjacent islands in one of the finest views
to be seen on the Maine coast.
After

been taken

Most of those

did not know that

a business meeting
at
questions of finance were to
be submitted, discussed and settled; bills
that had been paid by the county treasur-

there

was

which

some

er,

ing,

to be

and

were

so

that

caused by

to be collected at this meetsome

reason

tangle to
kindly

of

embarrassment

was

this ignorance, .and

unravelled, but as Dr.
forward &Ad acted as
banker pro tern., the affair was adjusted.
A suggestion that we are sure will meet
with approval is made, that as business

the

Fulton
To Care a Cold in One limy
Take LaXaIIVE BltOklO QUININE Tablets
All druggists refund ibe money If It falls to cure
E. W. Gtovc's signature Is on cacn bor. 26e.

prej^nt

be

came

Neither Corned Beet nor Roast Beet
but much more dellciods than either

"

CL This delicate and delicious meat retains
all its juices, possessing the taste and savor
of fresh meat. CL It is a palatable prepared
luncheon—just the thing for picnics and
outing parties. G. Eat cold or make into
hot dishes. (L For sale at your grocer

! The Quarrel!
By KEITH GORDON

•

1

Copyright, 190&s by France*

Wilson

t

i--—--i

two shies to the question,
T!.i-r«are two shies.
pf course. There always
man. saw only the mnseu]l,., 1,,'ing a
while she, being every lueli a
Jln,, si,ie,
woman, eould see only the feminine asmatter that rose between
pect ,f the
them like a wall,
\c, rdlng to Ills reasoning, the great
softly on the third
poarl tlint beamed
hand- his gift—was
finger of her left
([„, f lemn, filial expression of his
the official seal
faitii his ohoico. It was
a(jiS, l to his avowed ludief that she
were

!

was Hi,-

Inh

s

supreme woman.
deeper, finer moments he would

when he had put It
there when the splendor of Ills own
destiny had sobered and steadied him
pH his whale being had gone out In the
wordless prayer, "God grunt that 1 may

pjjlvc the

!

moment

wake her happy."
From that moment sue was me fixed
,tar of lib* life. Indeed, she searoely
aerne-d to him n separate entity, hut
rath- r tlie finest part of himself. And
s
wheri tlie trouble began. lie
this
was
hulling and debonair, and the
firmament of Ids life was strewn with
atari of leaser magnitude, mere plnfieails beside her. but In the aggregate
by no means without Interest and beauty. That they were feminine stars goes
without saying, and If there were moments when they shone end twiukled
for 111' especial lieneflt how could he
do less than to acknowledge the com-

pliment?

heard the street door close with an ominous bang. She stood
stupidly In the
middle of the room trying to realize
that there was up
future-nothing but
a dreary waste
that belled the name

first her confidence met ids
Then little gnawing doubts
crept in. She would have liked him to
protest, for, alas, she was but a woman’
And sometimes the high, white
pla- e of his soul, where he kept her
enthroned, made her shiver and long
to he petted and scolded.
And in
Place of that he made her a goddess,
■upposedly with the power of reading
Ar

hearts.
V

have—quite finished?"
His cool, drawling voiee filled her
first pause with an icy suavity, and the
st«

>u

0f his

fir# 0f hers
she caught
He not only showed no

eTpg

met

unflinchingly. Involuntarily
Icr hreath.

Inclination

himself,

to

explain,

to

exculpate

but he hail the look of a man
who has received a mortal wound,
whose deepest feelings have been

mercilessly

scoffed at. Jeered at, trampled in the mire.
At the words her heart turned to
Ice. Truth to tell, her outbursts had
nothing more serious than the quick
resentment of a warm hearted, high
spirited woman at a fancied neglect
from the man she adored. A pair of
open arms and eyes that loved back,
la gging for tolerance and
forgiveness—
that was what she wanted anil expected. But this man with the hard
glance and the incisive, cold voice—
what had she done?
Despite her terror, the world old battle between pride and love was raging
In her heart, and it was
pride that won.
“Finished?" she queried bitterly,
with an inflection that conveyed that
If she ceased it was
by no means because she had reached the cud of the
list. “We will call it so at least,” And
with the words she drew off the ring
nud held it out to him. He received it
with a low bow.
Obviously the episode was ended.
But at the door he turned back.
"When you have thought the matter
®ver more
calmly you may possibly
nave
something to say to me. I give
you one week to reconsider.”
His mastery of himself, his unyielding resistance to her, thrilled her
through and through. Never hnd she
loved him so absolutely, but there was
no trace of her
feeling In her mocking

reply.

"A week’s grace! So
good of you!”
*he laughed rather
wildly. “And yet
<lo you know. It is seven
days more than
* shall
ueed. I shall never’’—
But he had gone. A moment later Bhe

BEES IN WAR.

WlDRMUAT, June 7,1905.
■AIMS LAW BBOARPIWO

WEIGHTS

CONSTANT BIRDS.

Two fnntnncPM In Which the I'lncctn
Were Uned -n» WenpottN.

MBASOEES.

AMD

▲ bushel of Liverpool 6alt shall weigh 6C>
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt snail
ahead of her. Then she looked at her weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushei of potatoes
left hand, now so hare, so
naked, no
longer a baud consecrate. hut simply a. In good order and flt for shipping, Is on pounds;
»’• band shorn of,an ita Syreet of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of oeans In
Its badge of dear dependgood order and flt for shipping, Is 62 pounds
ence gone.
Of wheat, beets, rutabaga nsrulps and peas, 6**
A clock struck the hour in silver pounds; of
corn, 56 pounds; of onions. 52
tones,
her back to the dull i Pounds; of carrots, Kngllsn turnips, rye and
Indian
5C
meal,
pounds;of parsnips,45 pounds,
present. Oh. yes, Mrs. Colin Stuart's of
barley ana buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
tea
She must go to that whatever
82 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
happened; she must g to everything and he atThe prices quoted below are the retail prices
Kilswortii. Farmers can easily reckon from
SO. gay. gay! Otherwise people would these what
are likely to receive In trade
or cash for their products.
say that she

nnd
fioldon
KoikIpn
Woodpeckern Oate bnt Once.

Du 1<SIm-h<I<m!

The beekeeper, bolding a number of
be^s in Ids bond, said as he lad the :
way through the apiary: “Bees in the
[
past were used as weapons of war. In
the siege of Themiserya, for instance,
they played a very important part.
The Romans in this siege made mines
in the ground, and the enemy, opening
the mines from above, threw in upon
the Romans bears and other wild animals, together with swarms of bees.
That caused the Romans to flee howl
Ing.
“Here in my notebook is another account of the use of bees in war. It is
an extract from an Irish manuscript in ;
the Bibliotheque Royale at Brussels,
and it tells how the Danes and Nor
wegians attacked Chester and were
repulsed, thanks to the use of bees by
the Saxons and their allies in the town.
The Norwegians.’” read the bee-,
kej>er. ‘sheltered by hurdles tried to
pierce the walls. Then what the Saxons and the Gnedhil did was to throw
down large rooks, by which they broke
down the hurdles over their heads
What tlio others did to chock this was
to place large posts under the hurdles.
What the Saxons did next was to put
all the beer and water of the town into
the caldrons of the town, to boll them
and spill them down upon those who
were under the hurdles, so that their
skins were pooled off.
The remedy
which the Lochlans applied to this was
to place hides on the outside of the
hurdles.
What the Saxons did next
was to throw down all the beehives in
the town upon the besiegers, which prevented them from moving their hands
or legs from the number of bees which
stung them. They afterward deserted
and left the city.’ ’’—Chicago Chronicle.

significance,

|

fetching

(Ley

cared. He might even
think that sin* did. Tin*
thought made
Country produce.
her checks hunt. And
gay she was, so Hatter.
gay indeed that more than one of her
Butter is a little easier, but quotations remain
friends turned long. Inquiring looks
up- unchanged.
ou her, looks full of
Creamery per ft...26 ^ 10
puzzled questioning.
Once during the week of
Dairy.... 20*26
respite she Cheese.
met him, but at his cold,
impassive
Best factory (new) per ft.16SitBest dairy (new).. .*.It
greeting the little choking gladness that
Dutch (Imported).
70
the sight of him had brought and which
Neufchatel.
Of.
far a fleeting second shook her with its
Kggs.
expectancy flickered out. He had bowThe Bar Harbor demand begins to tell on the
ou with cold courtesy—anil
supply and price of eggs.
passed on.
Hut one thought stood out
Fresh laid, per doz.17<J20
clearly in
the general confusion of her
despair. Poultry.
Chickens...22 a 28
Sh** must get away. Piteously she realFowl...
15*20
ized that she must not run the risk of
Hay.
constant meetings. The P.rnnhams were
Best loose, per ton... 12*14
sailing on Saturday. Why not go with i j Baled.Itthem?
| *trnw.
util
At the thought she started up. her
**>;••*.
I
Baled.
blood whirling through her veins in
Vegetables.
the old fashion. That would be tit for 1 Potatoes bu
$0 040 Turnlps.hu
50
5'
Beets, bu
75
tat.
On her last day of respite he Potatoes, new pk
10 Cabbage, new ft
Lettuce,
06
should see her name on the list of out
2
Spinach, pk
Carrots, bu
60
10312 Beans— perqt—
going passengers.
Then perhaps he String beans,
t>5
Ha<tl*h,
12 015
Yellow-eye
would regret that he had passed her Bhubard, ft
05
Pea.
10
07
with nothiug but a perfunctory lifting Cucumbers,
fruit.
of the hat.
A lively ringiug of teleApples, pk
I03 »r* Oranges, dos
.350.45
phone bells, a scurrying back and Cranberries,
.08 l*emons do*
25e*n
qt
forth of passengers, and the thing was
Sira w berries,
15 318

1

....

j

nrocerleit.

accomplished.

It was Friday night.
Her trunks
To him It seemed no more than a
had gone to the pier, and in her dis
tlie
graceful
light,
byplay,
laughing
mantled room she battled with the
variation of the grand love theme of lassitude
that follows a whirl of feelhis life. But the fixed star saw It difShe was dull, emotionless, exing.
it
with
that
eyes
deepen- hausted. The
ferent!)—saw
quarrel, her flight, life
ed and darkened with tragedy which,
itself, hud ceased to matter, and she
after a few weeks of smoldering, burst
dropped into a chair. It was then that
Into the flame of anger.
her eyes fell upon the sampler.
had
sbe
to
Never, perhaps*
npjiearod
The small mottled square of brown
bo
of
so
him
superb,
obviously queen
! canvas, with its fading letters, had in
as
at
that
moment
when
she
the world,
some way escaped her attention until
hail faced him. white with scorn, and now and remained
pinned against the
In
accused him
plain, brutal, everyday wall.
For an appreciable time she
a
English of being flirt.
stared at Its alphabet and figures, its
At first sheer amazement held him stiff tree, its
astonishingly alert birds,
silent. But from the torrent of words* and at last at the
inscription that al
that rushed from her lips he was soon
ways held a pensive interest for her,
in possession of the sum of his of! “Amy Castle, aged eight years. 1808.”
fenses his attentions to Miss Lincoln,
More than once she had dreamed of
his evident enjoyment of the society of that name.
Who was Amy Castle?
\
Mrs. Colin Stuart, not to mention Bet- The
sampler had been found In a chest
ty Pell and Lucia Armltage!
of Inherited stuff, and no one could
As Van Pelt listened to the cutting recall the owner. The small hands
that
words of his fiancee his first amazement had
wrought those bedimmed figures
gradually congealed Into something were uow dust, but what bad come to
else. He had paid some attentions to them before the last
resigned folding?
Miss Lincoln, who was a visitor and
Had Amy, too, loved and suffered and
friend of his sister, and Mrs. Stuart lost? Had her woman's
pride smiled
had asked him for a dinner or so, und,
out on the world from n face drawn
as for Betty and Lucia, he never misswith pain?
Tragedy or comedy, It
ed a ehauce to join them.
Ilml they
mattered little now. All that remainnot been comrades since the days when
ed of her passing was this small, mottheir nurses wheeled their perambu- tled
sampler. This was what it all
lators to the park side by side?
came to In the end
this—
And. though he hail frequently enWith a swift, eloquent gesture she
countered Flavin under these circum- arose and
literally flew along the corstances, no Ijint of his possible displeas- ridor to the telephone.
"Quick, Cenure had ever occurred to him.
She— tral, qulcki” she was urging a moment
was she not the
only one. so near, so later. "It’s—it's a matter of life and
much a part of himself, that there was death!”
no more need
for explanation than
But all she could say when she got
there was to his own soul? So at these her number was a broken
"Oh, Donencounters his eyes had leaped to meet
ald!’’
her- without self consciousness and
without apology.
A Good Foot Role.

nobly.

RLIjS WORTH HARK RTS.

lleaiing (but a large boot and shoe
establishment was giving away, a
present of a foot rule with every pair
of boots or shoes it sold, a man told
his wife about the bargain and said
that as her shoes were nearly done he
would give her money to buy a new
pair if she gave him the foot rule when
she came back, as be wanted to sell
it and so get back part of the money
paid for the shoes. His wife went to
the shop and after a great deal of
trouble got a pair to please her. As
she was leaving the shopman gave her
a small box, which, he said, contained
a foot rule.
She went home delighted
with her bargain and, seeing her husband at th» door, gave him the box.
When he opened it he found, to his disgust, Instead of the foot rule be wanted, a slip of paper on which was written, “Avoid tight shoes.”
U«ni(IiiK

Iu

Chafnii.

One of the last Instances In England
of uu order being made for hanging in
chains is that of a chimney sweep who
in 1827 murdered a man on the highThe culprit was tried by Mr.
way.
Justice Best at Lincoln assizes. The
poor wretch’s body never underwent
The inhabitthe proposed Indignity.
ants of Brigg took fright and thought
that the gibbet standing so near the
highway would terrify people and
binder them from coming to market.
They petitioned against the judge’s order being carried out. and the authorities remitted the horror. The last person hung iu chains was a man named
Cook, who suffered for the murder of
This occurred at Leicesa Mr. Paas.
ter iu 1834, the very year that the custom was put an end to by statute.

Coffee—per Ik
Bio,
Mocha,
•Java,
Tea—per ft—
•Japan,
Oolong,

.160 .25
35
35

-450.66

.300 65

Sugar—per ft—
Granulated,

Coffee—A A
Yellow, C

B,

.06*

.05*
.05

Bice, per ft
.U60.ur
Pickles, per gal .45 3.66
.25 $.75
Olives, bottle
Vinegar—per gal—
Pure door,
Cracked wheat,
.06
.04
Oatmeal, per ft
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
.04
Bye meal,
Granulated meal,ft 02*
Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
.650.70
12
Kerosene,

A

west

Pork,

Roasts,

Corned,
Tongues,
Tripe,

.05008

Shoulder,

Steak,
Roasts,

16
16
.06
lb

100.14

cian unless

1IS
1C
10 12

Salt

Lard,

life

were

organized by

a

man can

because he

seldon^seeks

talk

they

have

The

tionbymaking any sort
°f Pai"‘
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except the

best;

afford
the best,
for it is much the cheapnor can

you

to use any except
•

est

in the

long run.

Made by Detroit

White Lead Work*

Sold by

All Leading Faint Dealers.

to

Flag”'

Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City and
Omaha, making direct connections for Texas,
Mexico, Colorado, Los Angeles, San Francisco,

the

Vesttbuled
Trains Dally

Portland
Seattle, Tacoma and all intermediate points.

Tourist Cars for Chicago (berth, 02.75), connecting with Tourist Cars for all points
west, leave Boston on famous Continental Limited”
Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays, connecting at Rotterdam Junction with same train
from New York, same days.
Reclining Chair Cara (Seats FREE).
Privilege ol Stopping Off 10 Days at Niagara Falls.
For reservation ofPullman Palace Car Sleeping Berths,also Pullman Tourist Car Berths, Rates, etc., apply to
H. B. McCLELLAN, O. E. a. 387 B'way, New York. J. D. MeBE ATH, N.E. P. A., 176 Washington St Bouton.
C. H.LATTA,S.E.P.A., 13th A ChenlnntSts ,Pbila. J. E.BARRY. Tourist Act.,l76Waahinfton St.,Boston.

on

does.

to grind.

C5
Tongues, each
Western lamb, 12025

Fresh Fish.
06 Clams, qt

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut,
Salmon, ft

2C

Rluellsh,

oa

16 01H Scallops,
30 /j35
Fuel.

12014

3C

qt

Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
5 0000 50
Dry bard,
Broken,
3 0005 00
Drjr soft,
Stove,
Roundings per load
Egg,
10001 2ft
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith's
Buttings, hard

50
7 50
7 50
7 50
7 Ot
7

Flour, Grain and Feed.

j

CALIFORNIA
Do you want to live where the climate is mild the year round—
where labor is never oppressed by stress of weather, and where
animal vitality is never lost by mere conflict with cold?

50
Flour—per bbl—
0ftt8»bu
5 7507 50 Shorts— bag—1.2501 30
1 25 Mixed feed, baa,
Corn, 100ft bag
1350 1 40
Corn meal,bag
130 Middlings.bag L45gl 55

1 30

Cracked corn,

Do you want to live in a region where the resources are more
varied than in any other equal area in the world, where the division
of great ranches affords a fine opportunity to get a small farm that

1 55
150

Cotton seed meal,
Gluten meal,

SPEED OF A RATTLER.
Why

It Im

Emiy

to Shoot

assure you a competence?
Do you want to live where, with a minimum of labor, you can
grow profitable crops of grapes and small fruit, oranges, lemons,
olives, prunes and almonds, alfalfa and grain, where crops are sure,
business is good and capital easily finds profitable investment ?

will

Off the Head

of One of Tlieae Snake*.

In this wide world there are several
are swifter than a rattlesnake, writes A. W. Itolker in ^earson's, but they cun probably be counted on the fingers of one hand. One of
these thing* is a bullet, whereby hangs
the explanation why it is easy to shoot
the head off a rattle, although a marksman finds it difficult to place a bullet
along the fat seven foot line between
flie neck of tlie reptile and the tip of
its tail.
It has long been regarded as a curious coincidence that even the man not
famed for accuracy has had no trouble
in blowing the head off a diamond
In the diamond back country
hack.
only one explanation is offered for
this—it is the snake and not the man
that does the aiming.
At close quarters the instant the

things that

muzzle of a

six

shooter is

thrust

Then go to

your coming.

The

to-

“Oskosh people,” remarked the periodidiot, “are getting quite Bostonese in
their
ways.” “What’s the answer?”
queried the easy mark. “The last time I
“I saw a
was there,” explained the p. i.,
sign in a tailor’s,window' that said: ‘These

pants olily
trousers.’

|3—marked

down

from

where both health and

opportunity await

,

Chicago, Union Pacific and

is the most direct route to the Pacific Coast, and there are two
fast through trains daily via this line, over the famous doubletrack railway between Chicago and the Missouri River.
Special low round-trip rate-s are in effect via this line
throughout the summer to various Pacific Coast points, and
colonist low rate one-way tickets will be on sale during September and October, which give an unusual chance for settlers
to make the trip at a minimum of expense.

ward a rattlesnake the infallible eye
catches the range, and in the fraction
of a twinkle the deadly head has aligned itself. As the gun roars and darts
Its tongue of flame the head «TT the
creature Is tom clean ns if severed
with a knife, and the viper lies writhing^ emitting a defiant rattle even as
its grim, relentless heart ceases its
beat.
^

ical

California,

North-Western Line

Daily and personally conducted excursions are operated through to San
Francisco, Los Angeles, and Portland without change, on which a double
berth in a Pullman tourist sleeping car from Chicago costs only $7.00, via the

Chicago

S North-Western, Union Pacific and
Southern Pacific Railways.

flO

.V.d

W. B. KNISKERN,

Please mail free

AND

to

particulars concerning

FILL IN THIS COUPON

was

entertaining

0

able reputa-

“Follow the

ZUrfjtrtiarmnUs.

a little group of passenHe said: "In
gers with sea stories.
Bremen one day I saw a farmer looking at the shipping in the harbor. A
longshoreman was explaining the shipping to him. Finally I heard the longshoreman say. ‘It is lo'v water now,
Blr.’ The farmer took his pipe out of
bis mouth and pointed it solemnly toward a heavily laden tramp steamer
that w as passing.
"
‘It’s a good thing for that vessel
going past that it is low water,’ he
said. ‘The water’s near over the edge
of her now'.'

that cannot afford to risk
a well-earned and honor-

Is

P. T. M. C. 4 N.-W.
The Ivnorant Landman.
captain of an ocean liner

Logic

Rogers Paint is
made by a house

A Birdlime Tree.

There is iu New Zealand a tree which
proves fatal to birds in an altogether
singular way. The. seed vessels give off
a sticky fluid, and many a fly finds itself imprisoned in the gummy stuff.
These flies in their turn attract small
birds, and they also get so covered
with the fluid that they are unable to
flutter. The fruit, too. is an object of
desire, and birds come, as it were,
glued to the ripe clusters which they
proposed to eat. The wee birds cannot
escape without help, so lie there a prey
to other animals.

the man, but the

an ax

Paint

If the male dies his mate’s jjrlef is
lasting, and she lives a widowed fcird
the rest of her life. So. too. the male
woodpecker never seeks another mate
He tans
after the death of his own.
on a tree beside their nest day and
night trying to recall her; then at
length, discouraged and boneless, ho
becomes silent and never recovers his
gnycty.—Chicago Tribune.

situation frequently seeks the cook.
Men seldom speak favorably of a politi-

160.20

Bacon,

20

Umb

Ham. per

hunts

subject just

The office

Steak, tb
Chop,
Pigs' feet,

18

Veal.

large

Don’t imagine that
any

ft.

.180JO
.150/25
.080 14

of

'SltottttatmtnUL

The golden woodpeckers live in a
happy married state, mating but once.

early settlers in order to try to reduce
their numbers, as now It Is found necessary to do to prevent the Jack rabbits from becoming a scourge to the
farmers. On these hunts thousands of
squirrels wer killed, and yet from all
accounts their numbers were not greatly reduced.

Provisions.
Steak,

t

one remedy In the world that will a
stop itchlnese of the akin In any parte
the body; Doan's Ointment. At any drug store
fiOcent*.—Advt.

Only

once

ower.

from fifteen to twenty years, and in localities where they are little disturbed
they multiply with extreme rapidity.
Indeed, in the early history of the
United States they were so numerous
in certain localities as to be almost a
plague, and large sums were annually
paid in bounty for the scalps. In the

Molasaes-gper gal—
.35
Havana,
Porto Bico,
.50
.60
Syrup.
Lumber and Building Materials.
1 25
Lumber—per M—
Spruce,
13 $14 Hemlock,
Hemlock,
185
Hemlock boards, 13$14 Clapboards—per M—
Spruce,
16020 Extra spruce, 24026
Snruce floor,
20325
Snruce, No. 1, ‘20040
Pine,
20050 Clear pine,
26050
Matched pine,
50
20026 Extra pine,
Laths— per M—
Shingles—per M—
extra
3 25
2.50
Cedar,
Snruce,
**
2 75
2 00
clear,
Hemlock,
2d clear,
2 26 Nalls, per ft
.040.06
extra one,
160 Cement, per cask
150
**
No. 1,
1 26 Id me, per cask
95
.76 Brick, per M
scoots,
7011
Whlte lead, pr ft .050.08
Beef, ft:

The Squirrel.
squirrel's natural term

The married life of most birds could
bo taken for a' model even by members
of the human family.
There is, for
Instance. %ho staid, dignified and homely bnldher.ded eagle, the glorious emblem of the American republic.
lie
mates but once and lives with his one
mate until he or she dies.
If left a
Widower—even a young widower the
bald bonded eagle never mates again,
lie remains alone and disconsolate in
the nest on the rock crag or in the
branches of a tall pine that formed
Ids domicile while his mate was alive.
No other female eagle can tempt ldm
With
to forsake his disconsolate life.
him. once a widower, always a wid-

Hope is the one thing you can’t bunk*
the average man out of.
A man can fly off the handle withooft
the aid of a flying machine.

Ry., Chicago, IU.

my address, California
rates and train service.

booklets, maps and full

MAIL IT TO-DAY.

BROWN’S
IN8TANT

RELIEF

NWiSa

CURES
It can be depended upon to promptly relieve indigestion, colic, colas,
coughs, cuts, burns, bruises, chilblains. etc. All dealers. 25c.
Norway Medicine Co., Norway, Me.

_

To Cure
Take

Laxative Bromo

a

Cold in One

Quinine
This

Seven Mason boxes sold in post 12 months.

Tablets.

signature,

^

Day taTwroDqn.j
™

»<>*•

25c*
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week
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old

at
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Howard Dorr, the veteran of the Bucksport Castine stage line, will retire July 1.

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.
Castine

BT THK

from

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W, Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. II. Titus, Associate Editor.
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an
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This week’s edition of
American is 2.250 copies.

The

Average lor the year of 1904,

2,435

WEDNESDAY,

forty-second
his

A

to his record.
a

victim to

closer
touch than ever before by water. The
steamer Percy V. now connects at Bluehill with tjie Eastern Steamship Co.
Ellsworth

Bluehill and

in

arc

the county farmers who planted potatoes early report
that seed has rotted in the ground, and
they are compelled to plant another lot.
From

sections of

some

Harrison

has
of Orland, who
the Penobscot, brought
bear for a family pet. The

Gray,

been up woods

on

home a cub
mother bear and two other cubs
killed.

were

_

“Surry

to

is soon

the

in

chine

have

shape

gossiping

a

of

ma-

farmers’

the

telephone,” writes our East Surry correspondent. And she adds facetiously, “then
I will not have to go to sewing circle.’5
The salmon
bers in the
one

day

the

lower

are

running

Penobscot.

last

week

end

The

tumbling!

of

price

in

A.

good

num-

H. Whitmore

caught

at

one

tide at

Verona

twenty-one
of salmon steaks is

_

Another
Mariayille brook has been
closed to trout fishermen. The closing of
brooks in the

vicinity by

commissioners

game

the fish

caused

and

raid

a

on

The announcement that Secretary Frost brook, and the owners of property
ot the Navy Morton would retire from through which the brook runs have posted
notices forbidding trespassing.
the cabinet on July 1, was made last
week. His successor, it is announced,
Here we are!
Those other Hancock
Will be Charles J. Bonaparte, of Balticounty cats are up against a stonewall.
more, Md. Secretary Morton retires
“Stonewall Jackson" is the indomitable
to take charge of the plans for extenname
borne by a North Sedgwick cat,
sion of the subway system in New owned
by Ira Page. He is a handsome
York city. The new secretary of the
tiger cat, six years old, weighing nineteen
with
is
known
to
be
in
accord
navy
and one-fourth
pounds. Now for a
President Roosevelt’s plans for the twenty-pound cat.

upbuilding

of the navy.

Differences

The differences which have existed
between the school board and the
graduating class of the high school
over the distribution of tickets to the

graduating exercises have been set*
tied by the board taking entire charge
of the allotment.
Ample provision, of course, is made
whereby the graduates can secure all
the seats they desire. The remaining
tickets will be disposed of in accordance with the judgment of the committee.
This method wil!

The Bucksport-built ship Roosevelt w'iil
for the Arctic about July 1. She is
now in Portland, but will sail for New
York about June 15, to fit out. If the insail

Adjusted.

spiration

of

ELLSWORTH

bor

over

not

be

entirely satisfactory

to the class, and
perhaps not to the committee, but as
to where the authority lies there can
be no question; it is the business of
the committee to direct; of the pupils
to follow.

were

in Bar Har-

Moses Cottle is repairing and painting
his house this week.

Bangor
Fred

Sunday.
IIunton, who

was

from

home

over

has been

in the mills at East Mat

employed

hias, is home.

commencement week at the

Maine,

Orono.

The

University of
following programme

is announced:

Sunday, June 11—Baccalaureate address, by
Prof. Edward Howard Griggs, New York, in the
chapel, 8 j) m.
Monday, June 72—Convocation In the chapel,
9.45 am.
Class day exercises In the chapel, 3
p m. Reception by the president in the chapel.
8 pm.

Tuesday, June 13—Phi Kappa Phi Initiation
In the chapel, 10.00 a m. Meeting of the alumni
association in Alumni hall, 10.30 a m. Recep
ttons by the various fraternities, at the fraternity
houses In the afternoon. Alumni luncheon In
Holmes hall, 5 to 8 p m.
Alumna' Inn
cheon at the Mt Vernon house, 6 pm. Phi
Kappa Phi address by Carroll D Wright, LL l>.
presldeut ol Clark college, In the chapel, 8
p

m.

Rev. H. W. Conley and family are visiting in Tremont, the guests of Dr. Thomas
Tapley and wife.
Stillman and

Leonard

Jordan went to

Somesville Saturday, to help install
rier in a lumber mill thare.

a car-

Patten and family, who have
here for some time past, have
moved to North Ellsworth to live with Mr.
Patten’s parents.
Clifford

been

living

Mrs. Bertha Preble, who has been visiting with her parents, William Kincaid

wife, for several days,
Harbor Tuesday evening.

and

MOUTH

OF THE

returned to Bar

RIVER.

Bertha Stone has returned from Bangor,
where she has been the past winter.
Mrs. Alfred Smith is very ill.

Wednesday, June 14—Commencement exercises in the chapel, 10.3u a in
Commencement

She has
been confined to her bed since last Octo-

dinner in

ber.

the gymnasium, 1 p m.
In the chapel, 8 pm.

Commence-

ment concert

Flowers

Mrs.

Bushes.
every home place in
America because they furnish more flowWe want shrubs

ers

on

on

for less money and care and for
of years than any other

longplants,

a

2,003,031

period

Lizzie

Sargent, of Gouldsboro,
visited her mother, Mrs. Lydia McCollum,
recently.
Mark Milliken, of this place, has moved
his family to Bar Harbor, w here he has

petaals”.

June 5.

a

mi me to cm? catarrh,
I'archer Cxiiurantcps Hyomel
Cure If t’seil Now.
The early summer when the weather
becomes warm and settled, is the best
time of the whole year to treat ca<i.

R.

A.

Will

1,244
any. |
pudabove shows an increase in resident
we
do flutter?” a.dd tho \ounger
man.
It has been understood during the past j
w.-’ll
the father, “1 guess
“Well,” sal
real estate of $7,328, resident personal esfew years that Mr. Sears was intending ! have to
1 »y the gad on tho oil
gray.”
Thkt homely compliment to women
tate, $12,030, non-resident personal, $520, to build a new
“Tho
in the near future. |
cottage
gray m.re’s the wetter horse” suggests how
and a decrease in non-resident real estate
Mr. Sears was born at Yarmouth, Mass., often whi-n then's an extra strain to bo borne
of $050, a net increase of $19,226. The deU is laid oh tho woman’* back
How often she
Dec. 25, 1854, his father haviug been an i
breaks down at last un ’er the added weight
crease in number of polls is due to the
East India merchant, who
a
of
some “last straw".
Women
who are drag
accumulated
new law exempting from poll tax soldiers
along wearily through Mfe can gain real
great fortune. He was educated at Phil- «lbg
strength
taxable
for
y the use of Dr. Pierce’s Golden Mediand sailors not
$500 of
It puts back In concentrated
lips Andover academy and at a school in i cal Discovery
f *rni tne strength making material which workproperty.
Germany and was graduated from Yale in tng women
use up more raiddly man It e.an be
The assessment for the year, with the
1877.
After leaving college be devoted restored bt Nat re in the ordinary processes of
figures of last year for comparison, is as himself to the
nourishment and rest,
l»r. PleiOc’s Pleasant
management of the estate IMI ts are unlversnl favorites with women t>e
follows:
him
left
his
A
father.
esu-e
large
by
proporthey are easy to take and thoroughly
1904
1906
effective
In
curing the consequences of constition of this was invested in Boston in real j
State tax.
$ 5,230 88 $ 4,94010
pation.
estate. Mr. Sears also owned considerable j
2.36146
County tax.
2,313 6*
of Boston, including a !
xtmuetnuutg.
City appropriations, 31,783 00 36,244 00 property outside
645 82
1,297 41 1,500-acre country estate at South boro,
Overlayings.m
where he died.
Total tax.$13,021 16 $44,794 19
Mr. Sears was well known as a pliiian- ;
The rate this year is .0206, which is one- thropist, although his gifts were always
half a mill or 50 cehts on $1,000 higher made in a
very quiet manner. He estabthan last year. No discount is allowed lished and endowed the West
Workingthis year, and interest at one-half of 1 per men’s club and gave a handsome church j
cent, will be charged after Aug. 1, 1906.
building to Holy Trinity Episcopal parish
Following is the list of Ellsworth tax- in Marlboro. He was an enthusiastic
payers who this year will pay over $100 I»tron of art. He was married in 1877 to
into the municipal treasury:
Sarah Carlyle Choate, of Cambridge, the
Aiken, Fred B. $115 24 niece of Joseph H. Choate, late ambasBank, First Nat. 221 40 sador to England. Besides his widow he
Bank, Hancock Co Savings. 370 03 is survived by a son, J. Montgomery j
Bar Harbor & Union River
Sears, jr., and a daughter, Helen Sears.
Power Co,.
507 58
Black, Alex B. 204 31
GRADUATION EXERCISER.
Ill 12
Brady, Michael heira of.
The graduating exercises of the class of
133 59 1905 of the Bar Harbor
Brady, Edward E.
high school were
Burnham, A F. 217 44 held at the Casino Monday evening.
62
110
Bresnahan, Patrick.
There was a large attendance and the exerBurrill, C C. 507 40 cises were of a high order of merit. The
A
W.
115 24
Clark,
programme was as follows:
Davis, Henry E.•••• 106 68 Music. .Casino
orchestra i
180 33
Dorr, Charles P.
Prayer...Rev A M MacOonakl j
128 63
Dutton, George P (heira).
Music.
Orchestra j
Ellsworth hardwood factory.
194 75 Salutatory—"The Sew York 8ul»w4y."
Lumber Co.
391 56
Elmer Morse Cleaves !
286 S2 History.Miss Abble Louise Peach
June 14
Kills, AW.
Polar
Quest,"
Emery, L A. 619 13 Essay—“The
ONK NIGHT ONLY.
Walter
Edward
Guthrie
|
133 11
Eppes, Daniel H.
Address to undergraduates,
Fred Raymond presents his famous
First Nat Bank Bldg Co.
410 00
Leonard Eoster Wakerlekl
comedy. THE
I
Foster, Curtis R. 137 28
The

purse or vest pocket, and by breathing
it a few minutes four times a day40011
cure

yourself.

Everyone who has catarrh, or even
a tendency to catarrh, should
use
Ilyomei now, fqr the benefit will ln>
.gained twice as quickly and the. disease thoroughly eradicated from the
system.

j

The complete Ilyomei outfit coats
but one dollar, and includes a neat
pocket inhaler, a medicine dropper,
and sufficient Ilyomei for several
weeks’ treatment. The inhaler lasts a
lifetime, aid if more Ilyomei is
needed, extra Isittles can, tie obtained
for BO cents.
In Ellsworth there are scores of wellknown people who have been cured of
If it does not
catarrh by Ilyomei.
cure you, <i. A. I’archer will return
the money. This is the strongest evidence he can offer as to his faith in
the remedy.
~

".•

On June US the
NEW ENGLAND TELEGRAPH A TELEPHONE
COMPANY'S

DIRECTORY

j

OOES TO PRESS.

Why

Wednesday,

Music
Oration—1"The Rise of Electiicltv,"
Ernest Malcolm Brewer
Prophecy.George Howard Hamor
Class Will.Arthur Caldwell Stanley

437 74
256 69
270 22
103

52

1

ASSESSORS' NOTICE.
The assessors of Ellsworth will lie
in session at the mayor and'aldermen’s
room. Hancock hall building, on the
last Wednesday of eaeh month, beginning .June 1, 1003.
F. B. Aiken,
Geo. W. Fatten,
I.Evi IV. Bennett,

Valedictory—"Our Navy,"
THE HJIT OF LAST SEASON.
Harley Hunt Suminsby
116 7b |
Grant, Geo H
Music
Grindal, Charles H. 107 ,76 1
Presentation of diplomas
Grows, Frank T. 22860 Benediction
Hale, Eugene. 1,596 46 M u*ic
Mary C. 717 50
The class officers are: E. Malcolm
Hale, Wiswell, Giles and Hagerthy, 306 48
Elmer M.
Cleaves,
169 06 Brewer, president;
Hall, Henry M.
vice-president; Harley H. Suminsby, sec- i
Hagerthy, Greely, Peters, CushG. Howard Hamor, treasurer; ex50c
man
167 06 ! retary;
ecutive committee, Arthur C. Stanley,
Advance sale at Moore's.
^
Hagerthy, AC. 783 85 j Abbie L.
Peach, Leonard F. Wakefield,
Mrs Phronia.
256 74
Walter E. Guthrie. The baccalaureate
Hamlin, HE. 344 98
sermon was
preached at the Episcopal
Jot Salt.
Hancock Co Pub Co.
123 00
church Sunday evening by the rector, Rev.
147 01
Haslam, Wellington
Crockett cottage at ConH. Green.
tention Cove.
110 91 Stephen
Inquire of Ralph H
Higgins, Joseph M.
The graduation ball was held at the ; Crocebtt, Rockland. Me.
Andrew J.
178 02
Casino Tuesday evening.
Owing to change of lo162 38
Hopkins, A M.
cation, I offer for tale at a bargain, all

New and Interesting Specialties

Special Scenery.

PRICES, 15, 35,

Jordan, Dyer P (heirs).
Jones, Harry S (heirs).
King, A W.
Lejok lodge
Lord, Frank S
Malone, John.
Maloney, ME.

223 45

Maine Central Railroad.
McGown, J A.
Moore, A E.
Morang, CL.
Morrison, Joy & Co.
Osgood, F H.
Parker, W R Clothing Co.
Parc her, George A.
Peters, John A.

149 65

M3 01

trustee.

112 75

Phillips, HB.
Reliable Clothing Co.

123 OJ

177 63
16607
123 00
101 49
121 80

Emnia G

115 75

cises

were

Family

splendidly

Assessors.

DESK GIVEN AWAY

ClOTTAOE—At

iug and

prlvile

postoflice.

>es available.
Atlantic, Me.

Swan’s Isi&ad,

ences

n

growing

At HANCOCK HOUSE

*V.-I

V-

*vv

Home-grown graile of

Ellsworth Greenhouse.
Long Distance Telephone.
ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
NO

WASH

KK

At) kinds of lsundry work done at short
Goods called for aud delivered

j

H. B. ESTEY
END BRIDGE,

A, CO.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Mealswnd Lunches at all hours. A
dinner for 25c.
Mrs. S. A.
Moore, Water Street, 111 Is worth.
Rooms formerly occupied by P. ft. Bowden.

good

Pauper KoUee.
AVISO contracted with tl»e City of EUa
w *r.b t*» aiippcrtanc cue for those who
1
mi» •.»*•.f-ittHiv»* during uie next live years
and ar- legal resHieuis ..t Ellsworth. 1 forbid
all Derx i.s trux'.ing tbeio «»ti my account, at
tbeie If plenty nf r.x.m aim acvon.r. ofUUooa to
care lor uirm at the City harm bouse.
>». I. t»“ClIUET.

IT

Clgarphone in Your Mouth
and evervone thinks it a Cigar.
It is the
Joke*
greatest mnsicale ever got
up.
played with it as well as the, latest tunes.
Price 10
cents.
Address C. I). McGown,
Mass.
Medford.
Boys, Here ia Your Chance.
Printing Preas that will Print Cards, Linen,
anything in fact. Three letters of each
kind. Type Holder, Ink and Pad, and everything that goes to make it complete, for 20
cents. Postpaid.
Addreaa C. D. McGows,
Medford, Mass.

Oak St.

1848.

FARROW,

SAI L-M AKER.
Dealer In Dock, Holt-Rope and all
kinds of Triininiiii'rt used in making
sails. Every Udng to work with.

-N

riLSON’S

\WHAKK,

ROCKLAND.

ME

Xational Bank Statement.
REPORT OP THE

John F. Whitcomb, president; Charles C.
Burrill, treasurer; Charles K. Burrill, aesistact

CONDITION

treasurer.

or THK

trustees:

First National Bank,

CORPORATE MEMBER*:

Frank 8. Lord, A. E. Moose. 8. L. Lord, Geo.
Parcher, D. H. Kppes. R. M. Campbell, C.
R. Burriil, H. C. Stratton, John F. Whitcomb.
C. C. Burrill, N. B. Coolidge. L. F. Giles. C. R
Fester. F. C. Burrill. John Suminsby. Alonzo
Abbott. A. C. Hngerthy, C. H. Preble, W'. F.
B»idghant, C. J. Treworgy, F P. Weed, J. M.
Whitmore, O. W. Foss, B. H Mayo, H. E.
Rowe. A. H. Joy, A W. Cortis. John H. brimmer, W. O Emery. A. F. Burnham. W. R. Parker, A. C. Hinckley, O. P. Cunningham,-J. T.
Giles.
Chas. C. Burrill, Clerk.
Ellsworth. June 5,1905.

Ellsworth, In the State of Maine,
at the close of business,
May ft). 1905.
RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts. #432,6** 45
3.865 74
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured.
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation...
30,000 00
Premiums on U. 8. bonds.
1,000 00
Slocks, securities, etc...
276,180 55
Banking-house, furniture and fixtures.
10,000 00
Due from State banks and bankers,
2,090 X*
Due from approved reserve agents
69,456 13
Checks and other cash items.
1,73141
Notes of other National banks.
410 00
Fractional paper curreucy, nickels
and cents.
362 6*
Lawful money reserve in bank, vix.:
at

A.

SPECIAL.

notice.

17

officers:

NOTICE.

not, tr«*«|M»H3 in Cuniculocua
DO demand
protection to life
from the
of
Maine,

Hancock,
county
and tbe Unite*

Park.

I

uud pro perl)
the State of

States of \merlca.
C. KuBtt Auhtih.

8pecie.#21,9.55 25
Legal-tender notes-15,836 00
Redemption fund with U. 8. Treasurer (6 per cent, of circulation).

__Mary

RESTAURANT.

or

K*TAHI.iatf KD

WM.

John F. Whitcomb! F. C. Burrill, A. F. Burnham, N. B. Coolidge and C. C. Burrill.

PEAS FOR SEED

WEST

men

New

OF

---

I'AV

for good
out of

LIST OF OFFICERS AND CORPORATE
^
MEMBERS
the Hancock County Savings Bank of
Ellsworth, Maine. Published in accordance with the Revised Statutes of
Maine,
Chapter 48, Section 17. laws 1908:

STABLE,

Several good business Horses, new and second
baud Carnages. Harnesses. Agent lor H. A
Moyer's Fine Carnages. Everything as repr*
seated or no sale. Terms reasonable.
K
H. GOULD.

‘SO

work
miles

Sptual Notices.
•>

372 92

town

!

287 84

constipation.

required.

in
20
CA&PEN
York. Wages #3 and #8.25

CO., Dept. A

INM'KANCE SOLICITOUS.
NOTICE: If you are an insurance man and
are 1 ok line for a good opportunity, NOW IS
YOUR CHANCE. A first class Company wnP
ins HEALTH AND ACCIDENT
INSUK
ANCK has recently been admitted to the .'late
of Maine and desires a manager for each county.
If you are experienced, can furnish good relefences, and PRODUCE GOOD RESULTS,
YOU ARK THE MAN WE WANT
Apply at
onc^! PKKKI.kSs CAM'ALTY CO., liu* 184,
KEENE, N. II.

}^t!p uLlantrti.

SUmcrtisnunits.

301 79

soaps,

TO

wortn.

-------

133 25

our

HO Site SUPPLY
Augusta, Me.

per day; 8 hours.
boating and fishing j
Inquire of E. E. Joych. ; For particulars address P. O. Box 482, EJls-

Fine

wortu or

MBRCHANI)isE

my stock of goods of general merchandise,
located in Lamoine G ange Store, situated in
Lamoine; also rent of said store.
W. F.
Hutchings Lamoine. Me.

("I

on

$10

itil

dard Grooertes.
S-ndatonce for our new, big
catalogue of *JU0 I’ll KM UM8.

IRLS Desiring to secure positions for
T housework apply to the You no Women’s
Christian Association, Bar Harbor.
Refer-

I
Nine rooms. 5 sleeping* j
near steamboat land-

446 29

‘»

Extracts. Spices. Tea. Coffee,
Cocoa. Toilet Goods and Stan-

COTTAGE—The

carried out.

Atlantic,

for the season.
/
Fine locstion.
rooms.

100 79

the grammar

a

135 75

150 67

Pills for

class of

school held its exercises Thursday evening
at the Congregational church which was
filled with friends of the class. The exer- j

NON-RESIDENT.

Take Hall’s

graduating

The

157 85

150 68
Stuart, Mrs Ann.
Treworgy, C J.. 319 80
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co. 1,593 28
John F.
1M 71
126 59
Whitmore, Mr and Mrs Charles...
Whitney, J 0. 132 66
Whiting Bros. 302 37
Wiswell, A P. 628 77

Wiswell,

*>

not your name be in-

should

cluded in this, the most universal of
all directories t.

Missouri Girl

!

484 62

employment.
379 25
George N.
Joseph Morrison has moved his family Black, Fred
says The Garden Magazine.
A.
250 10
Eddy,
True, some trees have big flowers and to the city. They will be greatly missed
Jordan, Horace W (heirs). 172 20
lots of them, but they are higher up in from the neighborhood.
Peters, John A and F A W'ilson... 123 00
the air, while a bush is just where you
John G. Jordan, who for the last two
Tatiey, Mrs Sadie Burrill......... 102 50
can see it and smell it.
Shrubs are more years has been making his home at Bart179 38
Whiting, S K (heirs).
permanent than “perennials” and they lett’s Island, is now boarding here at Clara
are nothing like the bother annuals are.
A. York’s.
Fourth at North Ellsworth.
You plant trees for posterity but shrubs
Thomas Pink ham, of Portland, has
The farmers’ club of North Ellsworth is
for yourself also.
moved his family here. They will make
preparing for a celebration on the Fourth
You get flowers the second year, if you
their home with Robert Carter. Mrs. of
July. Details of the arrangements are
pay a decent price, and if you go away for Pinkham is a granddaughter of Mr.
not yet planned, but it is understood there
a’ summer, the place does not look like an
Carter.
will be a dinner and dance at Agriculabandoned home. The plain truth is that
tural hall, with minor sports and other
a home without shrubbery is all wrong.
LAKEWOOD.
amusements during the day.
Shrubbery is jnst as necessary to a place
Miss Ella Spearing, of Orono, is visiting
as clothing to a man.
Fir** at West Gouldaboro.
Nine times out of ten the straight line relatives here. She was accompanied by
The large greenhouses on Mrs. Stephen
her father, John Spearing, who returned
w here a building meets the ground should
L. Kingsley’s place at West Goulds boro
be hidden by shrubs.
home Sunday.
were burned Monday. Total
loss; insured.
the
successful
fishermen at
Among
the
Boses.
Knjoy
Green Lake last week were Howard RolA queer fallacy induces some people to i
U«afut*M»Caunot be Cured
lins and Norris Moore, who landed a five
leave the roses unpicked with the idea of J
by loeal application, as l^ey cannot reach the
i and one-half pound salmon,
diseased portion of the ear. There la only one
of
As
a
matter
the
plant.
encouraging
way to cure deafness, and that Is by constitufact, roses should not only be picked as j A social party was given at the Wilbur tional remedies. 1teafness Is caused'Dy an iuflamed condition of tne mucous lining of the
homestead
last
Several
stems
but
w'ith
as
1
Tuesday night.
long
freely as possible,
Eustachian Tube
When this tube Is Inflamed
towns were represented and a very pleas- you have a rumbling sound or
as the growth will permit, merely observimperfect hearand when It 1- entirely closed. Deafness is
an outward
leave
ing,
to
ant
the
is
precaution
ing
evening
reported.
the result, and unless the Inflammation can be
growing eye, or perhaps two for safety, on
Mrs. Mary Marsh and daughter Lillian, taken out and this tube restored to its normal
the stem below' the cut.
condition, hearing will be destroyed forever;
Where it has been found impossible to of Mariavilfe, and Mrs. Whiting Johnson nine cases out of ten are caused
by Catarrh,
for
then
the
roses
the
use,
plants and sou George, of Otis, were among visit- which Is nothing but an inflamed condition of
pick all
the mucous surfaces.
should be gone over daily and all faded ors here
Sunday.
We
will
One
Hundred
Dollars
for any
a
at
least
two
give
j
flowers removed to
point
of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that can
L. B. Wyman and L. D. Foster, of Ells- case
eyes below the flowers.
not be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cun.
Send
for
A regular practice of this precaution is
worth, were here last week making sur- circulars, free.
the only means of assuring some autumnal
F. J. CHENEY ft CO Toledo, O.
for
the
dam.
proposed
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
bloom in our climate, from “hybrid per- j veys
er

Hears,

1

John Woodward* of Thomaston, is visiting here with his sister, Mrs. E. A. Flood.
Master Robert Holden, of Bar Harbor, is
here with his grandmother, Mrs. L- C.
Hast inga.

IT. of M. Commencement.
beginning June 11 will be

The week

1,953,808
1,315

EH.

Sunday.

1906.

estate, fl,268,587 fl,275,913
Non-resident real estate, 122,005
121,355
540,378
Resident personal,
582,40i
Non-resident personal,
22,940
23,388
Resident real

Polls,

Montgomery

tarrhal troubles with the expectation
Post office Appointment.
of complete and lasting relief.
Among the postoffice appointments
Everyone who has catarrh of the
Alphcus Hardy, who was his guardian. recently made was the following in HanMr. Hardy, as is well known, w as the first cock county: .Seawall, Augusta Newman. head and throat should know howfoolish it is to try and cure it by drugcottager at liar Harbor, and it was at this
first cottage on Hardy’s point that Mr.
It doesn't take a young man long to dis- ging the stomach.
cover
and
bliss
that miss, kiss
rhyme.
Hears spent many of the summers of his
Until recently your physician would
boyhood.
have said that the only way to cure
There’s a story of a fanner and bis son drivMr. Hears many years ago built a cottage
ing n load to market Of the team they were catarrh would l»e by a change of clion the shore path w hich at the time w*as ; driving one Was a steady rc'tahhkold gray mare,
tho other «
fractious, balky, black horse, mate, but now with Hyomei you can
one of the most elaborate places at this »
oa lhe war the wagon was stalled and the black
a health-giving climate In
your
resort and has as fine a location as
horse mu Iked at d refused to
What'll carry

The greater part of this is in perproperty. The following table shows
the valuations of this year, with the figures of last year for comparison:
sonal

Gallert, Myer.
Giles, JT.w.
Gould, F H.
splinters Greely, Mrs Ann F.

FALLS.

Heath and wife

Miss Minnie B. Austin

probably

well-known
summer resident of Bar Harbor, and the
heaviest tax-payer in Boston, died at
Houthboro, Mass., Friday, June 2.
Mr. Hears has been prominently identified with the summer resort, history of Bar
Harbor for the last thirty years. As a
boy, he came to Bar Harbor with the late
J.

There is an increase in the taxable valuation of Ellsworth of $49,228 over last

1904.

Dead—1Gradu-

Hears

ation Kxerclacs.

collection.

name, or the good will of
county counts for anything,
a

Hancock
Lieut. Peary will bring back
from the north pole this trip.

Trank

Montgomery

The tax list roil for 1906 has been completed by the assessors, and is in the
hands of Collector J. H. Bresnaljan for

traps last week.

salmon.

JuNE 7, 1905.

pelt

bear

one-half foot bear fell

five and

j
{

1

1905

Hands of the
Collector.

for this Year In

2W>trtlKn.tnt*.

New liar Harbor C orporation.
West End Co., of Bar Harbor, haa been
incorporated for the purpose of social
amusement, pleasure, rest and recreation,
and for other purposes incidental thereto,
with $5,000 capital stock, of which fl5 is
paid in. The officers are: President, E.
J. Com is key, of Bar Harbor; treasurer, J.
A. Emery, of Bar Harbor.

FROM BAR HARBOR.

taxes.

| year.

Castine and Bucksport will soon be conWabscriptinu Price—$’ 00 a year; $1 00 for six
nected by telephone direct. Poles for the
months; 50 cents for three months; If paid
cent*
strlctlv in advance, $1 50, 75 and 58
1 new liue are set, and wires are tfeing
respective!v All arrearages are reckoned k
the rate of $2 per year.
strung.
Advertising Hates—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.
A. E. Mace, of Aurora, has placed the
Business communications should

List

Castine._

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

A

Ullsworth

COUNTY GOSSIP.

<£t)e (Ellsworth 3.incric an.

Slmertisroimta.

Total.
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in.
$10 watch; uo better time than the one I aeml
fund.
Surplus
you for selling 10 pieces of Jewelry ami lo house- i Undivided profits, less expenses
aud taxes paid.
hold articles at 10 cents eaeh. When sold send
National bank notes outstanding..
me $2. ami I send you one gold
plate watch,
chain and charm postpaid. Send for goods. I Due to other National banks.
Due to trust companies and saviut,*
trust you. Address
banks....
1). McfiOWN, Medford, Mata.
Dividends unpaid.
individual deposits subject to check
Demand certificates of deposit.

COLD WATCH

FREE !

_C.

WHY KOI LEARN SHORTHIIB?

Savings deposits.

Certified cnecks.
Cashier's checks outstanding.
Bills payable, including certificates
of deposit for money borrowed,

Do you wish to
not

get a position In the city- Why
e.julp yourself for one by taking a correi

ponoeDce coon In shorthand and typewriting,
and studying durlt* your leisure hours? Write
to-day tor full Information and recomnumtaUons. Teims reasonable, and easy payments.
Supplies furnished. Mi.. Tibbetts' shorthand school,The
Stanton,Washington, D.O.
• 1.00 Fountain Pen Qoltl Plated,
with Rubber Handle; holds ink to last one
Month
Price
writing.
for
.ample 40
cents
Address 0. D. McGowk, Medford,
Send Postal for my 111 nitrated
Catalogue
otBook,, Picture, and Frame., Toy., flames,
Tricks, Fancy Goods, Jen elry and Household
Specialties. C. D.

McGowaf

Medford,

M**s“

37,840 25
2,500 00

#887,91512
#50,000 oo
50,000 00
8,712 82

49,50000
.263 28

24,066 45
98 00

333,748 15
146,137 30

202,«*002
2,652 10
20,0lw00

Total. *887.81»H

!

STATE OP MAINE.
Hancock as:—I, Henry W.
Cushman, cashier of the above-named bank,
do solemnly swear that the above statement
is true to flae best of my knowledge and belief.
HENRY W. CUSHMAN. CashierSubscribed and sworn to before me this 1st
day of June, 1806.
LEONARD M. MOORE.
Notary Public.
(Seal.)
County

op

Correct—Attest:

A. P. WISWELL, 1
A. W. KINO,
J Directors.
)
J. A. PETERS.

2tbbtrti»rnttnt>\

A !DELINEATOR
OF HE'ROES
I nm

a

aldermen

start fund
FOURTH OF JULY.

[Original.]
tenderfoot, or. rather. I was n
but there’s not n man in

—ROLL OF

NAME.
W»LL

Police,
Insane,
Klrcirle

light,

Suptofscba,
Library,

>ia\ug

)

Text.book,
High-scbool,
.School,

an idea:” I replied.
want to make of your
*•***’ he asked after a
pause.
"I want to run
my little ranch and

“c

postofllce an opening was made for
hy those waiting, and every nmn
■“Pit off his hat.
I have ever since
n u terror to
all the men find the ad
duration of all the women. My wife
•ad ber father are the
only two per
*°as who know the
secret, and the for
jaer bag sex long seen me treuted like a
Wve and
Mespernte mail that she lias
a
last come to believe that I am one.
at this
may l;e on account of the
aiany brave and desperate heroes 1
"*Vf‘ drawn In
my stories.
My friends
aaJ that no one but a daredevil could
*ver depict such
remarkable fool new
•nd
i-outage.
MARTIN CRANE BORLAND.
hh'

LOCAL AFFAIUS.
(Continued from page l.)

loading the vessel, which he refused
He

was

ordered ashore.

As he

to do.

a^automobile

M L Frants

The better the tools, the better the crop.
Have them in readiness, for the weather
is fickle. AA'e have the best of

the

Mowers,

Rakes, Tedders.

Reapers,

A're

also have all kinds of Farm Machinery,
line Engine—any power.
“EMPIRE” CREAM SEPA RATO US— best

YOUNG

&

including
oil

the

,{T.:r;,”,:lgn

DOW,

the Olds Gaso-

Market.

Ellsworth.

GASOLINE ENGINES,
Tlte Famous and Reliable

M I AN U S

purchaser.

.«

purchase of which hen! negotiating. The
suggestion was made by one of Mr.
Bowie’s friends that the purchase of an
auto is purely a matter of business with
him. He is selling life insurance.
Z. Jellison, of New York, made Ellsworth a flying visit the first of the week.
He has a host of friends here who arc always
glad to welcome him. He left Monday for
Green Lake, whence, after a few days’ fishing, he will goto Bucksport, thence to
Portland, and then back to New' York.
The Ben nett-Moulton Co. played to good
hoiurgs at Hancock hall Monday and Tuesday evenings. As an indication of the suecess scoreg by the company, the second
night’s house was larger than the first.

5 m

being

jtt. HERE.

%
W. E. Whiting took a run down the
outsells them all in Maine. Fully guaranteed, low in cos t
river Monday in his new launch, the Ruth
liigb in quality.
W. Leaving the mouth of the river he
sighted the launch Quickstep, Capt. O. W.
MIAN US MOTOR WORKS, 20-33 Portland Pier.
Tapley, anchored near the spindle and H*»U.
FOKTLAN O MAISS.
flying a signal of distress. The Ruth W.
hailed the Quickstep, and learned from the
&S(ltcaD&
atift
Stiumta-i.
Dr. Phillips
! hospital Monday morning.
captain that he hadn’t a drop (of gasolene) had in his pocket and showed to the court |
aboard, and a mutinous crew, consist- the bullet which was taken from Davis’
ing of J. W. Nealley, .J. A. Cunningham throat.
and E. G. Moore. The Quickstep had gone
Judge Clark ordered the respondent to
down the bay as far as Knapp’s point be held to await the action of the
grand
Cornmenciug .June <i, 1905.
w hen the gasolene gave out.
She worked jury at the October term of the supreme

of

cruel

4-on

HAYING TIME

notable addition to the fleet of power
boats in Union river is the launch just
purchased by W. E. Whiting from John
C. Ralph, of Southwest Harbor. The
launch was built last winter
by Mr.
Ralph. She is 31 feet long, with an eighthorse two-cylinder Walker engine. Coming up the bay Saturday she made a little
better than nine mites an hour. She has a
house 12 feet long, and a roomy cockpit.
She will he christened the Ruth W. The
sloop Annie Lee vtfas taken by Mr. Ralph
in the trade. Mr. Ralph
intended to
launch the Annie Lee and take her to
Southwest Harbor Monday, but made a
sale before she came off the ways, A. D.
Stuart

was com-

the forecastle after getting his
he was attacked by the mate.
Gardiner was found guilty, and fined $10
and costs. He appealed, and gave bonds
for $100 to appear at the October term of
the supreme court.
B. T. Bowie was riding about the city
this morning in
for the

ing out
clothes,

$45fo
45 uo
M’O
150( 0
45 83
237
10(0
39 50
J5P0
25 »6
111
ir 75
1 40
6 On

her way
sail.

back

There

spindle under jury
mutterings among the

to the

were

court.

On the matter of bail the

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

attorneys

San-

dap,

: made

quite extended arguments. E. 8.
crew as soon as the gasolene gave out, and
Clark, for Weaver, urged that, in view of
the
time
the
Ruth
W.
hove
in sight Dr. Phillips’ testimony as to Davis’ conby
tl^ngs were looking pretty bad for Capt. I d it ion, and other circumstances, $2,500
The
Ruth
W.
Tapley.
put Capt. John W. would be sufficient bail. County Attor[
Ralph, of Bar Harbor, aboard, and tow'ed ney Wood opposed this, and Judge Clark
the Quickstep up river.
fixed the bail at $8,000, which is the
amount fixed originally.
WEAVER’S HEARING.

Weaver

was

unable to

secure

A M

A M

A M

V M
*7 1

P U

(

VM

PM

So w Hbr
8 50 11*20 y
No E Ubr
G 0i' 11 30 y
7 20
Seal Ubr. 9 90 ll (0 y
7 40..
bar m»r... 6 to lo 3*
1 to
CO 9 0
z4 49
Sorrento...
0 15.-3 46
Hancock P « 8 10 30 _,4*25 6 55
Sullivan. 10 55 .;4 20
Mt Dea’t F 7 Of. ll 2' 1 5 4 55 9 55
f 35
6 43
Waukeag.. 7 07 11 27 1 57 5 08 10 OB
Hancock
*6 49
7tin 11(30.5t(/7
Franklin K (18.5(17.(6 54
6f37
10*35 t7 01
Wash'* Jc 7 26 11 50
KLLSW’H 7 32 11 57 2 23 5 35 10 28 10 43 7 09
Ells Falla 7 87 12(0;. 5 47
10 48 7 14
Nlcolin
7(40 12 16 .i...|5 57
ll(0i (7 27
Green L
bo 19*25.0(06
u iC r7 35
Lake H.... 8H« !2tl2.♦ (IB
11(17 (7 49
Holden
A>3 2f* .6 .0. ll 24 (7 80
Br June... P»3 1 00 3 26 6 40
11 43 8 99
B Ex. St.. 8 40 1 07 4 55 6 47 11 35 ll 60 8 19
Ban M C... 8 45 1 1( *3 4u6*ji 11*9- ll* 5 8 99
...

.„

—

..

..

—

..

...

..

..

..

..

bail and

2 00
;
was taken to the county jail at Ellsworth
] 00
Held for the Grand .Jury—Bull of
Monday afternoon. It is understood that
HOC
!
Not Furnished.
Weaver’s attorneys will endeavor to have
Contingent,
143 25 Good houses are assured
the company on
Bar
June
6 (special)—The the amount of bail reduced on habeas
Harbor,
98 0(
its return here for the week beginning !
municipal court room was crowded Mon- I corpus proceedings before Chief Justice
80 22
11.
Sept.
forenoon
John B Fiszler.
when
a
I 50 j
day
hearing was held in W is well next Monday.
Sarah A Moore,
Mrs. Millard Lyseth and little daughters the case of Charles A. Weaver, charged
75
A V
P y
A M
pm
PM
am
Irving Osuood,
6 00 I left this w'eek for Auburn, where Mr. with assault with intent to
BORN.
kill, upon
Portland. 5 36 7 4fiil 05 4 15 4 15 19 99
Curtis R Foster,
35 00
Lyseth, formerly foreman of the stitching Martin Davis, on Saturday evening, May ABBOTT—At Franklin, May 26, to Mr and Mrs Ronton. 9 05 ll 06-5 B0 7 20 7 20 3 59
I
John A Piters,
N Y dally ex Sunday 7 0t|
11(0 room at the Union shoe
/
1
Moses Abbott, a son.
factory, has taken 20, at Music hall. The case was continued
'*
Lyman DeWUt,
5f0
LL— At Orland, .June 4, to Mr and :
BANGOR TO BAS HARBOR
charge of the finishing room in a shoe from the previous Monday w'hen the bail CHUKCHI
New England Tel A Tel Co,
H
N
a
son.
sirs
70
Churchill,
Sundays
her residence here Mrs. was fixed by Judge Clark at |8,000. Being
C W A t L Mason,
JCSTKY—At Aurora. May 26, to Mr and Mrs j
48 75 factory. During
PM
A M
AM
AM
A H
Richard Estey, a daughter.
Lyseth has made many friends, who unable to secure that amount Weaver
L D Patten,
6 00
Bstn 9*45. 8 00 lOaO ...
st m
LUNT—At Long Island, May 30, to Mr and Mrs
AM
PM
Frank L Heath,
spent the week in the town lock-up.
i 00 greatly regret her departure.
Atwood L Lunt, a sou.
Potld 1*66
7 00 11 06 1 00
7
Geo H Grant Co,
38 00
County Attorney Wood opened the case OSIER—At Long Island, June 4, to Mr and Mrs
A test of speed between Ellsworth's
AM AM AM PM
PM
AMAH
B H A U R Power Co,
4 25 motor boats will be in order soon.
Eng’r 5 05 8 05 9 30 11 80 3 15 *5 00 z8 25 llslff
Nathan Osier, a daughter.
There Monday, giving a very brief outline of
BEx 8 5 10 0 10 9 36 11 34 3 19 5 (5 8 30 11 4»
Hancock Co Pub Co,
3 75 w'ill be a doten or more of
Five witnesses for the State SA LISBURY—At Otis, June 5, to Mr and Mrs Br Jc
these boats m the facts.
6 17 9 42
5 12 8 87
Austin II Joy,
128
Harry P Salisbury, a daughter.
6 38 10 02
5 3i 8 67
Hld’n
commission in Ellsworth this summer, were examined, and then the prosecution
SELLERS—At Sunset (Deer Isle), June 1, to Lk H
39 f9 04
Daniel T Card,
6 00
6f44
10?«9.f5
rested its case.
several
of
them
matched
as
Mr
and
Mrs
a son.
52
Grl,
0
5 47 9 12
10
17:.
evenly
Dudley
Sellers,
pretty
J A Thompson,
2 45
6 57 f9 21
The defence put in no evidence. The YOUNG—At West Gouldsboro, May 20, to Mr Nlc’ln
7t00.10 20
to speed. The betting just nowr favors
N Ells Farmers' club,
12 00
Ells F
7 14|l0 40!..
6 10 9 85
and Mrs Irving Young, a daughter.
A race is in five witnesses examined were Charles L.
ELLS 8 17 7 20 lu 40 12 33 4 20 6 16 9 41 12 51
10 25 the new Whiting launch.
Campbe l Pub Co,
W Jc
7 bO I0t52 12 38 4 32
|9 48
order to settle the controversy.
Faulkenstrom, John O’Brien, Timothy
MARRIED.
Fr R
.11 00.f6 30
9 56
Total.
$1.12 60
Police Officer Guthrie and Dr.
Han
11 09.t« 39 10 04
Warren Murch, son of Charles Murch Coady,
STREET COMMISSIONER’S ROLL.
0
43
Wauk
11 13 12 67 t4 49 6 43 MfOfc 1 IS
A. Phillips.
Faulkenstrom testiBALL—DREW—At Green Lake, June 1, by
George
11 20 1 05 » 55 t 50 10 15 1 29
Rev J M Adams, of Ellsworth, Miss Georgia MDF'i 50
$-04 12 and wife, of Bayside, who recently retired fied that he saw Weaver and Davis
Highways...
fightBall, of Hancock, to Henry Drew, of Lincoln. ; Sull’n 7 So. 1 35 5 15
Sidewalks.
550 *'4 from the position of
keeper at West
11 40 1 25 6 40
10 35
but did not see the pistol nor hear
| Han P 7 55
ing,
BUCKNA
M
—HIGGINS—At
Machlas,
187 07 Quoddy lighthouse, has moved his family
Bridges.
May 31, Srnto 7 15
2 05 5 65 7 10 10 50
a shot fired.
O’Brien and Coady said they
by Rev Joseph Jackson, Miss Florence Buck- Bar II 7 40
12 10 2 00 5 45 *7 40 11 10 2 35
Hock-crushing...
1,(34 40 here from East port. He arrived Tuesday,
nitm, of Manillas, to Henry Higgins, of Orland.
Seal H 8 30
2 50 0 35
12 00 8 80
saw the fight and both saw' Weaver draw'
with his family and furniture, by schooner
CARTER—PAGE—At Brooklln. June 4, by Rev V E H 8 60 .1 3 10 6 55
12 20 3 40
$2,315 62
the pistol and fire. Police Officer Guthrit
K S Drew. >*lss Rena Belle Carter, of West S W II 9*00.i 3 20 7 10
12 oO 3 50
TEACHERS* SALARY ROLL.
Eldorado, of Lubec. He will occupy the testified
to
Fred
Merton
of
-A_
Brooklln,
North
SedaPage,
to arresting Weaver and taking
Coamoo school*...
$1,120 M> Charles H. Curtis house on Water street
wick.
Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and 6.18 p
him to the lockup.
292 18 which he
'llgh school.
CO LEM AN—DEWNIL—At Lynn, Mass, June I m, and arriving ElLworth 11.56 a m, 9.47 p m.
purchased last year.
Dr. George A. Phillips testified as to
1, by George A Cole, esq, Miss Anastasia | connect with Washington Co Ry.
Total.
$1,412 €8
*
The county commissioners will hold
Coleman, of Lynn, to Horace Dewnll, of Deer
Daily.
and change of recovery.
^
Isle.
OTHER BUSINESS.
their next regular session in Ellsworth He said he would recover without
ii Leaves Sundays at 9 am.
!
any
FOSS—H A YNES At Ellsworth, May 3*. by
z Sundays only.
v
Next
Licenses were granted to William Gog- next Tuesday.
Sundaysaonly steamer
Wednesday they question. Davis was discharged from the
Rev J P Simonton, Miss Marla Foss, of Hanleave# Southwest Harbor 2 20 p m; Northeast
cock, to Warren G Haynes, of Trenton.
gins for a bowling alley and billiard hall, will go to Northeast Harbor for a road
I Car'-or 2. SO p in ; Seal Harbor 2 50 p m, to conLAKKIN-CRA WFORD—At Ellsworth, .June],
uecl with this train.
Bill of Mrs. Agnes Scainmons for rent
hearing, and on the following day will
by Rev J D O’Brien, Miss Frances T Larkin
tStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
of house, $5 and daiaage to door, $2.50 was have a hearing on the petition of the
to Isaac Crawford, both of Ellsworth
Tickets for all points Soutli and
Co.
for
the
River Telephone
Union
PORTER-JORDAN-At Old Town, May 29.
; presented. The city made an agreement
by Rev Fred A Snow. Mrs Laura K Porter, of West for sale at the >1. C. R. K.
line
w'ith Mrs. Scainmons to pay f5 a month privilege of erecting a telephone
Bll*worth Port.
Stillwater, to Elliot F Jordan, of Waltham.
ticket
oftico, Ellsworth.
ARRIVED
from Great Pond to Ellsworth.
rent for her house for the time after two
These trains connect at Hangor, with through
Sunday, Juno 4
DIED.
months that she was unable to live in the
trains on Main Line, td asd from Portland, BosW. E.
Schwartz, of Camden, owner
Sch Lulu W Eppos, Pratt, Bostou
ton and St. John.
house because of the rock crusher. The
of the steamer Percy V., arrived in EllsBOWDEN—At Orland, June 1, Joseph M BowHancock County Port*.
Passengers are earnestly requested to procur*
bill for the door, Aid. Moore said, should worth
den, aged 52 years.
Friday night by way of Bangor, in
West Sullivan—Ar .June 2, sch Willie L •——-— ;| tickets before entering the trains, and especially
! Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
not be allowed, as all damage had been
Maxwell. Bowden
his new Cadillac touring car. He was acF. E. BOOTH BY, G.P.4T.L
Ar
4, sch* Jennie A Stubbs, Harvest
satisfactorily repaired by the city. The companied by his superintendent, Mr. Home,June
Rice
GEO. F. EVAN8,
bill was tabled.
Sid June 2. sch James Rothwell
Vice Pres, and GenM Manager
Greenlaw, who while here looked over the
Sid June 8, schs Torrento, curb for Boston;
The bond of J. II. Bresnahan as tax colHall house, for the remodelling of which ;
Leorgtetta, Harold J
McCarthy, Frederick
EASTERN
lector was approved.
into a high school building Mr. Schwartz Koessner
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Davis’.ponditjftn

j

Marine

j

list.

aiijntxfminta.

TO SETTLE AN ESTATE.

STREET PETITION.
A

petition

street

from

for the extension of Dean
Hancock street through to

Water street was presented. It seemed
the sentiment of the board that t&e city
could not this year afford any appropriation for street extension. It is proposed

prejiared plans. They left for Bangor
on the return trip Sunday afternoon.
At St. Joseph’s Catholic church last
Thursday morning, Miss Frances T. Larkin, daughter of Patrick Larkin, of Ellsworth, and Isaac Craw ford, also of this
city, were married by Rev. J. D. O’Brien.
Miss Celia Larking of Waterville, niece of
the bride, was bridesmaid, and Thomas
was best
j lark in, brother of the bride,
man.
The bride wore a blue travelling
has

repair Dean and Hancock streets at their junction, to give
better access to Hancock street from Dean,
and to confer w'ith H. B. Phillips in regard to fixing up the private way through suit. Mr. and Mrs. Crawford have the
his property, which is really an extension best w'ishes of their large circle of friends.
of Dean street. Mayor Hagerthy favored
City Clerk T. E. Hale has made his anu small allowance to Mr. Phillips for fixnual report to the State superintendent of
ing up the road and allowing its use.
schools for the year ending April 1. The
Petition of residents of Oak and Main report shows the amount of appropriastreets for a pipe drain through their tion, balance and receipts from the State
property from Oak street to a connection to be $10,280.80. The total expenditures
with drain across Irving Osgood’s prop- were $8,101.10,
leaving a balance of
erty, was presented. The petition was $2,176.70. The largest items of expendiaccompanied by list of subscriptions of tures were $6,675 for teachers’ wages, $869.10
the property ow ners toward the work.
for fuel and $537 for janitors. The cit*
The distance is 3«ti feet. To lay a appropriation for schools this year wra‘"
twenty-inch pipe drain which would be $4,(XX).
required about $150 for pipe alone would
A new time-table went into effect on the
be necessary. B. F. Thomas, who apMaine Central and Washington County
peared for the petitioners, thought the railroads on Monday. The time-table on
ow ners would pay the balance for pipe and
page 5 is corrected to date. Train due at
the cost of laying same if the city would
Ellsworth from the west at 12.33 p. m. and
to

straighten

and

donate $200.
•cribble.”
On motion of Aid. Austin, a committee
"Scribble what?”
"Stories, articles, anything in the lit- of three was appointed by the mayor to
visit the property, with power to act on
•wry line.”
“Well, you go home, and hereafter behalf of the citv if deemed advisable.
yon l| ig. known as the man who killed The committee named were Aid. Moore,
Gallagher. I reckon you won't be pcs McCarthy and Tripp.
tered much after that
Mayor Hagerthy brought up the matter
job. And so fat
aa
Lucy is concerned, why, lir she's of a Fourth of July celebration. The
an
appropriation for a
idling to take a man who has more re- board favored
voted. This is
ject for a pen than a revolver I sup celebration, and floO was
the same amount as appropriated by the

Ppsc under the altered circumstances
•he'll have to have her own
way.”
hhe next day when I appeared at

Equitable Life Assurance Society of United Statesj

Ralph I! Patten,
Martin E Jclltson,
Thomas E lisle,
Levi W Bennett,
Frank R Moore,

j

hat's

21.

$26,654,641.78.

A Co,
Whitcomb, II«>
29 22
Chas .1 Treworgy,
88
Hancock Co Pub Co,
10 (0
J A Thompson,
rSchool-house, Frank R Moore,
28
^
Daniel T Card,
9 50
Edsworth Lurcher Co,
78
Fire dept.
Whiten mo, Haynes A Co,
10 S'
C W A F L Mason,
78 5'i

did you do It for?"
“Well, to tell you the truth, Mr.
Stanhope, at first I hoped he’d down
you; then I’d be free to marry Lucy.
But when I came to consider how she
would feel about It I wanted you to
Win."
“I didn't suppose you could talk sc
hear like a man.
You own me. since If
ft hadn't been for
you I'd have been a
dead man this minute. You can have i
Lh*y. bat what are you going to dc
*’ith her? You can never live In peace
dhi'uig people who don’t fear you. I'll
tell you what we call do.
I’ll Inforfh
toe
community that It was yon whe
I

Chas E Laurlat Co,
Eugene P Warren,
Elisabeth A. Belcher,
Chaa J Tieworgy,
J A Thompson.
DC (Lath A Co,
Eugene P Warren,
Ii E Mason,

$80,794,269

Dividends paid policyholders in lasl live years,

ACCOUNTS.

Co,

MiOnr

SURPLUS,

Sbbrrtfsemtnta.

A

ASSETS, $413,953,020.74.

nrh

“Sonny," be said presently, "whmt

"What do you

ol

John if Sltvy,
Edward T
Flnq^
AC Ilagertby.
It II & U R Tower
R R Mason.

a better time

STRONGEST IN THE WORLD.

AMOUNT.

L I) Patten,
Eiw Ilant y,
A urn In II Joy,

man.

Wiled Gallagher."

POItTI.ANI>,

ACCOUNTS.

Little new business came before the
board of aldermen at their annual meeting on Monday evening.
The board
started the ball rolling for a Fourth of
celebration
July
by voting an appropriation of fl.’jO toward a celebration fund.
Petitions for a sewer and street extension
were presented.
The meeting was called to order
by
Mayor Hagerthy. Full board present.
The rolls of accounts were passed as
follows:
FUND.

warrant, went to the camp and
found most of the stolen goods.
Clough
and Strout were arrested on a
charge of
larceny. Before Judge Peters, in the Ellsworth municipal court, they pleaded
guilty and were fined |3 and costs each,
amounting in all to about |19.

to take out a policy In the Equtt
able than now. Talk wit^K m.
Clark, T'emont. M«* ,%boilt
It, or cominuiiicate with
fKANKL.N II. II A/.KI,TO>
Manager for Maine,

for

ELLSWORTH WILL OELRBRaTK—STREET
AND SEWER PETITIONS PRESENTED

tenderfoot,

earns to cross
my
jjew Mexico who
terror 1 inspire does not
J,„th. The
come from my bravery, my skill with
1 am
the revolver or my strength.
n>ber tlmiti, 1 couldn't hit a barn
I am hut live
door with a bullet, and
foot three.
y.uv, how do 1 strike terror into the
citizens of till* region? 1 will tell you
When 1 came out to this benighted
(onnlry, with my delicately cut cameo
f.„.e. my six and n half holy’s kid
h.uid and my f>A shoe, I was const!
to be noticed by
c;t 1 tt«> insigulUcont
the more manly luhahltauta, hut was
subjected to continued ariuoyslices by
who were mean enough to take
e
tl
advantage «f my diminutive size. But
threatened me, and 1
one man really
have always excused him, for I fell
the
in l nc with Ids daughter, and
sl«> preferred me and
w„ ,t of it was
tastes to the muscular
uiy Intellectual
men of the frontier.
bullet |ie T
Wl.eu Bill Stanhope, Lucy’s father,
lea r e.I how tlie laud lay he Informed
in the extravuguut language of
ine
yiew Mexico that If he ever caught me
wiili Lucy he would "let en nigh suuubii e tlirough me to light a ebureb.”
I wns riding one day through u lone
ly v alley and oil emerging from u w ood
in nu open space Just lieloif me
saw
two men approaching each other on
horseback. At tirst I supposed they
wen1 riding up to have a talk, hut
suddenly one of them raised a Winchester and Bred at tlie other. Then
1 saw that they were Zeb Gallagher,
the most dreaded desperado lu New
I saw
Mexico, and Bill Stanhope.
gtaidi m>'» hat fall to the ground and
concluded the bullet had knocked it
It mighty coolly, I
He took
off.
thought—I didn’t know that be bnppetoHl to be short of cartridges— rode
without firing till he got
on slowly
within lietter range, then raised Ids
rifle, took a sure aim aud fired. There
was n
rapid exchange of shots after
this for a few seconds, neither mun
doing much damage.
It looked *s If I bad one chance In
ten to tie relieved of the man who
stood between me aud happtnesa, hut
somehow I thought of Lacy and how
her father's death would break her
heart and wondered what I had better
do. Stanhopd bad come to within a
hundred yards of me; Gallagher was
atlU 500 yanls away. The first thing I
knew Gallagher threw away his rifle
amt came ou the gallop for Stanhope
with his revolver. I knew by this that
he was out of ammunition and looked
for Stanhope to kill him with a rifle
bullet before be came up. But Stan
hope was evidently In the same tlx
for he. too. dropped his rifle and l»e
gau tiring with hi* revolver, i counted
eleven shots between the two. then I
saw Stanhope toss hi* revolver to the
ground, fold his arm* and sit quietly
In the saddle, evidently waiting for
Gallagher to tHiish hlru. Gallagher deliberately examined his revolver, and.
taking the cartridge** from Ids pocket,
added them to the one left there
While he was doing so I dismounted,
and. seurrylng along on foot behind
low hushes, darted up to Stanhope and
handed ldm my revolver. As Gallagher
was putting iii the last
cartridge Stan
hope shot him dead.
I never shall forget the expression
on Stanhope'* fat** ns he turned hi*
eyes from hi* falling enemy and rest
*d them on me. without whose timely
interference he would by this time
have »KH*n a dead man. He looked me
all over from the crown of my head to
the »oies of my feet, apparently struggling up to a realization of the fact
that he wu indebted for his life to
•ueh an Infinitesimal specimen of a

inevIr

search

leaving Ellsworth lor the west at 2.23 will
through cars from and to New York
beginning next week. The service is
substantially the same ns last summer.
run

changes in the arrival and closing ot
Ellsworth postoffice are shown in
the table at head of the local column on

SJteSfrtistments.

Steamship Company.
SUMMER SCHEDULE.
Six Trip*

a

Week.

pasturage; buildings in fair condition.
Also 1 express wagon, 1
meat-eart with refrigerator.
For further

May 31,

1905.

buggy,

1

particulars enquire of
G. B. Stuart,
Ellsworth, Me.

FOR SALE.
LOTS IN WOODBINE CEMETERY.

Commencing Monday, May 1, steamer J T
Morse leaves Bar Harbor daily, except Sunday*
1 30 p m, for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Southwest Hatbor, Brooklln, Deer Isle, Sargentville, Dark Harbor and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Catherine leaves Bluehlll dally, except Sunday, at 2 p m, for South Bluehlll, Ston-lngton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting
with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Juliette leaves Sedgwick dally, exc« pt Sunday, at 2.30 p m, for Herrick’s Landing,
South Brooksville, Blake's Point, Eggemoggln
Dingo and Rockland, connecting with steamer
for Boston.
RETURNING
at

From Boston at
From Rockland

It returns in amusement and entertainment a hundred fold its cost. Without skill or effort you may always have
music in your home. Entertains the
guest, plays for dancing, amuses the
family. An Edison Phonograph costs
from $10 up, and Edison Gold-moulded
Records cost 35c each. Call and hear
the phonograph and see our line stock
of PIANOS and ORGANS.

STAPLES,

SMITH

&

1>URIAL LOTS In centre and near the entrance of Woodbine Cemetery belonging
to Lygonla Lodge. These lots are beautifully
situated and well graded and easy of access a
all times. Inquire of
H. L. MOOR or
DAVID FRIEND.

Porcelain

$raft8B!onal

mails at

jY YE

NOSE,

CarBa.

TH RO AT

page 1.
AND EAR.
A change in the service of the steamer
Percy V. has been made, by which hereafter the boat will make .Bluehill a regular
D. V. BUNKER, M. D„
Bluehill will be the transfer
city- last year. then
landing.
The meeting
BAR HARBOR. ME.
adjourned.
from
the
and
for
passengers
freight
point
Eastern Steamship Co., which heretofore
<
>TKS.
AMU 8 EM ENT X
Beside the adF.
M. D.
^rtls been South Bluehill.
it
4iThe Missouri girl” which comes to vantages of better terminal facilities,
from
PHYSICIAN"and SURGEON.
Hancock hall June 14, produces more makes a direct boat connection
and will doubtless
MANNING BLOCK.
genuine, hearty laughter than any comedy Ellsworth to Bluehill,
OFFICES,
result in more passenger traffic to Blueyet written. In connection w ith a strong
Residence, No. 9 Hancock 8t.
the
of
hill
During
by way
Ellsvyorth.
and interesting plot, it contains many
TKLKPFoJfK.
situations.
The
company summer Shady Nook will lie a Hag landing !-#ludicrous
presenting the play is fully capable of for the Percy V.
extracting this fun, and dealing it out to
L. L.
the public in a most satisfactory manner.
It was discovered last week that the
Dentist.
Pauline Hammond will open a three- camp of Clifton Woodward and F. A Ornights’ engagement at Hancock hall to- cutt at Green lake had been entered by Office: Room 8. First National Bank Building,
formerly occupied by Ellsworth Dental
morrow evening, in a series of high-class
thieves, and a fishing rod, reel and line,
Parlors. Telephone fil-fi.
stolen. Susperformances. The opening bill is “A and a quantity of proviaions
Numerous
Great
Wrong
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
Righted”.
picion was directed to Joe Clough and Ed
the
be
will
introduced
during
specialties
who were occupying Harvey
Reserved seats are Strout,
action of the play.
Subscribe for The American.
Sheriff Mayo, with a
Moore’s camp.
now on sale at Moore’s drug store.

J?,

I)R

6 p m dally, except Sunday.
at 5.30 a m, dally, except Mon-

All cargo, except live stock, via the steamers
of this Company, Is Insured against Are and
marine risk.
F. 8. Shekman, Gen’l Agent. Rockland, MeCalvin Austin, V. P. «fc Gcn’l Manager,
Boston.

Ellsworth,

Bluehlll and Swan’s Island

STEAMBOAT LINE.

Inlays.

SUMMER SCHEDULE.

H.

QREELY,
DENTIST.
Ellsworth.

Main Street,

thH-l-H-l-l-l-l-H-H-l-I-l-l-l-l-l-l-H

£>lMON TON,

LARRABEE,

day.

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

MOODY,

FRANKLIN ST.. ELLSWORTH.

The

!

We offer for sale on easy terms an
85-acre farm; cuts about 15 tons of
hay; has an orchard of 75 thriving
trees (grafted); two good wells of water;
wood enough to use on place; excellent

Steamer PERCY V.,

Capt. A. E. Smith.
Trips per Week.
Commencing May 1. 19f\ steamer will leave
Ellsworth Monday, Thursday and Saturday at
7.30 % m for ‘Surry, ‘South Surry, Bluehill
(connecting with Eastern 8 8 Co at Bluehill for
Rockland and Boston), ‘South Bluehill, ‘North
Brooklln, West Tremont, Bans Harbor (Me
Klnley) and Atlantic.
Three

RETURNING.

L.

;;

w.

;

| JOR DAN,

Saturday.

■

IlHMI

[j

KLL4IWORTH*

1 ■Kl -H H»M

|

Connection Is made at Bass Harbor (McKln.
steamer Clmbria for Bangor and Bar
Harbor.
All freight billed through via Eastern 8 8 Ca
to all points to and from Rockland and Boston.
•FToo landing
NOTICE—This steamer can be chartered every
Wednesday for excursions. Capacity 125 passengers.
O. W. TAPLEY, Manager.

ley) with

UNDERTAKER,

\[

Leave Atlantic at 6 a m, Tuesday, Friday
and 8unday, touching at the same points and
connecting at Bluehill with the Eastern 8 8 Co
from Boston.
The above schedule also gives a through co»nectlon via Eastern 8 8 Co from Atlantic, Base
Harbor and West Tremont to Boston Tuesday
and Friday, and from Boston Thursday and

I|4

WALTER J

Subscribe

for

The

American.

CLARK, Agent,
Ellsworth, Ma.

abbfrtiftmnttB.

The American ha* subscriber* al 107 tended the school entertainment Friday
of the 117 post-offices in Hancock county night.
All tnt yiher paper* in the County comMia# Isabel Cleaves, accompanied by
bined do not reach so many. The AmeriMrs. Harold Carter, of Bar Harbor, spent
can is not *he only paper printed in the week end at her father’#, E. W.
Hancock co*.nty, and has never claimed to Cleaves.

COUNTY NEWS.
for additional

County

other

set

Mrs. L. T. Bunker
on business.

in

was

Bangor

Roy Stratton,

of

■week with his sister,

in

parties

lumber for

with

a car

B.

is

Fernaid

confined

Stonc^^ ith

to his bed

daughter

ery are highly delighted. All hope soon
to see our townspeople on the East Blu<
hill road served in the same w-ay by Uncle
Sam.

closed her third term of school at Soraes-

Thursday Mrs. Nancy Bellatty fell
It is quite
and dislocated her elbow.

of

home

came

COUNTY

Mr.
The high school closes this week.
Cobb has made many friends during his
three terms of work here.

painful.

called home

Cherryfield,

with their niece. Mrs.

ependjpg a

are

winter

W. E. Bragdon.

A. H.

Mrs. Genevieve Collins leaves for Bangor, Tuesday to attend the Burr-Palmier
wedding at St. John’s Episcopal church,
Tuesday evening.
Mrs. F. E. Blaisdell left for Charleston

Saturday

to be

exercises

of

where
Mrs.

classical

Boyd Blaisdell is
Hannah Doyle

tion.

increasing,

I

way.

usual,

and is in

were

funeral of

Memorial Day

initiated in

a

at the

was one

this

loved all
life. Much sympathy is felt for the
ones bereaved.

The funeral

flourishing condi-

his old

thize with

Funeral services

A

John Fox, who

May 27, were held
home. Many friends sympathe family in their bereave-

to learn that he is

seriously

guest of Miss Julia Guptill at the farm
in Gouldsboro.

j

a

j

lin

recently

spent

a

where he

fairly under way.
Gilley has returned from Boston,
he has been working in a barber

He will go into business with his
father, A. O. Gilley, who has kept a barber
shop here for twenty-seven years.
Mr. Reeves, a student from Bangor the-

days in Frankjoined a party at

few’

ological seminary, who preached here very
satisfactorily two weeks ago, has acand
Blake
Mr.
wife, of Brooklin, ar- !
the call to shepherd the churches
eepted
and
will
rived Saturday
be at Mrs. Charles
here through his vacation term of six
j
for
the
summer.
Blanee’s, jr.,
months, and will enter upon the pastorate
Cl
May 29.
camp

Laughing Water.

j June 11.

L. P. Cole and wife were guests of S. D.
Sargent, of West Gouldsboro, on Sunday,

j

A concert for that

date is being

Mrs. Abbie Dolliver who has been in
Harbor for several weeks has returned

home.

Miss Ethel Cole, of Portland, arrived
Saturday to spend a few weeks with relatives here.
F. F. Larrabee returned home Tuesday
Philadelphia, where he has been a
student at Jefferson medical college.
from

Miss Julia Quptili was the guest of Mrs.
fu P. Cole the last of the w eek and atA Guaranteed Care for Plies.

June 3.

\V.

nished

also

the

by James

iron

neat

M. Parker

C*ilic

Charles

ing

some

Dr.

:

are

in town for

a

position in the telephone office here.
Capt. Frank Sparling, of yacht Hesper,:

Rockland June 1.
From there
go to Marblehead to join the
Wheelwright family, bringing them to
Northeast July 1.

Saturday night.

Q. L. Estey and family are expected
Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Protruding Piles,
Prugglsis refund money if PAZO OINTMENT soon. Adelbert Hodgkins is repairing1
fails to cure any ease, no matter of bow Ion?:
standing, In 6 to 14 days. First application gives their cottage and getting it in readiness
If your druggist hasn't U 1 for them.
cam- and rest. 50c.
%
m od fiOc In stamps and It will be forwarded j
Aug. 1
postpaid by Paris Medicine Co., St. Louis Mo. ! June 5.

1

J. M. Connelly, of Holderness, N.
Charles A. Gifford, of Brewer,

and

American

Sunday

school union, held meectings at the chapel
here Sunday forenoon and evening.
Both
are fluent *piakers and fine singers, and i
Kev. Mr. Connelly, though blind, is a tine
musician. After
led to the church
He also
organ once he went without aid.
several
his own acsang
pieces,

being

playing

8.

Beatrice K. Lunt, who has been attending high school at Newtonville, Mass.,

Sunday.
Mrs. Henry Thui#ton has moved from
Capt. Adams Reed’s house to the house
formerly know n as the brick-yard house.
German measles is still raging. Little
Merton Sawyer has had it for the second time, and baby Ben Reed has had
it this past week.
Rev. D. M. Angell, who w as called home
to New Hampshire by the illness and
came

home

CAHTINE.
The Memorial Day address at this place
delivered by Rev. E. F. Pember, of
Bangor. The day’s exercises were interesting and appropriate. There was a
was

camp-fire

in the

evening.

The annua! reception given to the graduating class of the normal sohool by Prof,
and Mra. A. F. Richardson, took place
Monday evening of last week. About
sixty guests were present. The decora*
tions were in the class colors of green and
white.

were

M.

poorly.
Harvey Stanley,
J

been ill for

who has

time, does not gain
friends hoped for.

some

as

fast

as

his

Fred Lowe, mate of the schooner James
Rothwell, has been calling on old friends
here and at

in

her way to Franklin, her former
a short business trip.

home,

for

day.

Franklin Memorial Day. The companion
court ladies served a bountiful dinner at
the hall. The orator of the day was l>r.
Ed. Hooper, a former Franklin boy, now
of Fairfield.

Quite

Messrs. Butler and Higgins, who have
been doing carpenter
work for
Abel
Bartlett, have returned to their homes in
Ellsworth.

a

delegation

from

here went to

Everard Jellison, jr., son of Edward
Jellison and wife, of Eastbrook, visited
friends in town last week. Mr. Jellison is
employed as Pullman car conductor in the
be doing finelyk
and is now' on his annual vacation.
Fred Bartlett,\who visited relatives here West,
Mr. Jellison's many friends here are glad
last week, has gone to Marblehead, Mass.,
to welcome him.
to work on the new postofflee which is beJune 5.
M.
ing built there.
Juue5.
B.
EAST ORLAND.

Mrs. C. M. Bartlett, who underwent a
surgical operation at the Maine general
hospital, Pori land, May 25, is reported to

Harold

BASS HARBOR.

A.
for

a

Burrill,

of

Dedham,

is

Ills of

Childhood
stomach and bowel com- \
blutal disorder*. feverish- %
m niw. ncrvou*n«*a, and the trr»a- %
m tine an*! debilitating condition* m
■ brouitit on by worms, are quickly re- •
a
m
ileved and permaMOtly cured by
M

Liver.

M I'Urnts.

I Dr.

I

True’s Elixirl

tonic and builder of
Makes weakly chll
For over W
dren strong and robust.
years used nod praised by mother*
M cent*, at all druggists.
everyw here.

It la a wonderful
Baahand muscle.

■
M
■

H
I

■
■
■
■
■

Writ.- far fr«r
kaaii** ••rwi4r*n mat! Ur'.r

l

I

the guest

a

E. Marks and wife
two-wreeks’

are in Portland
stay.
children’s entertainment

There will be a
the hall Wednesday night.
Elijah White and wife visited friends at
North Ellsworth Saturday and Sunday.

at

Rev. I. B. Conley,- of Southport, is
spending his vacation here. Mr. Conley
preached here some years ago when he
Miss Una Bartram, of Castine, was the
first entered the ministry.
guest of Miss Ethel Blaisdell Saturday
Mrs. Vesta McRae is spending a welland Sunday.
earned vacation with relatives in MassaMrs. Mary Gray and daughter Winichusetts.
Mrs. McRae is the
village
librarian, and this is her first vacation fred, who have been in Bluehill for several
Mrs. Gray has
weeks, have returned.
since the library was opened.
resumed housekeeping for Avery Gray.
June 5.
X. Y. Z.
Mrs. Emily Dunbar and Mrs. Alberta
Mason returned Monday from a visit of
iiauerttsnnnuB.
--W.-wTV.-W
several.days in Deer Isle. While there
j they had the pleasure of visiting Aunt
Salome Sellers, aged 104 years old.
T.

CONTINUE

|

June 5.

M.

GREAT POND.
Frank McLaughlin and his (riend Mr.
Mason were guests for two or three days
this week of Ezra Williams on a
fishing

gaining flesh
by regular treat-

are

Scott’s Emulsion
should continue the treatment
In hot weather; smaller dose
and a little cool milk with It will
do away with any objection
which Is attached to fatty products during the
heated

trip.

season.

Send for free sample.
SCOTT A BOWNK, Chemist*.
New York.
409**# Pearl Street.
50c. and #1.00 { all druggist*.

A POSITIVE CURE FOR RHEUMATISM
AND ALL FORMS OF KIDNEY AND
BLADDER ILLSAT ALL DIALERS" AS CENTS.
A CURE AT THB PEOPLES PRICE

Miss Bertha Dorr.

of
made

a

Those who
and strength
ment with

with

Franklin.

Mrs. Albion Guptill, with her two children, of Hull’s Cove, is visiting her parents, Alex Taylor and wife.
Mrs. Lillian M. Stinson, of Seal Harbor,
called on Miss M. E. Moone last Thursday
on

short visit to liar Harbor last week.
The Village benefit society gave
sociable at the pavilion Saturday night.

If Yonr Liver is Wrong
Yon are Wrong all Over.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

L. Allen

daughter Helen

atmtTtisnnmtg.

Otis Hardison, who has been confined to
his bed aJxmt six weeks, is still very

Monday.
Mrs. Emily Dix

Mrs. Ida Dix and

the

c.

St._

me requiring a
to overcome the same

The remains of
were
removed to Southwest Harbor last Thurs-

grange hall.

x

Little Ruth Marian Remiek entertained
her friends on the afternoon of Juue 1, it
being her fourth birthday.

8uperintendent-of-Sch<^ol»

The grangers have purchased the store
where the old tannery was situated

of

May

A torpid, inactive liver goes hand in band
constipation, and is a chronic condition,
systematic, well-directed effort
effectually and establish
The memorial address by Rev. E. F. ;
condition* of health and perfect bodv draInPember, of Bangor, was interesting and | igo. Smith's Pineapple and Butternut Pills,
impressive,without statistics, and listened containing the two elements needed to increase
liver aeti\ity and muscular action, go accuto by a large and appreciative audience.
ratelv to the sluggish liver and bowels, restorA large delegation of normal students, ing them to perfect action. They are com!
accompanied by their teacher, Miss Nellie posed of the two great vegetable agent#, pinethe stomach liver and gastric secreHarvey, visited Castine grange Saturday '’pplc for
tions, and butternut for the mucous mem.evening. After the regular programme, brane, c;-eolation and bowels, and always give
interesting remarks were made by the best r>>«lts— thev are Nature’s own laxative.
visiting members. Refreshments were Smith* Pmeat pie and Butternut Pills euro
served and a general good time followed.
constipation. Utilousncss, headache in one night.
Ail dealers 23 cents.
June 5.
L.
Ail genuine signed W. F. Smith.

Sunday.

George Bartlett

visited the school

few

Other

Newell Hodgkins, who is at work in
Old Town, f*as the guest of Homer Wil- J

and

near

H.,
missionary

Mrs. Fred F. Ward wall has returned
from a three days* visit with relatives in

H.

Wesley

Poole.

Rev.

Mrs. Dr. Farrow, of West Brooksville,
was the guest of her sister, Mrs. Isaac
Dunbar, Saturday and Sunday.

Ellsworth Wednesday.

Charles Clough, of Bangor, was in town
week, a guest at the home of John

a

will

Miss Grace Nichols, of South Penobscot,
has
been
the guest of Miss Florence
Hutchins for several days.

BARTLETT’S ISLAND.

last

for

friends here

Jane 5.

days.

comrades,

post.

j

E. J. Morrison and Mrs. C. C. Mor-

rison and children

on

Mrs. George L. Richards and children
spent Sunday with her grandmother.
Mrs. Caroline Richards, at Salisbury Cove,
where there was a family gathering.
Mrs. Josephine Crockett and little son,
of Holden, and Mrs. Gagie Louise Dorr
and two children, from Mt. Desert, are
visiting their mother, Mrs. Abbie Walls.

I

Whitcomb, of ELlsworth, is havfarming done on his place here.

marker fur-

MARLBORO.

bur

ton, called

i

MARIAVILLE.

Mrs. E. R. Tyler, of Brockton, Mass., is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Angell.
Capt. Elia9 Rich arrived this week from
No
graves were decorated by friends.
w'ith. lumber for Lewis Springer.
services were held, many going to Bangor
memorial services
Harbor for the
Alvin Norwood, who has bgen at sea
there.
with Capt. Thomas Rich, came home
Spray.
June 5.
Tuesday.

placing

Bar

Remarks on .Memorial Day.Rev C 11 Bn.»nt
Solo.F B Mitchell
Vocal Trio
Mildred Leach, Carrie Seders,
Olive lirtnrita
Reading Mr* Martyn'* Fashionable Tea,
Mr* M A Wardwell
Character Song.
Mark l Smith
of
.Carrie
Perkin*
Reading—Trial
Spe*d
Vocal Duet.. Mr* G O Llttleflekl, Mr* M A
Wardwell
Reading—"Me and Urtah**.Lizzie Grindle
Scene .Marching through Georgia
Character Song
.F H Mitchell
Farce—The Dressing Gown,
Cast of Character*
Peter Peabody.M A Wardwell
Mr* Peabody
Mr* N Mitchell
Miriam, The Daughter. Belva L Wardwell
Kirk, Tlie Lover.Mr* S Bridge*
Cumber. The servant.A W Perkins
Jentle Bridges
Sarah. The Maid
Vocal r*olo.Percy Perkins
Exercise
and
Drill
...Master
Walter
Flag
Creamer, Joseph Leach, Elmer Perkins,
Harold Perkins.

on an autoharp.
prepared by the Sunday school teachers. companiment
June 3.
Memorial Day was observed in a quiet
way here. Grand Army details flagged
WEST TREMONT.

Will Cook and wife, of South Goulds^
j
boro, were guests at W. F. Bruce’s Satur- and wreathed the graves of

day.

entertainment for Mrs. Annie

was

ill at his home

the effects

school.

few weeks.

Alfred Wass

benefit

..

seems

where

D. Chase, with his wife and daughter, is with relatives in Winter Harbor

INDIAN POINT.
Higgins and wife, E. N. Benson
and wife from Bar Harbor, spent Sunday

—

Arthur

E.

for

’05

a

the citizens of this town.

among

wife.

C.

T.

—

of the grip which
Hill,
j
Mrs. Delia Noonau, of Gouldsboro, is prostrated him for several weeks in the
1
spending a few weeks here w ith relatives, Iij winter.
Mrs. L. M. Bunker has gone to Derry, i
j Southwest Harbor is again in full tide of
]S. H., to visit her cousin. Mrs. Gertrude ( summer privileges—train boats every day
Reynolds.
j and extra mail facilities. With first arMiss Vida
Cleaves was a w'eek-end rivals of summer visitors, the season of
at Beech

Bunker, who has spent the |
Boston, arrived Saturday to take ;

inter in

he

summer.

at Camp Oliver.
held at grange hall Tuesday j
Bloomfield Higgins, of Bar Harbor,
evening. May 30, gilder the£mspicss of
Penobscot chapter. O. E. B., and Rising spent Sunday at the home of his mother,
star lodge, F. and A. M.
The hall was Mrs. Almira Higgins.
crowded, all standing room being occu- J Eugene H. Higgins, of Bar Harbor, has
pied. Tickets for the benefit were on sale been spending a few days with his parents,
for two weeks, over 700 being sold.
The Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Higgins.
proceeds of the benefit amounted to
Jesse Higgins, from the Narrows, and
1190.85. Following is the programme:
his sister, Mrs. Richards, from Stoning-

MFMORIAM.

season.

|

Helen

w

Penobscot.

PENOBSCOT.

“Our loved bav s p tsaed 1 eyond our view,
And their dear forum are laid away;
They've only gone a little beft re us.
We'll meet tin m all tome future day.

j

homestead for the

Scmac.

BENEFIT ENTERTAINMENT.

in the

PROSPECT HARBOR.

the house

cemetery.
June 5.

“If we could but solve the future,
Ard know what bevoml us lies,
" e might think the heavy burden
Wan a blesnlu* lu dlsguUe.

of

held at

Tree

“We know not why our loved are taken.
We cannot tell why It Is **o.
We know we sometimes feel forsaken
And seem crushed beneath the l low

"

were

Thursday, June 1, Kev. J. P. Simonton, of
Ellsworth, officiating. Interment in Pine

ment.

our

$50,000.1

The Somesville baseball team played a
team of the Hall Quarry stone-cutters on
the home grounds Decoration Day. The
game resulted in a victory for Somesville,
by a score of 10 to 6. Battery for Somesville, Parker and Somes; for Hall Quarry,
Bunker and Richardson. The game was n
good one, and was w ell attended.
June 5.
J.

Her work is done.
Her victory won.
Now comelt) rest.

Thursday evening,
auspices of companion

services of

Miss

-w

home

Hagerthy has been making
repair* to his buildings and painted

house.

his

Dr. and Mrs. Du Bois, of New York, !
arrived Haturday.
They will occupy the
John Fait cottage this season.

sister, Mrm Frank Atw'ood,

death of his
came

at the old

her

fast

the few real
“God's ways are best, have faith In Film,
The exercises
And calmly trust and wait;
morning were incemetery
Our borrow here will be turned to joy
teresting, many school children being in
When we enter the golden gate."
the line of march. The hall was well
H.
June 5.
filled in the afternoon, when Dr. Edward
Curtis Hooper, in an easy, conversational
SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
manner, gave an interesting address. All
The Kaighn family has arrived for the
honor to the “boys in blue” whose thinseason at their stone castle, Pine lodge.
ranks
was
evidenced by the sixteen
ning
I
The Underwoods, of Boston, are at their
war veterans who reported for
duty on
that day. The Foresters’ band and male | summer home, and taking meals at the
Claremont. Guests are also registered at
quartette gave several good selections.
the Dirigo hotel.
MTss Lura Card was organist.
The friends of T. M. Mason will regret
June 5.
B.

pleasant days

who will be great ly missed by all
had the pleasure of knowing her.

who

bors whom she had known and

com-

This court is

died at Ellsworth Falls
at

NORRIS.

I She was a friend to old and young alike.
She lived an exemplary life, and passed

|60.80.

rS

Bunker and Mrs. Fickett.

MRS.

OF

woman
;

O. Davis

painstaking accompanist that she |
always is. That the different numbers 1
passed off so satisfactorily is due to the
laithful rehearsing, conducted by Mrs. L. ;
afternoon the

DEATH

Mrs. Sarah A. Norris, whose death was
recorded in last week’s paper, was a

ions” a pleasant surprise recently at their
regular meeting, at intermission inviting
them to a dainty repast in the diningroom, it being her birthday.

Friday

many perplexing quesMrs. Delle Fickett was the efficient

Saturday

spending

Mrs. Lettie Willey gave the “compan-

John Homer was, as
in himself. Mr. Cobb, the

aged citizen, Yinal Hooper, took place at
the home of Mrs. Henry B. Dyer, where
he had lived several
years. It seemed
somewhat
strange that Mr. Hooper’s
death should so soon follow that of Mr.
Dyer, also from pneumonia and heart
trouble.
Vinal, as he was familiarly
called by every one, has long been a
member of the Methodist church, and
w as always present at service when able
to be about.

is

Sunbeam, was a success in every
Each part was well rendered. The

and

T.

the East-

entertainment

proceeds

professor, adjusted
tions.

were

Friday.

June 1, under the
court

evening at the hail.
host

court

panion

The minstrels, *‘A Bunch of Blackber-

a

at

C. H. Norris and wife, of Bar Harbor,
and George E. Norris and family, of Bangor, were in town this week called here
by the death of their mother, Mrs. Sarah
A. Norris.

have

Three candidates

The

fromStoning-

cared for by her
Hastings and wife and maid, of away peacefully, tenderly
Mrs. Frances Butterfield, at the
opened their summer home daughter,
old home and among friends and neigh-

B.

Boston,

The home of Curtis Hooper and wife,
Georges Pond, was a scene of unusual
liveliness and good cheer last week, when
their three sons and three daughters, and
their eleven grandchildren met beneath
the old home roof.
fine entertainment

I

Mann, a nurse
hospital, Bangor,

WALTHAM.

institute
W.

came

attend the funeral of his

aunt, Mrs. Sarah Norris.
a

vacation with her parents, Alden
wife, at this place.
C.
June 5.

here.

a

ton this week to

Mann and

goes to Hancock
the week to spend the

gave

Sherman McFarland

was

Devereux, is at home.

Maine

Point the last of
Bummer.
Her son Ellery accompanies
her for a short time before going to Bar
Harbor.

ries,”

Rev. Howard Tilden and wife, of Bar
a short visit to friends here

her

student.

a

in
at

Harbor, made
recently.

Stinson, who hap passed the
Lamoin# in the family of

present at commencement

Higgins

a

home.

East

Miss Frances
ern

HANCOCK.

McFarland returned this
visit to friends in Franklin.

Irving McFarland who is employed
Bangor, spent Saturday and Sunday

C.

at

Surplus.

Dr. R. E.
some

Friday.
Mrs. L. M. Lunt, Mrs. C. P. Lunt and
The graduating exercises of the class of
Miss Evelyn Lunt spent part of last week
1905, Stetson grammar school, were held
in
Mrs.
W.
I).
of
Seal
Bangor.
Walls,
;
at Union church, Friday evening, June 2.
Cove, kept house for Mrs. Lunt.
Following It the programme: Music;
Rumill
Robie
gave his family a surprise prayer; salutatory, “Education,” Parker
SOUTH HURRY.
by coming home from Portland Sunday Winsor Fennelly; music; history, Anna
Mrs.
Fred
Curtis, who has been ill, is
a
for
short vacation. He is still first mate
Emily Reed; oration, “The Rising of 1776,”
recovering
of the big schooner Ruth Merrill.
Alfred Stanford Reynolds,
jr.; music;
The families of the Dm. Briggs arrived
June 5.
Thelma.
statistics and address to undergraduates,
Lester Josiah Lurvey; oration, “Custer’s I by steamer Percy V. yesterday.
8OME8V £LL£.
Last
Charge,” Lawrence Manchester i Volney Coggins, who has been ill in
H. R. Hysom leaves to-day for New Nelson; music; prophecy, Laura Charmian Rluehil! for the past week, is improving.
; Jersey.
Tracy; valedictory, “Let us Act For OurWe hope to have a telephone line estabThe grammar and
primary schools selves,” Luther Savage Phillips; music; lished here soon to connect with tbo
1
closed Friday.
presentation of diplomas; class ode; Hurry line.
June 5.
Tramp.
Mrs. Agnes Hill Bridges arrived Wed- lenediction.
June 5.
8.
nesday from Boston.
Ihf Purine Cotlt.
Mrs. Mary 8omes Ober arrived from
NORTH CA8T1NK.
!>o you want to live whore the climate is mild
Hardwick, Vt., Sunday.
Norman and Ross Conner are home from the year round, where the resources are more
varied than tn any other equal are* In the world,
William Dey and Andrew Somes leave sea.
where, with a minimum of labor you can grow
to-day for Hardwick, Vt.
Mrs. Joseph Dunbar, of Penobscot, is
profitable crop*, where business U good and
The grammar school enjoyed a buck- visiting relatives in this vicinity.
•
Both
capita! find* profitable Investment?
board ride to Bar Harbor Decoration Day.
John 8. Snow is much improved in health and opportunity await you on the Pacific
Coast.
j Miss Elsie Richardson, who has been health.
Special low rate* vta the Chicago, Union
quite ill with pneumonia, is improving
Samuel Dunbar and wife have returned
Pacific A North Western Line. Send 4 cent* in
slowly.
from Bangor.
sump* to W. R. Knlskern, P. T. M C. A S. W
Mrs. Carolus Downing, who has spent
Wilbert Ordway, of the tug Bismarck, is Ry Chicago, for booklets and full information.
-Advt.
the winter in Waltham, Mass., has arri%*ed
visiting his parents, Edwin Ordway and

j

other page*

_

Miss Sarah

week

»f«

v«,

Lena

week from

short time.

Mrs. Martha Hill and sister. Miss Hattie

1

NEWS.

County \f

I

WEST

who ha*

Mann is at work at Sullivan for

Earl

ndditionn

Mrs.

her mother’s accident.

by

Jane 3.

Schooner T. W. Cooper is loading curb
New York from T. M. and W. B.
Blaisdell & Co’s, quarries.
of

Evelyn Bellatty,

Miss

spent the winter at E. E. Swett’s,

for

Coffin,

so»

Last

Saturday.

Saturday.

sailed for

who died last winter.

Phillips Wilson and two
Cnerryfield, are visiting her
parents, Robert Phillips and wife.
Miss Marion Wooster, who has just
Mrs. Grace

EllSWORTH, MAINE.

Capital. $50,000.

grip. His friends hope for a speedy
Mr*. Deborah Cole, w ho spent the winter
recovery.
with her daughter at Jersey City, is nowMiss Kate Cronin, of Ellsworth, was visiting her son, George E." Kane, at East
the guest of Misses Marion and Mildred Boston. She expects to return home soon.
Wooster over Sunday.
The patrons of the new rural free delivr

Yille,

us.

The First National Bank,

her two chil-

with

children,

on

E.

SEDGWICK.

Capt. Yett* H. Cain is in town from Isle
au Ilaut, vtajtmg his children, who are
Mr*. E. 8. Atwood and Mrs. F. A.
attending school here.
Foster were in Bangor a few days last
The clam factory of Twltchell-Chamweek.
plin Co. close# this week. It has been
Mrs. Fred Atwood and granddaughter a
very successful season, and a goodly
Lucy went to Brewer Saturday for a few sum of money hail been distributee!

risk to you.

or

Altwny,

arrived

weeks.

Mrs. Nancy Clough, of Bass Harbor, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Ellen Cloason.
She has with her the little soft of her

Worcester,

Mass.
A.

address, without cost

to any

Misses Ann and Elisabeth Gardiner,

the graves.
June 4.

ers on

Milton Allen has opened his china
store on Main street for the summer.

At any time you wish currency to use at
send it by Registered Mail. Insured,

dren, has gone to spend the summer with
her parents at Tboraaston. Mr. Stone is
on the yacht Adelia.

Lamoine, spent last
who is teaching here.

John W. Blaisdell is loading

long

with

are

relatives in town.

flower* In many pretty design*.
Music, a prayer and short address by Miss
Garland, a little history cf the day and an
appropriate poem, and a recitation by little Gladys Garland composed the
programme. The assemblage then proceeded
to the cemetery to lay thq beautiful flow-

and

J.

Joseph Gray, oar post mistress, fell
hurt her back quite badly a few days

Mrs. Charles

in town among relatives last week.

was

an account

The
of

ago.

Harbor,

Seal

by opening

returned to Boston last

R. Ober

M iss Ethel Reed, a student at Pittsfield
academy, returned last week.

Mrs.
and

pop**

Thomas Clark and wife, of Augusta,

once, we can

visit in Massachusetts.

a

hand

on

cy
old fields

very poor.

from

Cora M. is loading with lumber for New York from Macomber Bros.
of

as

Frank

Since this Bank was established it has never
You can free
lost a letter sent it by U. S. Mail.
yourself from the care of having surplus curren-

SURRY.
grass in

Mi

Thursday.
visiting

James Carey and wife have returned

Mon-

Schooner

Stinson,

rain,

A welcome
was

day

Lillian

;

C.
EAST

‘poyfs

FRANKLIN.

Mrs.

Do Your Banking By Mail.

the school-room.

June 5.

mdrUHomat frntmiy .Vnr*

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

be, but it is the only paper that con prop
The entertainment Friday night given
erly be called a County paper; all the by the McKinley school league was w*ell
rest are merely local papers. The circulaattended. The programme, consisting of
te n of The American, barring the Bar
recitations, music, a drill and a farce, was
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger well rendered and the proceed# w*ill add
than that of all the other papers printed to the fund to
buy books, maps, etc., for
in Hancock county.

COUNTY NEAv S.
>

1

Robert Laughliu, Percy and Fred Williams, who left here Monday morning
| with teams to work on the railroad, returned
Saturday night, satisfied with
railroad work.

Memorial Day the church was
very
prettily decorated with flags, evergreens

Advertisers, Publishers
O A

and Printers.

TIME and
MONEY «*■ vuxo

\/|r
W b

Challen's Record Books

Advertiser’s Record.
Subscription Record,
Job Printer’s Record.
Advertising Record,
Correspondence Record.
Rule*!, printed and indexed for quick entry
and reference. Descriptive circular and prx»
list on application. Published by
E. A. & W. E. CHII#>,
14 DOVER STREET,
NEW YORKF" O R
One

SAL- E

second-hand

Knox Marine Gasoline Engine;
18 h. p.. 3 cylinder. A bargain for some
reasonable offer refused. Inquire

one.
at

No

SHERMAN'S BOAT WORKS, BROOKLIN, ME.

v

PUNISHED
TALK8 THAT

NOVELS. ON

ABOUT

FRAGMENT THAT

FTEVENBON LEFT.

George G losing's “Varnnlld»" la a
masterpiece that Ha author «lld not live
One well known critic consulto finish.
tale of the Unman and the
,r tMa
the deceased writer's Qtiest work,

(jlUl,
gnij, though many may question this

propriating everything acceptable

incomplete.

see

were advancing, consulted with
his mother as to w hat was to be done.
They knew that their being Japanese
born would not protect them. The
mother did nothing but rock herself
and moan, and to escape the distressing sight Saiki determined to go up
the road along which the troops were
coming and take a look at them. There
vviim a donkey on the
place, the only
animal owned by the family, and Saiki, knowing that the little brute would
doubtless t>e forced into the Japanese
service, concluded that he might as
well have a last ride on4*1* back. So
•o untethered him and, mounting, proceeded up the road.
Now, Chunkee, the donkey, took very
little
in
the approaching
interest
troops, constantly turning aside to nibble at a thistle or some weed at which
another animal would turn up his
nose. Saiki belabored him to go on ami
by hard work got him to a place
where the road crossed a branch of the
Yalu river. Seeing the water, Chunkee,
instead of going over the bridge, insisted on going down to the water to
take a drink. I.ittle Saiki was not
strong enough to control the donkey
and, making a virtue of necessity, permitted him to have his way.
While Chunkee was drinking Saiki
looktsl up over his shoulder at the underside of the bridge. Then he looked
at,the muddy soil on which the abutment beside hliu was built.
Then he
noticed patches of light colored dust.
Wondering what it meant, he dismounted ami. taking some of it up in
his Angers, found that It was sawdust.
The Japanese are a very bright people,
and Saiki was no fool,
lie naturally
looked up to see where the sawdust
had come from.
This time he bent his
little black eyes on the bridge above
with more care than before add noticed
thin lines running across the stringers.
It was plain that the stringers hat!
been sawed partly through, and a
heavy weight pressing on the bridge
would break it down. Doubtless some
Korean favoring the Russians or some
Russian seotft had done the work, in
tending to let the advance of the Japanese army into the stream and delay

“What

y°ung man tirinly.
Did this cause the people to commend
him as a prudent young fellow?
No.

You see, it was at a church fair that
toe made the statement.—Pittsburg Post.
It Ought To.

McFlub—1

see a French scientist is
the wearing of wooden
clothes, flow do you think a wooden
suit would look? Sleetb—Rather knobtoy-—Louisville Courier-Journal.

advocating

It is better to l>e able to appreciate
the things we cannot have than to have
things we are unable to appreciate.—

Anon.

cun

I do

for

]

near

the beak of the Yalu river, and we
have a little garden. I would ask you
to onler your men not to eat our vegetables.”
"That I will.” said the general, and
when the army pa sed the little farm
lie directed that a detail of an officer
gml six men be made to protect it.
When he parted with Saiki he shook
him by the band, then diving into his
pocket drew out bis wallet and. handing It to the boy, told him to give It to
his mother. Saiki ran in and poured
Its contents into his mother's lap.
There were twenty shining gold pieces.
An hour later they heard the first
gun fired at the battle of the Yalu.
IiESTEU B. MBBIWETHEB.

machine.

lively lumber war is in progress on
Bfc* Croix river. Booms have been

blown up
Armed

by dynamite and logs scattered.
of rival companies are now-

once more.
1

S. Drew'.
June 4.

iftctu'cal.

to

ten to nine and
labor for the 100
power
wage schedule.

H.

Allen,

a

daughter

of

a

BROOKLIN.

Mrs. Rachel Hodgkins, of
visiting Mrs. A. D. Bray.
H. 8. Kane has been in

cinity

this week

on

was closed last Thursday and
placed into
liquidation. The Waterville Trust Co. is
acting as liquidating agent, and will
largely take over the business of the bank.

in

The Merchants’ bank which was organized
in 1876. has a capital T>f $100,000, a surplus
of $5,000 and
deposits amounting to

Lamolne,’ is

$160,000.
Benjamin C. Stone,

Portland and vi-

business.

for

twenty-seven

H. W. Flye and wife visited friends in
Ellsworth last Saturday and Sunday.

years clerk of courts of Cumberland
county, and grand scribe of the grand en-

A. E. Blake and wife have gone to Prospect Harbor, where they will spend the

clerk. He was a member of the Maine
house of representatives in 1874-5. Mr.
Stone served as grand master of the grand
lodge of Odd Fellows in 1875, and as representative to the sovereign grand lodge
in 1893 and 1894. He was a Mason of the
32nd degree.

Absolute

Have

People

!

Proof of the Claims Made Here.
It’s not words, but deeds that count.
The deeds of Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Ellsworth kidney sufferers

For

Have made their local reputation.
Proof lies in the statements of citizens,
Who have been cured and cured perma-

day’s

In accordance with the vote taken by
stockholders two or three months ago the
Merchants’ National bank, of Waterville,

The

was

a

pose of carrying passengers and freight
upon the high seas, or from port to port.
The officers are: President, William H.
Bridgham, of Hudson, Mass.; treasurer,
B. L. Hammond, of Boston, Mass.

Rae.

boat mail began June 1.
Frank Staples, of Rockland,
town last week.

half hours for
of the

employees

Maine Coast Transportation Co., Portland, has been incorporated for the pur-

veteran.

June 5.

a

motive
department without change in

Memorial Day some of our people and a
veterans, with quite a number
of the school children, visited Pine Grove
cemetery in the morning and decorated
the graves of soldiers. The usual services
were held.
A poem was read by Mrs. H.

nently.
Here’s Ellsworth proof:
Frank *E. Fernald, employed at

Treworgy’n saw-mill,

living

and

C.

at

J

Ells-

worth

Falls, Me.,

two

three years I have been annoyed

or

with attacks of
varied

from

pain.

Last

severe

spells,

and

it

to rise

backache.

At

dull ache to

could

hardly

difficult

up.

again.

to

a

stoop
good

for

times it

one

stand

If I sat down it
I read

on

most acute

a

election day I had

was

straighten

a

“Off and

says:

of the

the pain,
over
was

deal

or

hard

about

Kidney Pills curing backache and
quite free from the trouble until the

Doan’s
I

was

fall when I noticed

symptoms of

a

recur-

of Maine, I. O. O. F., died at
campment
Stephen Cousins went to New York last his
home in Portland Thursday, aged sev- rence. I went to E. Q. Moore’s drug store
week, where he will spend the summer.
enty-one years. He was in point of ser- and got a box of Doan’s
Kidney Pills.
vice the oldest except one of the clerks of
J.
Staples and wife, of Surry, visited courts in this State,
having been elected in They gave me almost immediate relief and
their niece, Mrs. Fred Phillips, last week. 1887 after
serving eight years as demuty warded off the attack.”

summer.

Mrs.

Mass.,

is

Hitty Stanley, of Fitchburg,
visiting her daughter, Mrs. E. P.

Herrick.

Mayo,
Taunton, Mass.,
short

wife

and

arrived

children,

last week

for

a

held its second annual

Tuesday evening, May

Bangor

There was a good representation of the unions affiliated, and the sessions

elected

were
as

interesting.

Officers

were

follows:

Eugene Brann,

of

Bar

Harbor, presi-

dent; Ernest J. Graham, of Millmocket,
Mark S. ,Adams, of Skowhegan, John C.
Clarke, of Portland, Henry A. Becker, of

30.

Unk

in

last week.

Rev. E. S. Drew preached a very interesting memorial sermon at the Baptist
church Sunday morning, May 28.
Rev. R. L. Olds, of Bluebill, delivered a
very flue memorial address in the Baptist

Junes.

meeting

Femme.

by

all dealers.

Price 50 cents.

Remember the name—Doan’s-and take
other.

Federation of Labor.
The Maine State Federation of Labor

of

visit.

church

For sale

Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.
no

E. D.

Kbilc

C.

Ellsworth

Hcg-; JXzuses.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administratorof the estate of Josiah Smallidge, late
of Mount Desert, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto ara requested to make payment imProctor Smallidob.
mediately.
May 23,1905.

THE

RTtTI UP MAIMP...
Haacrxa an.:- Mat *4. A f>. MM
HromleyC.
p|'AKi»:N onof r*ec«ti<m, wtecfto
! A
dweet,
Eddi-igton. Pea ♦»*• ot «*««<»,
Maine, la fia'Miff and Joaepb A tH.d
Kden. Hisrocl county, Ki»»«. i* fi»r«M»a»,
1 IwuhI na «
IfldfMSM rpet.*ee«d at the April
term of the supreme polx-tal evert to# »*ancock county, Maine. IMA. for acven huawf-r-d
and thirty -one deft era and tweatir right cent*
deb’ and eighteen doHaca ar^ nTnf *»*
cent*, coat of auit. together with * tee* < euta
for aaid writ of **ro utfwa, and w
be eotd by
auction on the hh day of June. A
P
ft. at ten o’clock t« th<
at the
office of A W King, la fc Haworth, Haaaoafc
county. Maine, ftlt the right ia hiaH. which
the aaid juugmei
debior, Jim*, h A.
now haa, or had oa the e'ght #a»h day off
July. jM>», at aevr * hours and Mtteen m tan tee
p. ni. when the name we* attac hed on tile
original writ ia th< actu»a ia which raid
judgment w*a recover**, to redeem the to#*
lowing dearHIbed mortgaged real estate, to
wit: A oertain lot or pare*• of la .d i# *dld
Eden, bounded and described aa follow* to
wit
Begiaair g at a apofted Sr tree which
marks the uoiifweat corner of the tat heroin conveyed. tbeMce aouth fifty two degreea
cast thirty ait and twenty feu' hundredth*
roda to an i?« n olt driven in the ground on
the south side of a town way k> wn aa the
Beaver Dam Ht ad. thence «mth t hirty-eight
degree* and thirty minute* we*t ewe hundred
ana nine and nine hundredth* rod* u> ao
iron Ik>U net in the ledge ta the north Had©9
laud oi heir* of Brewer or unit <*.we, theoce
by said north Hoe an the north line of land
ot the heir* of John T. IliggHi* m
in fifty
three degree* and thirty minute* west thirty
seven and five-tenth* rode to .*« Iron holt
driven iu (he ground at the southeast corner
of land of K.dward Hemor therm- following
the east line of land of said Han* *r and the
east lioe of land of Beth H. Hopkins north
east
thirty-nine deg ee* and thirty mint*
one
aud
hundred au«l
nine
thirty-three
hundredths rods to ihe place of beginning
containing twenty-live and fourteen hundredths acre's, more or lesa. according to survey Of E. 1. Lord nude in Jauuaiy, iSOU.
together with all the building* on the above
described parcel, it being the »*me property
acquired by the said Joseph A. Wood u> deed
K.
from Baimte)
Whiting dated October
eleventh 1IW. aud recorded iu Hancock registry, in book 341, page 667, and a No by a deed
to said Joseph A Wood Horn Joseph W Wood
dated March twentieth, 1*00, recorded iu vol.
348, page 463, of said registry of deeds.
Said real estate is subject to a mortgage
given by said Joseph A. Wood to the Ml#worth Loan A Building Association <i»t«n the
fifth day of March, ifltoi, and recorded in look
316, page 524, of the registry of deeds for
Hancock couuty, Maine, on wh
tt
mortgage
there is said to be due about five hundred
dollars.
Also another certain lot or parcel of land
situated in that part of said town of Kden
known as the Salisbury's Cove district, an<l
bounded and described as follows, to wit
the town road
Beginning on the south side
leading from Hull’s Cove to Gideou Liacomb’e
farm, and at the eastern liue
Gideon Liecomb; thence easterly following
the south side of said town road, twenty-three
roaa, more or less, to land formerly owned
by J. W. Wood, now of J. A. Wood; thence
southerly following said Wood’s western line
fort.) -oue and one half rods, more or less
the northeast corner lound of the Daniel
Hamor land so-called; thence westerly following said Hamor’s northerly line twentythree rods, more or less, to a spotted cedar
tree in the easterly line qf land now or
Liscomb; thence
formerly of said Gideon
northerly following said Liscomb’s easterly
line forty-one and one-half rods, more or
less, to the place of beginning, and containing six acres more or less. Excepting, how
ever, from the above described lot of land a
certain lot of land sold by Setb H. Hopkins
to Eben Parsons and described as follows:
Beginning at a slake on the south side of
the road leading from Gideou Liscomb’s to
Hull’s Cove, said stake being on the east side
private wav of said Hopkins; thence running from said stake easterly in the south
side of said road, five rods and sixteen links
I
to a stake; thence
south thirty-seven and
one-half degrees west eight rods to a stake;
thence north fift.v-two and one-half degrees
west five rods and ten links to a stake in the
east line of said private way; thence following
said east line to said way north thirty-seven
andone-balf degrees east seven and one-half
rods, more or less, to the first mentioned
bound and containing forty-three square rods
more or less, together with all the buildings
thereon.
■

E.

manding steamers of the Frontier line
from Calais to East port, and in tugboating.

few of the

visiting

are

Capt. S. N. WilJey and wife, of Boston,
visiting the captain’s daughter, Mrs.
Frank C. Allen, on the Hargentville road.
Merton Page, of North Sedgwick, and
Miss Hena Belle Carter, of West Brook I in,
were married June 4, at Brook 1 in, by Kcv.

men

deliver the address before the educational congress, to be held the last of August.

wife

are

guarding the booms.
State Superintendent W. W. Stetson has
been invited by the directors of the Lewis
and Clark exposition at Portland, Oregon,

ladies of the relief corps also were present.
Rev. A. \V. Smith preached an eloquent
sermon, appropriate to the day.

■

|
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Alden M. Flagg, of Auburn, viceSaid last above described lot of land the
Arthur L. Brown of Augusta,
STATE OF MAINE.
| right to redeem which is hereby taken and
• cretary and treasurer; John F. Connelly
PUBLIC NOTICE.
I seized issul-ject to a mortgage given by the
of Ba igor, recording corresponding secMiss Clara l lliott, who has been quite
conformity with the provisions of Chap- said Joseph A. Wood to Seth 11. Hopkins,
retary; Abner VY. Mchols, of Augusta,
ter lorty-two of the Public Laws of eigh i dated the twenty-third day of October, 1902,
ill for sometime, is improving.
lioscoe A. Eddy, of Bar Harbor, James A. teen hundred and ninety nine, and upon the and recorded in vol. 383. page 202. of said regB. H. Mayo, Sheriit.
Mrs. Susan Nowell has returned home Brennan, of Augusta, legislative com- i petiliouof five or more citizens of the State, ! istry of deeds.
mittee; L. V. Clark, of Augusta, Penn and deeming it for the best interest of fhe
NOTICK OK FOKECLONbKK.
from Massachusetts, where she has been
the Commissioners o( inland Fisheries
Walker, of Biddeford, and Paul G. (dark, State,
Andrew
J. Bridges, ny his
since March.
of Portland, finance committee. The next and Game, after due notice to all persons inmortgage deed dated August 2'. 1903.
| terested in the subject matter of said petition, and recorded
annual session will be held in Lewiston.
26, 1903, iu book 398, page
August
and
thereon
in
the
to
public hearing
Mrs. Lizzie Nickerson and little s<m, of
locality
! be affected, and deeming it necessary and 161, of the registry ot deeds for Hancock
Maine, conveyed in mortgage to the
the Sound, visited her father, Wallace
! proper for the protection and preservation of ; county.
Bluehill Mineral Spring Company, a corporaEASTBROOK.
the
inland
fish
of
the
State,
hereby adopt the | tion, the lollowing
Stanley, last week.
described real estate and
I following needful Rules and Regulations reNahum Wilbur is very low.
property, viz.:
lament Burns, wife and little daughter,
j lating to the times and places in which and personal
Acertniu lot or parcel of land situated in
!
the
under
which
circumstances
inland fish
Everard Jellison is visiting his parents,
of Eden, spent Sunday with Mrs. Burns’
Bluehill, county of Hancock, and state of
may be taken in the waters of Garland, JorMaine, founded and described as follows, to
dan, Fast, Tannery, FMood’s Pond or Little wit:
mother, Mrs. Francis Brewer.
| E. A. Jellison and wife.
Beginning at the junction of the road
Dumb brooks or any of tfceir tributaries in
from Bluehill to Bucksport with the
1
leading
is
the
material the towns of Mariaville, Otis and Clifton, in
John Killbride and wife and a groom
having
Henry Billings
cross road leading from said Bucksport roafl
Hancock
county.
build
new
hauled from the mill to
his
came Saturday with horses belonging to
to Penobscot in the vicinity of the Bluehill
RULES AND'REGULATIONS.
Mineral Spring, so called; thence following
barn.
Mrs. Herbert Parsons, of New York.
Section 1. It shall be unlawrul to fish for the centre of Baid Bucksport road north fortyFred Jellison and three Bar Harbor any kind of fish at any time in any way, in seven and three-fourths degrees west eight
A new library has been built in the
Garland brook, .Jordan brook or East brook and sixteen one-huDdredths rods to landof
church to replace the old one. The new friends enjoyed a few days at Mr. Jelh- or
Tannery brook or Food’s pond brook or A. P. Soper: thence north forty three and
son’s camp recently.
Little Dumb brook, or any of their tribu- oue third degrees east sixteen rods to the
one is of oak to correspond with the othir
situated in the towns of Mariaville. Otis corner of a stone wail; thence north twentytaries,
furniture. •
There will be a grange sociable and and Clifton, in the county of Hancock, for a four and one-half degrees east along said
stone wall by land of said 8oper thirty and
ot two years from .June first. 1905.
period
hall
entertainment
at
town
Beginning with June 4 there will be graphaphone
L. T. Carlkton,
twenty-eight one hundredths rods; thence
north twelve and three-fourths degrees east
J. W. Brackett',
morning and evening services in the Saturday evening, June 10.
sixteen and eighty four one hundredths rods;
E.
E.
Ring,
G.
June 5.
church instead of the afternoon services.
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game. thence north tortv-one and three-fourths deDated this ninth dav of May, a. d. 1905.
grees efest two rods and eighi-temhs rods;
They will be conducted by the curate,
CENTER.
thence south eighty-one and two-thirds deRev. Frederick Lee.
! To the Board of County Commissioners:
grees east four: een rods to the estate of KimMrs. Lizzie Shute and daughter Nellie j
ball Johnson; thence south four and one-half
Anne.
Gentlemen:
June 5.
east sixty-nine and eighty-two onedegrees
are at W. J. Harper’s for the summer.
ArOUR
residents
and
tax
f
petitioners,
pay
hundredths rods to estate of Enoch Osgood
ersof Hancock Couuty, Director^ of an
1
NORTH
R. B. Higgins, Capt. 8. I). Robbins and ! association known as the Union River Tele- at a stone wall; thence north eighty-one and
one-ha f degrees west sixteen and fifty-six
Miss Alice fBelle Perkins is at work for II. S. Mitchell went to Rockland last phone Company, petition for tue privilege for
said association to construct and maintain one-hundredths rods; thence south thirty
Charles Snow.
such poles and wires, in Plantations Nos. 8, and one-half degrees west fifteen and twenty| week.
and 33 as will be necessary to carry on four oue hundredths rods to center of said
Manning Perkins has had a very severe I Mrs. Blanch Harmon and children spent ?1
Bucksport road; thence southerly by the centelephone communication between the’sub- tre
of said road sixty-one and one half rods
attack of pneumonia, but is better.
R.
her
Mrs.
B.
scriders
of said association, living in their
with
sister,
Sunday
to land of 8. K. Cushing; thence south eightyseveral Plantations and s irrounding and adsix and one fourth degrees west by said CushMrs. W. S. Walker will entertain a few Higgins.
joining towns, and the City of Ellsworth and ing’s land twenty-two
rods; thence north
friends thus evening, it being her birthMr. and Mrs. George Callahan, of Boston, other parts of the State and couutry.
degrees west eleven and ninetyBelieving such act on on your part will twenty-four
1
1 are
four one-hundredths rods; thence south eigh<Uj.
occupying the Bartlett cottage this meet with genvral approval, we respectfully
ty-five and one-half degrees west by said
and earnestly ask y u to grant the same.
Dr. Frank'Biekford, of Bradford, was in summer.
Cushing land sixty-niue rods to land of Parris
Amherst, Me., April 21. 1905.
Cushing; thence north four and one-hall deH.
June 5.
Albert E. Mace, President.
town liat week, called by the illness of
grees west seventy-one and seventy six oneJ. H. Patten, Secretary.
huudredths rods to the centre ot said cross
Manning Perkins.
Herbert T Silsby. Treasurer.
road leading to Penobscot; thence lollowing
STATE OF MAINE.
Two four-masted schooners are loading
the centre of said cross road north eightyetvht and one-half degrees east sixty and
Hancock,
sg:—Court
of
Commissionice
County
ice
Maine
Lake
at
the
with
company’s
A splendid Chance.
forty-eight one-hundredths rods to the place
ers, April Term, A. D. 1905.
wharf at Brooksville.
of beginning, containing fifty and one-half
May 24,1905.
Everybody who Is wtan, delhate or sickly
more
acres
or less, reserving all rights of
Emery Ellis brought some beautiful wants to
Upon the foregoing petition the County travel acquired by the public over said roads.
Dr. Greene, of 84 Temple Commissioners
get well.
satisfied
(hat
the
being
petiAll courses refer to the magnetic meridian
tulips from Mrs. fA. M. Ellis, of North
ougbt to be heard touching the matter of the year 1888. Haid premises in this paraPlace, Boston, Mass., makes a specialty of treat- tioners
Deer Isle, for Decoration Day.
vet forth in their petition,
graph descrioed are the same described as
Order: That a hearing of all parties inter- conveyed in the deed from J. R. McNamara
ing patients through letter correspondence.
May 29.
ested together with their witnesses oe held at to the Bluehill Mineral Spring Company,
can
do
is
wisest thing all sufft ring people
the office of the County Commissioners at the dated January 8. a. d. 1889. and recorded m
NORTH LAMOINE.
Court House in Ellsworth on Thursday, the the registry of deeds for Hancock
to write the Doctor, stating just how they feel,
county,
15th day of June A. D. 1905 at 10 o’clock A. M.
Maine, January 10. a. d. 1889, in Dook 282,
Miss Edith Richardson is home'from mentioning every syoiptom of which they com
And it is further Ordered: That notice of page 429.
and
of
the
Commisthe
time,
^
place
Also all the buildings, machinery, containPortland.
purpose
plain, and he will answer the letter, explaining sioners’ meeting aforesaid
be given to all per- ing bottles, fixtures, teams, stock and maAlfred Frye was the guest of Mrs. D. Y. each symptom and describing the case so thor- sons and c >rporatiou8 interested by puolish- terial on hand formerly of the Bluehill Minof
and
this
an
attested
the
ing
copy
petition
eral Spring Company which was acquired by
McFarland a few days last week.
oughly that patients understand their complain^ order thereon one week in the Ellsworth the mortgagor herein unoer deed to him from
American a newspaper printed in Ellsworth the Bluehill Mineral Spring
Miss Edith Rice goes to Waterville as well as though they had talked with the Doe
Company hereinin said County, said publication to be 14 days after noted.
^
Tuesday to visit her sister, Mrs. Alton tor. He makes his explanations so clear that at least before the time appointed for said
Also all trade marks formerly of said The
and
that
all
said
bearing,
persons
corporaBluehill
Mineral
to
Levant.
what
alls
Spring Company together
they cannot help liut understand just
Tripp, before returning
tions interested may attend ana be heard if
with its good will and trade connections
and he tells exactly what to do to get they think fit.
which were acquired by the mortgagor herein
Prof. Raymond McFarland, principal of them,
well. It saves a journey to the city and doc
Attest:—John f. Rjtowiioif, Clerk.
under deed to him from said The Bluehill
Ijeicester academy, made a short visit to
A
of
the
and
ortier
true
petition
copy
Mineral Spring Company, hereinafter noted.
Dr. Greene is
tor’s fees, and costs nothing.
thereon.
Also any and all other property, real, personal
his parents, D. Y. McFarland and wife, the most successful
specialist In curing nervous j
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
or mixed of whatever nature or however sitweek.
of
the
lie'is
the
discoverer
of
the/drst
und chronic diseases,
uated formerly b longing to said The BlueSHERIFF’S SARK.
hill Mineial spring Company whicii was acDaniel Champion and family urrived that wonderful medicine, Dr. Greene’s Nervura State of
Maine, Hancock ss.—May 24, a. d.
quired by the mortgagor herein under deed to
Lawrence on
South
from
Saturday. blood and nerve remedy. Thousands are being
1905.
him from said The Bluehill Mineral Spring
cured through his perfect system of letter cor- rilAKEK this 24th day of May. 1905, on exe- Company hereinafter noted.
They are the guests of Mrs. Champion s respondence.
X cution dated May 3, 1905, issued on a
It has l»eeu proved successful.
Excepting herefrom, however, all bills reAustin.
mother, Mrs. Abbie
judgment rendered by the supreme judicial ceivable of and debts due, the said Bluehill
court, for the county of Hancock, at the term Mineral Spring Company.
June 5.
thereof begun and held on the second TuesAll the foregoing premises described as couday of April, 1905, to wit: on 28th day of April, veyed herein are the same described as conWEST FRANKLIN.
1905, in favor of Mary E. Gray, of Brooksville, veyed in the deed from the Bluehill Mineral
Hancock county, and State of Maine, against Spring Company to said Andrew J. Bridges
so
not
are
trees
blossoming
plentiDavid W. Gray, of said Brooksville, for wo dated August 21, a. d. 1908.
Apple
hundred dollars, debt or damage, and thirtyAnd whereas the said Bluehill Mineral
ful as last year.
seven dollars and five cents, costs of suit, and
Spring Company by its deed o! assignment,
will
sold at public auction at the office of dated the tenth day of February, a. d. 1904,
Grass and vegetation are booming from
Geo. m. Warren, m CaBtine, in said countv, to aud recorded February 10, 1904, in hook 403,
frequent showers.
the highest bidder, on the first day of July, page 311 of said registry of deeds, did assign
a. d. 1905, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, the foland transfer said mortgage deed and the debts
his
and
has
S.
Scammon
S.
logs
wood^ll
lowing described real estate and all the right, thereby secured to Alexander C. Hagerthy
sluiced into the lower pond.
title and interest which the said David W. and Everard H. Greely, and whereas the conGray has and had in and to the same on the 8th ditions of said mortgage deed have been and
P. W. IleBeck began his duties on the
day of October, 1904, at 4 o’clock in the after- now are broken and unperformed,
Ha* been on the market 12 years. Big Seller
noon, the time when the same was attached
Now, therefore, we, the undersigned, AlexD. route Thursday,
Eastbrook R. F.
sales constantly increasing.
on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
Bounded ander C. Hagerthy and Everard H. Greely,
June 1.
on the west by a brook, on the north by the
the assignees of said mortgage deed, do
They have
on
and
the
east
and
south
highway,
by land of hereby give this notice of our intention to
Eugene Butler was at home two days
David Dyer, being same premises sold and foreclose, and for the purpose of foreclosit
BEST DEALERS EVERYWHERE
g,
conveyed to said David W. Gray by Alice L. said mortgage deed, as is provided by statute.
last
week, after an absence of eight
a.
d.
1801.
AUIXAMjHR C Hai tftTHY.
CEO. S. HABB18 & CO.
Dyer, May 20,
months.
David W. Wescott,
Everard H. Greely.
Distributor*
Boston, Maas.
Cu'e'er.
JuneS.
Deputy Sheriff,
Ellsworth, Maine, May 23, 1905.

Bangor,

presidents;

HULL’S COVE.

IN

WHEREAS

1

you?”

"My mother.” said Saiki, ‘‘lives

surfacing

running satisfactorily.
Janies A. Garfield post, No. 46, G. A. R.,
Announcement was made Friday that
attended service at the Sedgwick Baptist the Maine Central Railroad Co. has volunchurch Sunday morning, May 28.
The tarily decided to make a reduction from

|

Wrong Place.
chances,” declared the

Sidney A. Pert is visiting His pefenia,
W. G. Pert and wife.

A

the mill is

budge

no

ment for

the

glad to hear the whistle and know that

Thackeray’s
great
contemporary, lie leisurely retraced his steps up the
Charles Dickens, died, too, in harness.
bank and stood a dozen yards from the
For long his health had been hut in; bridge deliberating whether he would
different, hut he stuck unflinchingly to
go forward or back Lome.
th«- work he had in hand.
On June S.
When a Japanese army moves it is
ISTo, the end came. The morning ami without the usual beating of drums,
part of the afternoon of that day were
soundlnj^wf trumpets, shouting of or
devoted to completing the sixth num
dors indeed, all those noises usually
U-. of "The Mystery of Edwin Drood.”
Un
tin* passage of armies.
hut scarcely had he finished work and attending
the other side of the bridge, half a
•at down to dinner ere he was seized
mile down the road, a column of inwith a fit. From this he never recov- ;
fantry was marching noiselessly, but
®red. but after lingering some hours.
with a quick step, like the shadow of a 1
without regaining consciousness, died
cloud passing between the earth anu
at 0 the next day.
the sun.
“I shall publish late in this year.”
At the head of the foremost tiles rode
wrote Uaurence Sterne, "and the next
Nearing the
a general and his staff.
1 shall begin a new work in four vol
he saw on the opposite side a
times, which, finished, I shall continue bridge,
on a donkey, belaboring the
‘Tristram’ with fresh spirit.” This new boy seated
little beust. vainly endeavoring to force
work here referred to is the "Sent!
him across. Suddenly the boy looked
mental Journey.” one volume alone of
the troops he had not
saw
which was ever given to the world, nor Bp aud
at once made signs that
by reason of the author's death mas heard. lie
He
not heed.
the immortal “Tristram Shandy” ever the advancing host did
was about to throw Idmself otT the
continued.
donkey and run over the bridge when
the
“Arcadia,”
pastoral romance
beast took It Into his
which Sir Philip Sidney composed at the obstinate
lie
himself,
Milton House, was never completed and head to plunge across
suddenly at the farther end
stopped
mn no small
entirely
danger of.being
was enlost to future genera dons when its Just as the Japanese general
the structure, and Saiki called
author, l**fore his death, gave order* tering
out that it had been sawed.
for its destruction.
■Jpive minutes was all the delay occaOnly about 100 manuscript pages of
down into
Benjamin Disraeli's last novel, which sioned* A horseman rode
it was shallow,
brought the story up to the first dozen the stream, found that
the ford.
lines of chapter 10, was all that was and the infantry proceeded by
In crossing, the general and his staff
written when the brilliant writer laid
used the ford, but Cbunkee was toe
aside his pen forever.
little to do this, so Saiki rode back
_a
across the bridge, which had only bent
Strength Is Vnmberi.
the diminutive donkey.
Fuddy—The Widow .Jinks has four slightly under
Saiki reached the other si^e tin■Marriageable daughters, and everyone When
general was sitting on his hoi4e in
of them is
What do you
engaged.
the r^nid, somewhut anxiously waiting
*hink of that?
safe passage of his preserver.
I>uddy~That a woman who lias to be for the
had crossed and
mother-in-law to four men can’t l»e very As soon as the boy
his horse’s
objectionable to any one of them. Uer come up the general turned
be
duties will bo too diffuse, don’t you head and, with little Saiki riding
he came to |
know, to be rigidly discharged.—Bos- lide him, listened to how
make the discovery of the sawed
ton Transcript.
Stringers. Then he asked of the boy,
Itenol\e In the

her

L. W. Guptill and
friends in Stenben.

The basement of St. Mary’s Catholic
church, Orono, which is occupied by the
society pending completion of the church,
was damaged by fire last
Thursday, to the
extent of $6,000.

pleased

ltfjl UrtUm.

SEDGWICK.

patent hat recently been issued to
Warren C. Averill, Frankfort, for attachA

Capt. Wallace Coleman, of Calais, a
in stcamboating oit the St. Croix
John Thurston has put steam power in pioneer
river, died last week, aged eighty years.
his saw mill.
of
Engineer Rathway,
He had been engaged in coasting, in comRangor, superintended the work. All are

the Atlantic Monthly. This foreboding
was hut too aoon verified, for the author bad scarce time to do more than
lav the groundwork of the story and
write the initial chapters ere death
struck him down.
At his funeral at Concord the scarce
commenced manuscript lay upon his
coffin Soon afterward the first chapter
appeared In the Atlantic, and subsequently the second chnpt<*r. which he
bail been unable to revise, was published In the same periodical. Several years
elapsed when a third fragment, revised
and copied by the novelist's wife, was
placed In the publisher's hands. The
original manuscript U now preserved In
the Concord public library.
“Wives and Daughters" was running
in the Comliill when the authoress,
Mrs Gnskell, died.
Fortunately the
work was nearing Its completion, sc
that, although It was not actually fin
label by the gifted writer, the plot was
sufficiently advanced to enable us to
make more than a shrewd guess at the
ultimate fate of the characters and to
take leave of the pro fully assured of
bLs ultimate happiness.
Another serial that was being written
for the same magazine when its author
laid down pen forever was “Deni* Duval." Thackeray, Indeed, was already
la his grave when Its publication commenced. Three parts and a portion of
the ftaxsngp.
a fourth were all that apl**ared, and ;
Though Saiki had beeu bom in I\>
‘the story,” wrote the editor, "breaks : rea. he had Inherited the
Japanese paoff as his life ended—full of vigor ami i triotism. One idea alone
occupied his
blooming with new promise like the mind—to save the Japanese advance
apple trees in tills month of May.” from falling with the bridge.
lie
With the fourth part was given a set of
jerked t’hunkee's bridle, he dug Ids
notes, taken from Thackeray's own paheels into the beast's sides, he belaper*. elucidatory of the subsequent debored him, but I'hunkee would not
of
the
velopment
plot.
till he had had his till. Then

“I’ll take

KITTKRY TO CARIOU.

jtHer

»e«

John Thurston has contracted with the
Eastern Steamship Co. to furnish 200 logs
to be used as spiling for the wharf at the
West End, Brooklin.

m*se

greater work hy a greater writer.
*tv, :r of Ilerralston,” by It. I,. Stevenwas left a mere fragment, of
winch the Inrld grandeur proved that
us In the
II., creator was taken from
jcni- of bis power. Another romance,
•s:. Ives,” hy the same pen, was rauniu Hi a monthly magazine at the time
of hi prematuro death. Here, however,
were ills hulked of a satisfactofor the story was
ry denouement,
brought to a conclusion by Mr. gulller4_>(i,tch. well known under the noiu de
piui i' of "y.
•1 hardly know what to say to the
mldic aboot thla abortlre romance,
though l pretty well know wlmt the
will tie. I shall never finish It,"
ca
wrote .Nathaniel Hawthorne with refDolllver Romance,"
er<i •’ to "The
whi'h he had undertaken* to write for

•

Countu JVmm

Wednesday.

to

the human stomach.
One morning little Saikl, the twelveyear-old son, hearing that the Japa-

there onn exist hot universal
romance must forever
rcjirii that the

jnikment,
ten; .in

;

NORTH SEDGWICK.
[Original.]
tlve loft bunk of tho Yalu river,
C. H. Closson and wife, of Sedgwick,
jvfdch divides Manchuria from Korea, were in
town Sunday.
a Japanese
family who had wandered i Mrs. Nellie Sargent and daughter Cathefrom their native land worked a little
rine, of, Sargentville, are stopping a few
farm. \\ lien the Japanese armies were
days with Mrs. C. M. Clapp.
Advancing to force the passage of the
Harold Grindle and wife, of Brooklin,
Yalu, though the little patch of vege
spent Sunday with G. M. Allen and wife.
tables raised by this family was
growMrs. Grindle Will stop a few days with
ing finely, starvation stared them in
Mrs. Allen.
the face, for no arihy will advance
Miss Minnie L. Thurston, who has been
through any country without the rank
gone from home almost two years, remid tile, either
stealthily or openly, ap- turned
All were
to

forebod“THE DOLLTVKR RO-

MANCE”-THK

i
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BLUEHILL.

Rudolph

Franz

when the article

There is satsfaction in money-spending
bought bears the stamp of honesty. To have our customers
feel that this is a thoroughly reliable store, to have them feel
that the goods are reliable and the prices just, has been our

Kneisel and William MacK inlay

spending

days

few'

a

in town.

m#

p»(«

SYSTEMIC CATARRH S°UNDERSTnon

SULUYAN.

Hatch is home Hall

Quarry.
Schooner Susan France* is in port with
freight for Hanna Bros, and A. T. Hill.

town last week.

are

County .Vrw*

EAST

John Pi Stevens, of Boston, arrived in

the spring trade.

dtmmittmmu.

COUNTY NEWS.

COUNTY NEWS.

Mis*

Lydia Hill, of
the spending the week with

Bar

Harbor,

1

Gaims Many Thousands. A Tragedian’s Thanks

to

Pe-ru-na.

to

a

is

relative# at the
E. K. Herrick has sold his place in
village to Charier. Greene, and will remove ; Hill homestead.
to Bangor.
Harold Hanna ia at his sister’s, Mr*.
the measles,
Mrs. C. E. Holt, who spent the winter in Andrew Havey, ill with
Boston with her daughter. Miss Alice I which is playing havoc with the school*.
Holt, arrived home May 30.
James Pet tee was fortunate to escape
The Bluehill baseball team went to ! serious injuries last week. While driving
Stonington last week to play the Ideal one of the wheels came off his carriage,
team there. The score stood 9 to 4 in favor throwing him out and cutting the horse
; quite bad.
of the Stonington team.
Dr. and Mrs. A. M. Thomas, of New
George Osgood, wife and baby Hilda,
York, spent Saturday, June 3, at their arrived Saturday from Ayer, Maaa. Mrs.

ambition. Many have tried and tested our business methods,,
and as a result are firm friends of this store. Many more
}
these we invite, j
may not as yet have tested these methods:
You’ll find this a good, liberal, broad-gauge shop to trade in,
No
a store that works for the interest of its customers.
In driving an artesian well on Osgood and daughter will remain during
their
are
matter at what pfiees competitors
offering
goods, cottage.
his place a supply of water was struck at the summer with her parents, William
our store as cheap, and in many in- the
at
will
find
them
Ix>rd and wife.
you
depth of TH feet.
We are not given t‘> sensational methods of, The senior class of the academy went to : The Harland district ladies’ aid, which
stances cheaper.
Bluehill Friday evening and repeat- has been working hard for funds to put
doing business, but depend on the conservative method for; South
ed an entertainment which they gave in an iron fence around its cemetery, reWe sell more Dry (ioods out of our store than ;
our success.
aradetny hall recently. The programme ceived last week through its president a
method right. consisted of music, readings and the fa ce gift of fSO, from Joseph Robertson, of Calany store in Hancock county, which proves our
We call your attention to a few of our leading departments ‘•Box and Oox”. They had a good audi- ifornia, a former resident hose parents
ence.
| arc buried in the cemetery.
which are remarkably strong.
w

Sunday morning

Our Cloak Department.
The active sale of Tailormade Suits will be increased
when you know of the stylish
lot of fresh arrivals. Prices

5 to

15 \
15

Ladies’ and Misses’

Coats,

5 to

Petticoats,

1 to

5

Silk Petticoats,

5 to

10

$3 to $7.50
1 to

3.50

DRESS GOODS and SILKS.

Carpet buying has begun in earnest. This store stands ready to
any sort of floor-covering for any amount of space. The best service
is at your disposal, and the fullest and most complete line to choose from. We
offer specially good trades in
on

MATTINGS, FLOOR OIL CLOTHS,
LINOLEUMS, RUGS, ART SQUARES, AND NOVELTIES

IN

WOOL CARPETING.

A CURTAIN SALE.

decorating

istic service of

Draperies.

fairness

March.
Orchestra
Reading of orders.Adjt S P Snowman
Singing—For the Hoys who Wore the Blue,
^
Chorus
Exercise and drill.twenty-two girls
Address by Commander.
Roll Call
Singing—Tenting In the Sunshine,
Duct and Chorus
Medlev of N .ttona! Airs .Orchestra
Address....lion. Sumner P Mills, of Sionlngton

M KM OBI A

prevailing

1

hosiery

from

us

once

you will never

in the

Hosiery

LACES AND TRIMMING.
in that line.

If you

Our Shoe Store.
We devote

a

Charles I. Staples and wife, of Ellsworth,
and Mrs. Nellie Philips, of Brooklin, were
guests at their old home in Surry Sunday.
J. E. Gott has so far recovered as to take
! charge of the Methodist Sunday school
Sunday. He has been superintendent of
the school ten years or more.
! jr»* mtUlitional (Vmm» AVwi
S.
| June 15.

DAY

Shoes. We carry the largest stock and assortment in the city.
All widths, styles and
sizes for Men, Women and Children. If you
want shoes that tit, up-io-date in style and
iu any quality, we have them.
We are great believers in children, and
in making them comfortable.
For that
reason we carry more of an assortment in
Children’s Shoes than all the other dealers

combined.
The reason we sell so many shoes for

Children is simply because we better supply
the Children’s needs than others do. Every
requirement, fit, shape, looks, wear, and

Our

so

large that
on

we

know we can

Children’s Shoes
Misses’ Shoes,

is';from

Boys’ Shoes,
Youths' Shoes,
Men's Shoes,

Ladies' Boots,
Ladies' Oxfords,

please

you.
25c to #2.00
to

zjw

1.00 to
1.00 to
1.25 to
1.50 to
1.00 to

3.00

2.00
5.50
4.00
4.00

Particular attention is called to our enorassortment of Ladies' and Misses’ Oxfords. We aTe showing several styles at
each price, which makes an assortment une
mous

|

qualed by

anyone.

AVe h ave the largest store in space, occupying two
whole buildings, with the largest assortment, the best goods
and the lowest prices. Modern Dry Goods, Fancy Goods,
Ladies’ ready-to-w ear, Carpet and Shoe Stores.

M.

the civilised world.
Write for a copy of Dr. Hartman's
latest book,entitled,“Chronlc Catarrh.”
Address Dr. Hartman, President of
The Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus,
Ohio.
1
All eorresponpenco hold strictly conI fldcntiai.

<

C

OUNTY NEWS.

Keith’s Theatre, Boston.
The opening concert of the Fadettcs
payee
woman's orchestra at Keith’s created a
greater sensation this year than ever beBUCKS
PORT.
SEAWALL.
fore.
Music lovers from all over New
I. H. Homer is selling out his household
A pretty wedding took place at Mrs.
England were much in evidence, and the
Julia A. Stanley’s Friday, June 2, w hen goods preparatory to removal to the Pacific most enthusiastic encomiums have been
her granddaughter,
Atherlanie Herrin, coast.
9bowcred upon the Keith management for
1
was married to Guy V. Young, of L wis* !
On July 1 Walter Snowman will succeed the return of the famous musical organiton. Mr. Emery performed the ceremony. Howard Dorr as driver of the Buck
sport- zation.
The bride wore w hite muslin, trimmed Castine stage route.
Mrs. Nichola, the director, has mad
with white lace and insertion.
Fred R. Brown, of Olympia, Wash., a some changes in the personnel of the orJune 5.
D.
native of this town, was the guest of his chestra, and it is the unanimous opinion
The conold school friend, K. B. Stover, a few days that it is now “the best ever”.

SOTfM.
her

com-

«<

other

}

_

J

Are Animals

“An Iowa

with her parents, P. P. Gilmore and wife.
I and added that a minister at a funeral in I
the strongest and best-balanced vaudeville
The orchestra, heard for the first time in their town had said that no
animal except
Miss Martha R. White left Monday for
of the year. Some of the enpublic, added much to the musical part of I man was capable of sympathy. I agree her future home in Decatur, 111. Misa programmes
tertainers will be the four Lukens, who
the programme. Brooks Weacott played with the
minister. Sympathy, I think, is White will join her father and mother, have
just returned from abroad, and who
the cornet; Herman Carter, violin; Norbeyond the lower animals. When we Mr. and Mrs. H. G. White, who left on have one of the greatest “casting” acts in
man Mayo slide^trombone; Alice Mayo,
sympathize with a person we put our- Saturday, at the home of her brother the world; Susie Fisher, a pleasing baripiano.
selves in his or her place; we feel sorry for
Arthur, in Newcastle, w here she will make tone vocalist; the Avoloa, a quartette of
The address by Senator Mills might him;
w^pity him; we would gladly alle- a short visit.
expert xylophone players, evenly divided
have been entitled “Way-marks in Naviate his suffering—all of which implies |
Thomas Sherman, of Boston, a native of as to sex; Louis Wesley, late of 44Tbe Maid
tional History”. It was forceful, definite, more or less imagination and disinterested !
! Hucksport, has been visiting his mother, and the Mummy”; MUe. Cheater, and her
and held the closest attention of the large i regard. Susceptibility to the sufferings of
Mrs. Harriet Sherman. Mr. Sherman was beautiful statue dog. In “Pictures of the
audience. It has been highly spoken of, I others is one of many higher attributes. 1
formerly private secretary to James 0. Hunt '; <ii!dny and Fox, in a comedy
and Mr. Mills will be pleasantly remem- | When sympathy was born the race lifted
Blaine, and later cousuf-general to Liver- skyteh. and Norman D. Hull, a laleuted
bered by the comrades and citizens gener- ! above the purely animal plane. The next
pool, Eng. He is now treasurer of a Bos- b.»y soprano.
ally.
| step is taking the sufferings of others ton publishing aotnpany.
Aa usual, the biograph will show an enwhich
is
the
tire new list of <otnsdy and Interesting
desires
commander
to
upon
yourselves,
The post
highest
express
Mrs. Harriet Wiley Sherman, widow of motion
form
of
altruism.
picture*.
w'ho
in
|
his thanks to all
any way aided in
the late John H. Sherman, died Monday
making the exercises so great a success, | “Pure selfishness rules the lower animals
residence
of
at
the
her
Mother- less their (tread for “that terrible
morning
daughter,
and especially should the post thank Mrs. and necessarily ao. Sympathy is not necMrs. Sherman waa seeoM •um*tr‘Wrler they have Dr. Fowler'#
Mrs. F. L. Temple.
Stover for the pains she took with the girls. essary for the continuance of the species,
Kstreet
of w 11 1 Strawberry ta the bou#e.
and
eleven
months of
eighty-eight years
A. C. Osgood, as music committee thanks but affection for their young is. Animals
Maura's » peat Sr far bowel complaints of every
age. She leaves four ‘children, -J. Edwin
a
have
of
chorus
for
their at- certainly
the members of the
feeling
comradeship j
ami. Adsi.
Sherman, of Antwerp, Belgium; Mrs.
tendance at rehearsals and the good music for each other, and experience something
A. Stamford, of Bangor; Thomas H.
Mary
like
at
a
or
a
cat
grief
separation, yet dog
^hey rendered.
atmrmsrarnt*.
Sherman, of Brookline, Mass., and Mrs.
or a horse or a cow will sniff at the
body F. L.
The exercise and drill, under the direcTemple, with whom she had made
of its dead fellow with apparent uncontion of Mrs. Abbie Stover, a member of
her home for the last few years.
cern.
A cry of distress among the birds
the W. R. C., deserves especial mention.
A concert for the benefit of the Athletic
will bring every bird within hearing to
The correctness and promptness with
the spot, and cause them to be more or association of the seminary was given at
which each of the twenty-two girl* perthe Methodist church last Thursday evenI less agitated, but it is only because they
formed her part showed the care Mrs.
ing. The programme was as follows:
, are alarmed for their own safety; a coraWytg0itk>ck, Me., Dec. as. 190.1
Stover had bestowed on their practice.
Piano solo, Miss Grant; reading. Miss
inon enemy may be about.
In the herd
I
of
“The
the
Boys
They sang
Sixties”, and the dock a sick or w'ounded member Getchell; vocal duet, Miss Stowe and Mrs. ! Dear Sirs:—
Marion Parker recited, then the wreath
1 fee! it my duty to write you and tell
Ellin gwood; vocal solo, Miss Ross; diais often fallen upon by its fellow's and deF.
each girl carried with a gold letter in the
you that I think a great deal of "L.
Miss
Getchell
and
Mr.
logue*
Paw;;
i atroyed.
was taken sick
middle of it and a pendant star below, w-as
solo, Miss Lazzari; reading, mum Atwood's Bitters, as J
I
“If any animal ever experiences the
seven
six years ago and was treated by
awrenee; vocal duet. Miss Ross and Prof.
placed on an arch by the leaders, making i emotion we call
Was also at the
sympathy it is, of course, Carver; reading, Mr. Page; piano solo, Mr. 1 different doctors
“Brave Soldiers of Freedom”.
the dog. The dog has so long been the Homer; dumb bell drill.
Eastern Maine General Hospital. lt
June 5.
M
companion of man that he often show's in
Bangor, and they told me I had a canhis nature a trace of the purely human".
cer in my stomach
SALISBURY COVE.
LAMOINE.
1 did not work a day for three years,
--—1
Percy Bowden, of Bangor, spent Satur- and now. after using “L F
can do a
Leona Wilbur is the guest of his sunt,
A young man’s ideal girl never attempts
and Sunday with his father, Frank
day
Mrs. Lydia Hodgkins.
hard day 's work.
to work him for oyster* or ice-cream.
Bowden.
Yours truly.
W. F. Hutching* was home from GouldsJust because his wife uses s little powMiss Beatrice Johnson, clerk at Lusboro a few days last week.
WILLIAM SCOTT.
der. i» no excuse for a man coining home eorub’s
was
the guest of Miss
store,
Dexter and Colby Fetcher, grandchil- half shot.
"L. F." is a natural Blood Purifier.
at
Bar
Harbor
on
Hooper
Sunday.
dren of Rev. Thomas McDonald, are at
Brings relief at *11 seasons of the ycarWhen oar first foreign minister arMiss Stella Gleason, of New Brunswick, The True "L. I
Atwood's Bitters. 3$
the parsonage.
to
to
London
he was requested and her sister, Mrs. Fred
ranged
go
Smith, of Bos- cents at all gOOt note*.
Manse 1 Young
has rented the store
the
of
the
by
captain
sailing vessel in ton, who have been the guests of her
owned by Mrs. Lydia Hodgkins, opposite
New York harbor to go aboard immedij friend, Miss Anna Smith, have gone to
the one now occupied by W. F. Hutchately. Hastily buying s sack of flour, New Brunswick ti spend the Hammer.
ings, and will stock it arith groceries.
U^ee ham* and s bag of potatoes, he
June 5.
R.
June 5.
Y. i hurried on board ship to arrange with
—Dr.
some sad or to cook his meals, not knowTRENTON.
EAST FRANKLIN.
ing but that they might sail at any hour,
Mrs. Daniel B. Hamilton, formerly of
The Ellsworth Free Baptist quarterly Five weeks passed before the boat left the
Rockland, died here at 2 a. m. this morn- Safe, Quick. Reliable
Superior to <>th«r r*m«dt«e *..14 •* bijfc prt'"**meeting will be held with the Free Bap- harbor. After six weeks at sea the trav- ing.
She was about fifty-five years of
Cupr guaranteed
If
SuoceM* ully
eler at length beheld the outlines of the age. She leaves no children.
*
tist church in East brook, June 16 to 18.
40ft.OlMI V\ uneen.
r'"~
gist* or by MtU. TegHtbot ia *«»** “JoU** »
June 6.
R.
coast of old England.
»**•
7.
Spkc.
Br. UPraacB,
|
|
■

1

Seven Doctors Failed
“L E.” Relieved Him

in Men’s and
you can’t get elseis the latest. All are Dip .toe. Military heel. It’s
see it.
Of .course we hare other lasts perhaps a little

price

me

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

.Orrhcstra

Miss Alice
Mills accompanied
brother from Stonington.
There was a good attendance of

••To turn H up Perunm hat done

good than any tonic / have ever
taken,"—Robert Downing.
ETr. Hartman was the Brat physician
in the United States to accurately describe systemic catarrh. His remedy,
Peruna, the only systemic catarrh remeoy yet devised. Is now known all ever
more

|

separate store to Hoots and

moderate prices.
Newest F, shlons
Ladies’ Shoes—Styles
where. The Hump last
dead swell; you ought to
more sensible.
Our Assortment la

George W\ Joyce ha* resigned as assistlight-keeper at White Head. He has
moved his family here. He has accepted a
mate's position with the Maine Steamship

draughty

1

If you want goods which give satisfaction, don’t pass these departments.
The assortment is enormous, aud prices as moderate as inferior goods are sold
for.

up-to-date goods

44You may notice that persona In poor
health always find the heat most intolerable; this I avoid by using Peruna. 1
know by the thermometer that the
weather is hot, yet I have felt the heat
less this summer than ever.
•
*/ find Pcruna a preventative against
all sudden summer Ilfs that swoop upon
one In changing climates and water.
It Is the finest traveling companion and
safeguard against malarial influences.
“The cooling action of Peruna on the
mucous membrane makes it invaluable
to actors and singers, as it does away
wiltvihat tendency to sadden hoarseness
so apt to overtake one on emerging from

room

Sympathetic?
certs will be given at approximately 1.45
| recently.
correspondent", writes John
and 7.3%p. m.
The officers and members of the W. R.
Miss Madge Gilmore has returned from
in May Outing, “asks me to
Burroughs
else
For the week of June 12 there will be an
buy anywhere
C. w ish to thank the school children and
D.
where
she
haa
been
Washington,
C.,
him my opinion as to whether or not
entire change 6f select ions. The surroundall others who contributed so generously give
to
the
summer
attending college,
spend
any of the dumb animals hate sympathy, |
flowers and evergreen.
ing vaudeville bill will round out one of

GLOVES, CORSETS AND MUSLIN UNDERWEAR.

Our store is known for taste and
want the style, look these over.

In speaking of Peruna, Robert Down- a hot dressing
ing, the famous tragedian, says:
stage.

Mrs. Mamie Stewart's horse broke his
leg in the pasture a few days ago and had
to be killed.

and Underwear end of our business have won for it an enviable reputation.
rades from out of town.
Spring showing is now most complete, and tire choosing-time is here. We
The tow'n hall was tastefully decorated
make a specialty of Children's Hose, and think we have the best and most with
flags and wreaths and evergreen.
for
children
sold
satisfactory hosiery
anywhere.
The W. R. C. served dinner at noon to
See our line of 12 1 -2c hose for Men, Ladies. Misses and Children; about
sixty.
also our 25c line.
If you buy
afterwards.

ROBERT DOWNING. THE FAMOUS TRAGEDIAN.

ant

was

We

UNDERWEAR.
price

the graves, the

programme:

Music.

Wo devote a w hole room to Carpetings and
carry the largest stock in the city.

and the

H.

Co.
June 5.
Spec.
prayer, and a chorus
sjing “Where They Sleep in Dreamless j
1
SUBBY.
Slumber”. After singing “America” the
procession again formed and marched to j Capt. Harry Wood, in the schooner Linthe townihall where the following was the coln, arrived Sunday from Bangor.

Slnglna—America

honesty

June 6.

friend# and relatives.

the post

Covering.

the

from

them. By pasting in Spanish texts very
acceptable prize* are made for her pupils.

cemetery.

This sale embodies Lace Curtains, Ruftied Muslin Curtains, Swiss, Irish
Point, Portieres, Couch Covers and a full line of Draperies and Furniture

merit,

from Mrs. Ft he I Porter
Lima, Peru, telling of Tier
mission work in the day and Sunday
schools, suggest that if friends have gift
booklets or chrotno calendars of other
years she would be very glad to receive
received

C. G. Harwood offered

The

The

were

ritualconducted at
the soldiers’ monument by R. 8. Osgood,
commander, A. C. Osgood, officer of the
day, and Albert Stevens, chaplain. Rev.
After

CARPET SEASON OPENS.

HOSIERY AND

Cloason

It is always a pleasure to all to have May
SWAN*8 ISLAND.
a day of sunny skies, of opening buds
Prof. Lindsey is having a small summer
of
and blossoms,
gentle winds, of sweet cottage built for some of his friends.
and fragrant air -and this was a perfect
j Ozlvert and Frank Bridges have gone to
day. At 1 o’clock the members of James j
Bangor to get licenses to run their auxA. Garfield post and the school children,
iliary smack.
all with flowers in abundance, led by a
Mrs. G. A. Prock is home after spending
drum corps, and escorted by William T. j
Sherman council, Jr. O. U. A. M., marched two months in Bangor and Calais with
to Seaside

An enormous assortment and all the new weaves. Particular attention is
called to the new weave—the Panama Cloth—at 75c and #1. and Mohairs
from 50c to #1.50 per yard.

figure

Isaac'

1

J

30
1

Wash Waists,

of

Mrs.
Sarah Stover, widow of John
Stover, was burled from th«*church Saturday afternoon, Rev O. U. Barnard officiatMrs. Stover died in Portsmouth
ing.
while visiting her daughter. She leaves
two daughter# and one son.
She was a
member of the grange. Daughters of Liberty and W. K. C.

ser-

MEMORIAL DAY.

Itain Coats,

Silk Waists,

union

many years, but for the last twenty years
of his life has occupied his house here
which he sold only a few weeks ago to
Mr. Parker. Capt. Cloason was a member
of Ira Berry lodge, F. and A. M.

$ 7.30 to $20 /
Walking skirts 2.50 to lOv
lO

was a

Notes
brought here from Sorry for burial May
j .‘5). Capt. Closson followed the sea for Watson

Suits from

5 to

The remains

j

will particularly please you.
We have Ladies’ and Misses'

Dress Skirts,

there

vice in the Congregational church. Her.
E. Bean preached the baccalaureate aermen
to the graduating class, which number*
eighteen. In the evening Rev. R. L. Old*
addressed them in the Baptist church,
this also being a union service.

GALLERT, Ellsworth,

Me.

£uitar

LADIES
LaFranco’s—
Compound W9%£SMh,m

Regulator

j

_

1

f.

V

